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Development cooperation is based on collaboration between aid donors and recipients, which include both state and non-state entities. This approach applies to all activities in the field of development aid, but also to the state of mutual relations between highly developed and developing countries. It covers both the traditionally understood development aid as well as regulations aimed at economic development and improvement of welfare of less developed countries. The development cooperation formula combines at least four elements:

- transfer of financial, material, technical resources to developing countries that fall into the category of Official Development Assistance (ODA);
- preferential trade regulations, i.e., the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and the WTO’s Special and Differential Treatment (SDT);
- creation of international regulations favoring the economic development of less developed countries;
- activities aimed at promoting knowledge and awareness of development problems of less developed countries.

The approach based on development cooperation is an attempt to introduce changes to the international aid system in order to increase its effectiveness. An action is considered effective when net benefits, i.e. after deduction of costs, are positive and as large as possible. The predominance of benefits over costs makes the action considered effective. Accordingly, an appropriate objective of development cooperation is to increase the effectiveness in achieving development goals, which include economic growth and poverty reduction. In this regard trade plays an essential role. Therefore, the task facing the WTO is to provide developing countries with technical assistance and other forms of support to implement rules of international trade more effectively and assume greater obligations in terms of their trade liberalization. However, most WTO members are unable to carry out the process on their own, even if it was to bring tangible benefits. The reason lies in high implementation costs. Therefore, additional and more effective assistance is needed to implement the relevant changes and undertake economic reforms.

I am aware that the support offered by the WTO to developing countries is not the main area of its operation. The most important tasks of the WTO include the creation of international trade rules and the supervision of their compliance by the member states. This is due to the WTO’s primary regulatory function, which is to “facilitate the implementation, administration and operation, and further the objectives, of the multilateral trade agreements” (Article III of the Agreement Establishing the WTO). For developing countries, this commitment took the form of trade-related technical assistance aimed at enabling less developed countries to exercise their rights and obligations of WTO membership and to benefit from
trade. This means that technical assistance in the field of trade policy and trade law to developing countries is the basic instrument of WTO’s development support.

The main thesis of the study is that the WTO activities towards developing countries are part of development cooperation. Actions are carried out within the WTO’s statutory functions, and on the basis of multilateral agreements and daily practice, which enable developing countries move closer to achieving their development goals, especially in the field of trade. In order to prove the adopted thesis, six complementary hypotheses were formulated:

- **Hypothesis 1:** changes that are taking place within the international aid system indicate the need for a new approach to development assistance and greater involvement of the WTO;
- **Hypothesis 2:** the WTO’s technical cooperation activities are complementary to those carried out under the broader structure, i.e. ODA;
- **Hypothesis 3:** modification of SDT regulations offers an opportunity to increase the effectiveness of operation of the WTO;
- **Hypothesis 4:** the WTO requires reforms, and thus adaptation to new international circumstances, which means increasing its role in the area of development assistance;
- **Hypothesis 5:** greater WTO support for developing member countries entails their more active engagement in trade liberalization on terms adjusted to individual economic needs;
- **Hypothesis 6:** adoption of a new formula for implementing WTO regulations, applied in the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) and based on a flexible approach, shall increase the degree of adoption and application of WTO rules by developing countries.

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the study, several research methods were used. The critical analysis of the research subject focused on:

- evolution of development aid mechanisms and instruments, including in particular changes within the multilateral aid system;
- principles and rules of trade policy, which were of particular importance for developing countries in the process of overcoming economic difficulties;
- GATT and WTO multilateral negotiations addressing development issues and support for developing countries;
- relations between the WTO and developing countries.

There was made a cross-sectional analysis of economic, political and institutional phenomena. It was shown that the interaction and interpenetration of the discussed issues result from the complex subject of research in the field of development cooperation. The inductive reasoning allowed general conclusions to be drawn on
the basis of detailed and individual facts. It was a means of verifying specific issues, which included WTO technical assistance, the involvement in Aid for Trade, and the application of SDT regulations by developing countries. Thanks to the deductive reasoning, it was possible to present the rationale behind the need to introduce changes to the international aid system, in particular the reform of Official Development Assistance (ODA). Based on the analysis of selected theoretical issues related to aid effectiveness and the results of empirical research on the international aid system there was formulated a statement about the need of increasing the effectiveness of international aid system through greater inclusion and more active involvement of the WTO. Therefore, it allowed to draw conclusions and formulate opinion on the changing role of the WTO in the sphere of development cooperation. Consequently, it was possible to define the role and indicate the importance of the organization for the development of multilateral aid system. An attempt was also made to assess the actions taken by the WTO and to determine the direction of its evolution. For this purpose, I have highlighted the problem of WTO reform in the context of relations between the organization and developing countries.

Considerations on the role and importance of the WTO in the area of development cooperation constitute a new approach in research on the WTO. The starting point is the concept of international cooperation and the premises that make it possible within the perspective of international political economy. In this context, the role of organization is fundamental as it represents the most developed form of international cooperation, through which states strive to pursue their interests (Levy, Keohane, Haas, 1993; Keohane, 1984, 1989; Young, 1986; B.V. Yarbough, R.M. Yarbough, 1987; Popiuk-Rysińska, 2001; Łoś-Nowak, 2004). In line with the above assumption, the level of institutional development determines the dynamics and quality of international cooperation. The development of international institutions, which include international organizations, as well as international regimes and certain forms of repeated behavior, is the evidence of deepening interdependencies in the economic, political, and social spheres (Keohane, 1984, 1989; Keohane, Nye, 2001). Moreover, as a result of globalization, many competencies have been shifted from national to supranational level, and as the authority of governments has eroded, the significance of non-governmental actors in the decision-making process has increased (Strange, 1996). Accordingly, the mandate of international organizations, which gained the possibility to operate in areas beyond their previous statutory framework, was strengthened or even extended.

The new approach adopted in the book is the recognition of the international development aid system as an international regime, which has been given the formula of development cooperation in order to more effectively implement the assumed
goals, i.e., economic growth and reducing poverty. The basis of this approach are the definitions of D. Krasner\(^1\), O.R. Young\(^2\), D.J. Puchali, R.F. Hopkins\(^3\), as well as R.O. Keohane, and J.S. Nye.\(^4\) They are all the pioneers in studies on international cooperation and international institutions, where international regimes are seen as specific types of institutions. Their uniqueness lies in the fact that they are treated as an institutionalized structure somewhere between obligatory and binding norms and rules of international law and the right to independence and freedom of action in international environment (Łoś-Nowak, 2004, p. 19).

The point of reference for the contemporary formula of the international aid system is the concept of a regime complex. It is a phenomenon defined as a set of various, sometimes narrowly focused regulatory systems, the elements of which are “linked more or less closely to one another, sometimes conflicting, sometimes mutually reinforcing” (Keohane, Victor, 2010, p. 2). Such a set of regimes, aimed at regulating the behavior of participants in a specific field, is becoming more and more common in world politics, especially in the situation of the occurrence of a phenomenon referred to as “institutional density” (Raustiala, Victor, 2004, p. 295). The international aid system can be regarded as a highly institutionalized structure within which various types of arrangements and contracts exist, but their implementation is not obligatory. The degree of achievement of the adopted goals depends on interests of entities participating in it. The formula of development cooperation is a concept that combines various elements that make up the development aid regime possible to operate.

In both cases – the international regime and development cooperation – behavior is expected to be adequate to the situation, consistent with the adopted principles, norms, and procedures. As part of development cooperation, these are the arrangements contained in the program documents – the Monterrey Consensus on Financing for Development (2002), the Paris Declaration (2005), the Accra Agenda for Action on increasing the effectiveness of development aid (2008), and the Busan Partnership (2011). Therefore, the international regime in the field of development cooperation

---

\(^1\) D. Krasner defined the international regime as “a set of implicit or formal principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures around which the expectations of actors in a given field of international relations converge” (Krasner, 1983, p. 337).

\(^2\) After O.R. Young, the international regime can be treated as a set of multilateral agreements between states aimed at regulating domestic activities within a given area, in this case of assistance to developing countries (Young, 1982, p. 20).

\(^3\) According to the study of D.J. Puchali and R.F. Hopkins, the international regime functions in every field of international relations in which there is a certain regularity of certain behaviors (Puchala, Hopkins, 1982, pp. 61–92).

\(^4\) R.O. Keohane and J.S. Nye define international regimes as “sets of governing arrangements” which embrace “networks of rules, norms, and procedures that regularize behavior and control its effects” (Keohane, Nye, 2001, p. 17).
is treated, firstly, as an institutionalized structure for exchanging commitments between donors and recipients of aid, and, secondly, as a code of conduct for states as well as non-state actors to take expected actions to achieve common goals.

International organizations, in this case the WTO, can be incorporated into the structure of an international regime, which is a much broader type of institution than an organization. They usually serve as a forum for meetings and negotiations and are a catalyst for reaching agreements (Keohane, 1984, p. 163). The WTO serves not only as a forum for communication among its members, but also for mutual exchange of commitments to liberalize international trade based on certain principles of standards, rules and decision-making procedures. Negotiation is the main means to reduce trade barriers and agree on joint decisions. Given the involvement of the WTO in development cooperation, the organization’s activities go beyond its regulatory function. Expanding competencies is accompanied by increased responsibility for undertaken activity. Therefore, expectations are rising towards international organizations related to increasing its operational efficiency and achieving assumed goals.

The literature on the subject lacks studies that would include a comprehensive analysis of WTO activities in the field of support for developing countries. The vast majority of research on the WTO and developing countries focuses on individual problems and economic sectors where developing countries have had difficulties in meeting their commitments. The studies mainly concern the participation of developing countries in GATT and WTO multilateral negotiations and their influence on the degree of trade liberalization. In previous studies, the factor related to WTO-led development aid was treated in a general way or ignored. This volume aims to fill this gap by providing insight into the role and importance of the WTO in development cooperation. The book is also a voice in the debate on the contemporary condition of the WTO and the organization’s search for its place in the global economy.

The work consists of six chapters. Chapter I, under the title of From Foreign Aid to Development Cooperation: The Evolution of the International Aid System, attempts to present the reasons for modifying the international aid system and the need for creating development cooperation. Various approaches to clarify the issue and definitions of development aid have been identified. The ongoing discussion on the issue of development aid effectiveness was recalled. The starting point for considerations is Official Development Assistance (ODA). The proposed changes in the ODA concept have contributed to the expansion of development cooperation, based on the assumption that support should be provided in such a way as to meet development needs of recipient countries. This means a departure, at least in the declarative sphere, from aid in line with the priorities of foreign policy and economic interests of donor countries.
Therefore, the key to achieving better results is to put emphasis on increasing the effectiveness of development cooperation, which means mainly the implementation of the objectives set in the form of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and replaced in 2015 by the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

In Chapter II, Multilateral Aid, the focus was on the evolution of international aid system. An attempt was made to identify potential benefits and threats resulting from the emergence of new entities (donors and recipients), instruments and funding mechanisms. Two basic problems related to the effectiveness of aid delivery and the achievement of development goals were observed. The first concerns an increasing number of entities participating in multilateral aid system, which leads to its fragmentation and difficulties in harmonizing activities. This number is increased, in addition to governmental and non-governmental organizations, by an expanding group of trust funds and other financial institutions. The second issue is the phenomenon of “bilateralization” of multilateral aid, which means the increasing control of bilateral donors over the activities of multilateral institutions. This process is a direct consequence of the inflow of funds defined as earmarked or multi-bi), the allocation of which is most often decided by donors. The WTO is subject to this type of change, although its dynamics is slower than in the case of other institutions specialized in providing aid (UN, WB). This chapter attempts to diagnose the impact of this sort of changes within the multilateral aid system on the functioning of the WTO. This is primarily about changes in the sources of financing development aid and the increasing control of bilateral donors over multilateral aid.

Chapter III is devoted to clarifying and organizing the issue of technical assistance through which the WTO carries out its ODA-related tasks. Benefiting from trade and more active participation in trade negotiations by developing countries require increasing their financial and material resources as well as expertise. Therefore, the provision of technical assistance by the WTO in the form of courses and training on trade policy and trade law allows to increase trade capacity of developing countries, and thus their institutional, legal, and administrative potential. Unlike specialized aid institution, the WTO does not directly provide funding to developing countries but gives support in the form of courses, trainings, and know-how. Although the tasks performed by the WTO within the framework of technical assistance are not able to meet immense needs of developing countries, they nevertheless constitute a significant supplement to activities undertaken within the framework of development cooperation. The chapter attempts to present the principles of operation of WTO’s technical assistance and the main rationale behind the expansion of its coverage.

In Chapter IV, I analyze the initiative of Aid for Trade, a development aid program that focuses on supporting low-income countries in building trade capacity, enhancing
their infrastructure and overcoming the barriers that constrain their ability to benefit from trade. Established by the WTO and multilateral development institutions (including the IMF, WB, UNDP, UNCTAD, ITC, and the OECD), the program was spread across different sectors and involves complex relationships among recipient country governments, bilateral donors, multilateral and regional agencies, private sector and other non-governmental organizations. The Aid for Trade is an expression of the pursuit of the objectives underlying development cooperation. Activities eligible for the AFT are part of ODA. The AFT covers a wide range of activities that fall into three categories: economic infrastructure development, productive capacity building, and trade policy and regulation. The chapter examines the role of the WTO in the AFT and identifies areas where the organization has taken specific action.

In Chapter V, under the title of Preferential Treatment for Developing Countries, I present the evolution and evaluation of the operation of special trade rules applied in the GATT and WTO. Their purpose was to enable the integration of developing countries into the international trading system on preferential terms. There are three basic forms of preferential treatment under the SDT provisions. The first is greater access to the markets of developed countries than under the MFN clause, the second is the possibility of obtaining a longer transition period for the implementation of WTO agreements, and the third is a temporary exemption from the application of regulations contained in the WTO agreements. This chapter examines the effects of SDTs, and thus their impact on the participation of developing countries in multilateral negotiations and on the international trading system. The SDT set of rules has been treated as a special form of support to developing countries when they are obliged to implement WTO multilateral trade agreements. Admittedly, it is not development aid in the sense of ODA, but a regulatory mechanism that was to enable developing countries to benefit from trade on preferential terms. However, with the establishment of the WTO, the impact of SDT rules on developing countries and the organization itself changed. The main theme in the chapter is the question of the continued application of SDT to a wide and diverse group of developing countries. Therefore, the proposals for modification as well as the lifting of the provisions were discussed.

Chapter VI, under the title of The WTO as a Development Institution, is a synthesis of efforts to integrate development into the mainstream of WTO trade negotiations. In 2001, with the commencement of a series of negotiations known as the Doha Development Agenda (DDA), there was a chance to adopt solutions that would, to a greater extent than in the GATT, foster the realization of trade interests of developing countries. The chapter explores the importance of development and aid issues of the Doha Development Agenda. The aim was to examine in which areas of negotiations the commitment to pursuing developing countries’ trade interests was
fulfilled. This largely concerned market access with regard to agricultural products and industrial goods, but also those areas that determine the growth of a state capacity, i.e., intellectual property and services. A separate section is devoted to the Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA). It is the only multilateral agreement that has been adopted in the Doha Round. Its aim is to streamline and simplify customs and administrative procedures for cross border trade and to provide both technical and financial support for the implementation of appropriate regulations by less developed countries.

The research period adopted in the study covers the years 1995–2017. It allowed for the analysis and evaluation of the WTO's activity in the field of development cooperation, from the first attempts to introduce changes to international aid system, to negotiations of the Doha Round, and efforts to adopt regulations favoring trade liberalization in developing countries. The starting date was the year in which the WTO was established, the commitments made during the Uruguay Round (1986–1994) began to be implemented. It was especially important for developing countries, which during the GATT period were practically excluded from active participation in the international trading system. The creation of the organization and the introduction of new agreements gave impetus to their greater involvement in international trade. In addition, the Millennium Development Goals and the Sustainable Development Goals in force since 2015 were the main drivers for introducing changes within the international aid system. Thanks to them, the concept of development cooperation was worked out and the international community made efforts to increase the effectiveness of development aid. I refer to the period of GATT operation wherever it is justified from the point of view of the discussed problem. The reference to the historical context turned out to be necessary, first of all, in the case of the evolution of the international aid system and the analysis of special and differential treatment (SDT).

The publication uses rich literature on the subject on the GATT, WTO, and development aid. Primary sources were analyzed on the basis of statistical data contained in the databases of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the OECD Development Assistance Committee (OECD–DAC), and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). Efforts were made to present the latest available data covering 2017, but in some cases, e.g., for the analysis of the multilateral aid scheme, data from earlier years were used. The scientific achievements of Polish researchers were an important source of information on issues related to development aid. From the point of view of the expansion of a new concept of development cooperation, these were studies by P. Bagiński, K. Czaplicka, J. Szczyciński, P. Deszczyński, E. Latoszek, D. Kopiński, as well as researches from earlier years,
i.e., M. Gulcz, P. Samecki, and A. Nowak. In the context of considering the WTO and developing countries, the starting point for the research undertaken were the studies of B. M. Hoekman, C. Michalopoulos, A. Mattoo, J.J. Hallaert, W. Hynes, P. Holden, W. Martin, L.A. Winters, T.N. Srinivasan, and J.S. Wilson. The research approach used by A.H. Qureshi, who analyzed the WTO as a quasi-development institution from the perspective of international trade law, as well as S. Ostry, who based on the development paradigm, raised the issue of WTO’s involvement in overcoming the North-South divide in the international trading system – were especially inspiring. A challenge was to investigate the economic, institutional, and political premises that could prove the growing importance of the WTO in the field of development assistance.

***
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In normative terms, development cooperation means that relations of all parties – states and multilateral institutions that provide support, as well as countries receiving such aid – are of a cooperative nature or there is an attempt to achieve equal relations between them (Deszczyński, 2001; Bagiński, Czaplicka, Szczyciński, 2009). Building this type of approach is to improve the effectiveness of development aid delivery, first of all in the context of achieving its goals, which include primarily economic growth and poverty reduction.

The pursuit of introducing the principles of development cooperation into international practice is a challenge currently faced by entities interested in providing and receiving aid. On the donor side, these are states and multilateral international organizations, non-governmental organizations, as well as private philanthropic institutions and business representatives. The tendency to change is a result of the worldwide criticism of the outcomes of aid provided so far. Dissatisfaction is expressed both by the scientific and expert communities, as well as by societies and governments of developing countries. The main accusations concern: the lack of a clear improvement in economic growth and prosperity in developing countries, negative impact on the recipients’ domestic policy, increasing spending on low-return and military purposes, directing aid to the elite and omitting those most in need (Burnell, 1997; Bagiński, 2009; Alesina, Dollar, 1998; Burnside, Dollar, 2000; Lancaster, 1999; Riddell, 1999). Such accusations undermine the legitimacy of development aid and its provision in the current formula.
The need to introduce fundamental changes to the international aid system concerns especially the sphere of management, coordination, and implementation of aid. The postulates are directed mainly at Official Development Assistance (ODA), which is a universal and systemic indicator of activities undertaken by traditional donors. The source of the proposed changes is also a global strategy for the implementation of the basic development goals (MDGs and currently SDGs), extending the possibilities of financing development aid, e.g., with trust funds, as well as the growing importance of developing countries in the global economy and their pursuit of co-deciding on the shape of the international development assistance. This is reflected in the growing participation in the delivery of development aid by developing countries outside the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC).

The chapter analyzes the concept of development cooperation – its evolution and main objectives. The main problem turned out to be the lack of a coherent definition of the notion and variety of theoretical approaches related to development aid. In addition, the ongoing debate on its effectiveness was recalled. The WTO is one of many links in the evolving system of development cooperation, therefore the problems that accompany this process also concern the WTO (Qureshi, 2009). The most important ones include: the expanding group of aid donors, increasing the discipline related to ODA expenditure, and the mobilization of new sources of financing for development.

1.1. The Scope and Definitions of Development Cooperation

Development aid may be defined very broadly, and thus cover all market flows, including money transfers or foreign direct investment. In a narrower sense, the commonly accepted definition is the one relating to Official Development Assistance, prepared by the OECD Development Assistance Committee. As defined, ODA includes donations and loans made by governmental institutions or international organizations to support economic development and prosperity in developing countries. Loans are considered ODA if they contain a donation of 25% of the total amount. In addition, the condition for classifying financial aid as ODA is that the partner country for which support is provided is on the DAC List of ODA Recipients.5 The register of recipients is supplemented by a list of international organizations, including mainly intergovernmental institutions and NGOs, whose participation

5 The list of ODA recipients is updated by the OECD–DAC every three years. The list includes countries eligible for development aid, for which included are countries with low and middle gross national income per capita as defined by the World Bank, as well as least developed countries to which the UN classification applies.
in development assistance may be partially or fully recognized as ODA (DAC List of ODA-eligible international organizations) (OECD, 2017a).

The definition itself and dilemmas related to the interpretation of the concept of development aid are important not only from the point of view of the methodology of approaching the topic, but also have a direct impact on aid effectiveness. Therefore, the starting point and the main definition of development aid used in this book is the definition that takes into account the effectiveness in achieving aid objectives and refers to the concept of ODA. Considering the criticism of the international development aid, the right approach seems to be to search for new forms and mechanisms of development aid or to modify the existing ones. The solution seems to be the formula of development cooperation.

Development cooperation assumes joint decision-making by all stakeholders and increased accountability of both donors and recipients. Donor activities should be carried out on the basis of supporting and complementing the efforts of developing countries to guarantee universal rights and social standards for their citizens, greater economic growth, and improved welfare (Alonso, Glennie, 2015). Therefore, aid should not be granted arbitrarily, disregarding the needs and interests of developing countries, which was a commonly accepted practice in traditional development aid, operating especially during the Cold War. On the other hand, aid recipients need to take greater responsibility for the use of development assistance. This means that its tangible effect should be social and economic reforms in developing countries, leading to poverty reduction and improvement of economic growth.

A distinctive feature of the international aid system that was taking shape at the turn of the millennium was going beyond the narrow formula of ODA. The term used to describe various types of aid activities to developing countries was the international aid architecture, meaning a loose and dispersed system of institutions and rules for managing aid to developing countries in terms of mobilizing and deploying resources. This structure comprised both bilateral and institutional donors, as well as aid recipients. Unlike ODA, it was extremely fragmented (UN, 2010). ODA is a criteria and rules-based mechanism, and so far, the only comprehensive instrument of its kind for tracing and assessing financial flows for development aid purposes. The aid architecture is made up of the ODA system, but also all kinds of other aid activities carried out by a wide group of participants. This means that in addition to bilateral and multilateral donors who are the members of the OECD–DAC, it includes new donors from developing countries (emerging economies), international NGOs, private foundations, and philanthropic associations, entrepreneurs, think-tanks or local and self-government communities (Bosh, 2011; Kaberuka, 2007).
In the context of development aid, many similar terms are used, such as foreign aid, international aid, development cooperation, as well as economic or financial aid, and even partnership. Although they are not the same, they are often used as synonyms to describe a similar course of action by states, international organizations or private entities. The problem of aid is complex, therefore the basis for the analysis of development cooperation is to explain the premises and goals behind the traditional aid system (Tomasevski, 1993, p. 52). The starting point is various definitions of development aid, as well as the problem of increasing its effectiveness. It is a factor necessary to achieve the objectives underlying the provision of aid and the motives for its further providing.

Several approaches have developed in the international political economy in which the concept of aid is analyzed in order to explain the motivations of donor states. For example, under the concept of economic determinism, aid depends on the economic interests of influential groups within the donor country. Economic policy, including relations with developing countries, is conducted in such a way that the consequences for the country’s economy are taken into account when making decisions (Mueller, 1997). In turn, supporters of the rational choice theory explain bilateral and multilateral aid as an undertaking aimed at maximizing benefits for the donor states, which is influenced by conditions and their role in the international system. The state is a unit with specific interests resulting from its position and role in world politics. The frame of reference is the preferences of the decision-making donor state. Rational action is judged by the criterion of profit maximization and loss minimization. Decisions are made under the conditions of full access to information and real assessment of the situation, not assumptions (Ostrom, 1999, pp. 35–71). In contrast, in social constructivism, aid is the result of continuous negotiations between individuals in which at least several parties participate – aid donors, multilateral aid agencies, and representatives of governments receiving aid (Hopkins, 2000, p. 348). This is a situation that comes about through a tender, where donors and recipients of foreign aid set the terms.

The international political economy perspective treats aid as a donor’s political activity that can be explained and justified by political and economic goals (Hopkins, 2000, p. 347). From this point of view, the end of the Cold War removed the strategic rationale for aid, which was support for states sharing the same political and economic goals. This, in turn, weakened aid supporters in the national donor circles and lowered commitment to aid. The beginning of the 1990s was a period of decline in the importance of development aid in policies of donor countries. This meant that aid was a result of political premises and strategic calculations, and not economic needs of the recipients (Alesina, Dollar, 1998, pp. 1, 12, 13). This was
because donors used to consider primarily political factors, such as colonial past, alliances, strategic interests, and not the recipients’ needs.

A variety of theoretical approaches results in the lack of a uniform definition of development aid. This is due to the ongoing changes in the sphere of development aid and difficulties in delimiting the area of economic cooperation from aid to developing countries. Therefore, at least two approaches to defining development aid have been elaborated. The first is related to the overall flow of development means, i.e., capital, goods, services, labor force, technology from the donor country to the country with a low level of development, which means that the aid covers not only benefits provided under special conditions, but also under market rules (Nowak, 1997, pp. 16–17; Bagiński, Kowalska, 2010, p. 88). This approach is in line with the interpretation adopted by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), which did not specify the criteria for the transfer of resources to developing countries, but only recommended that industrialized countries donate 1% of their annual output – gross national income (GNI), to less developed countries, including funds from private sector.

On the other hand, the second approach, narrower than the previous one, assumes that development aid includes only “measures whose flow takes place under special conditions and which are not directly used for military purposes” (Nowak, 1997, p. 17). This position is shared by the majority of donor states and international organizations, as reflected in the commonly used definition of ODA, developed by the OECD–DAC. However, the introduction of a clear division between the two above-mentioned approaches is a great simplification, as it is difficult to avoid the flow of market measures as part of the provision of aid, because their presence is an inevitable element of resources imported from abroad for the implementation of development tasks. Aid and market development measures according to A. Nowak (1997, p. 17) complement each other, and the border between them is difficult to define.

Consequently, in the literature on the subject, there are many definitions related to development aid, its goals and tasks. The evolution of the concept and changes in its scope testify to the dynamic development of this sphere, especially since the beginning of the 21st century. There is a general division between the definition of development aid treated in terms of charity (Malek, 1991, p. 1; Zinkin, 1978, p. 272) and the one perceived from the perspective of efficiency. The predominant approach

---

6 The basic measure of the amount of development assistance is the percentage of GNI devoted to ODA.

7 The initiative appeared at the second session of UNCTAD in 1968, at which the secretary general R. Prebisch proposed adopting a minimum level of 0.7% of GNI for official aid. Some highly developed countries declared a level of 1% of GNI of their total flows (History of..., 2002).

8 M.H. Malek said that altruism was the main motivation behind aid. This point of view was shared by M. Zinkin, who defined aid as a charitable activity that cannot lead to the satisfaction of the donor’s interests, as it ceases to be help.
reflects actual conditions under which the aid is provided, as well as the effects that the parties involved expect to obtain. Due to the fact that the overriding party in providing aid since the 1950s, was a donor state, the definitions of aid were made from the donor’s point of view. For instance, P. Burell (1997, p. 3) defines aid as the transfer of resources between societies, which is primarily to satisfy the needs and interests of the recipient. C. Lancaster (2007, pp. 9–10) defines it as the voluntary transfer of public funds from a government to another independent government, non-governmental organization, or international organizations (such as the World Bank or the United Nations) with at least 25% of subsidies, one of the aims of which is to improve the living conditions of the population in the recipient country. This definition is similar, with some exceptions, to the ODA standards adopted by the OECD. In turn, R.C. Riddell (2007, p. 21) treats aid very broadly, applying it to various sources and forms, unless there was a need to narrow it down to a specific form, such as ODA. An equally wide approach to aid was taken by C.C. Adelman, J. Norris, and J. Weicher (2005), who included into foreign aid remittances of labor migrants, individual philanthropic and corporate activities. Other definitions of aid were included in the studies of, among others, F. Tarp, P. Hjertholm (2000), or J. Tendler (1997).

A set of concepts relating to development aid was introduced to Polish literature by M. Gulcz (1988), J. Winiecki (1975), A. Nowak (1997), and P. Samecki (1997). The subject of their research was foreign economic aid, which they treated as a transfer of funds from the donor country or an international organization to the recipient state on preferential terms, therefore more convenient than market conditions. According to A. Nowak (1997, p. 14), development aid is the basic instrument of state policy. It is a form of preferential flow of development resources (material, financial, services, technical, and others) from economically developed countries to states at a low level of development. Development policy is at the same time a form of external influence of the state on developing countries and it occupies an intermediate place between general foreign policy and foreign economic policy. Since 2000, research on development aid in Polish subject literature has been conducted by P. Deszczynski (2011), E. Latoszek (2010), M. Procek (2013), P. Bagiński, K. Czaplicka, J. Szczyciński (2009), D. Kopiński (2011), and J. Szymonicz (2016). The definitions of development aid or development cooperation used refer mainly to activities classified as ODA.

Various ways of understanding and implementing development goals are clearly visible in the development policy of states and international organizations. At the declarative level, development aid is an activity aimed at overcoming poverty and solving economic and social problems of developing countries. On the other hand,
in practice it is a form of realizing political and economic interests of donors (Severino, 2009, p. 6). This means that developed countries are willing to use such means of capital, goods, and services movement which, apart from transferring funds to less developed countries, bring them economic gains. From this perspective, development aid plays a secondary, and thus stimulating, role in relation to economic turnover based on market conditions (Deszczyński, 2011, pp. 87–89).

In the case of an international organization, development aid is a result of collective actions of members of the organization implementing goals and tasks on the basis of jointly made decisions. The function of coordinating and harmonizing jointly agreed activities is performed by international multilateral organizations. These are usually institutions specialized in a strictly defined area, such as health, education, human rights, and trade. In this regard, development assistance is characterized by a relatively high level of institutionalization, which is manifested in the creation of numerous international organizations, associations, banks, funds, contracts, and agreements. Therefore, international development aid system can be regarded as an international regime under which its various participants strive to achieve the expected goals, in this case concerning the development needs of less developed countries. A helpful element are commonly adopted principles, norms, rules, or decision-making procedures, although their observance is usually voluntary (cf. Krasner, 1984; Keohane, 1989; Young, 1997; Keohane, Victor, 2010).

Regardless of the profile of activity, an international organization performs the function of a negotiating assembly for agreeing priorities and action strategies by making joint decisions, as well as exchanging information on policies pursued by members of the organization. In the area of development aid, the goal of a multilateral organization is to implement programs and projects financed by members of a given institution. Therefore, the organization plays the role of an administrator and coordinator of development aid and is also involved in the preparation of analytical and research facilities to create aid strategies (Bagiński, Czaplicka, Szczyciński, 2009, p. 98).

An organization like the WTO is based on mutually agreed and accepted agreements which set the principles, rules, and standards of operation in the international trading system. The WTO’s development goals include activities aimed at greater integration of developing countries into the international trading system. This means taking into account the interests and development needs of these countries to a much greater extent by adopting new or modified trade rules (WTO, 2001a). The WTO is on the list of institutional donors and is authorized to provide assistance in the form of ODA. On the other hand, it undertakes, in line with its functions, other activities aimed at achieving the development goals of its members that are
not eligible for ODA. These include, inter alia, obtaining by developing countries extraordinary trade benefits due to easier access to the market of highly developed countries, provided for in the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and Special and Differential Treatment (SDT) regulations.

1.2. Classification of Development Aid

Depending on the criteria adopted, development aid may be provided in many ways and in various forms. Nowadays, the boundaries between individual forms of aid are increasingly blurred (Riddell, 2007, p. 77). One of the most universal and comprehensive classifications of development aid in the Polish literature on the subject is the one adopted by P. Deszczyński and based on the version introduced by M. Gulcz (1988, pp. 66–80). P. Deszczyński distinguishes five criteria: flow channels, ways of providing aid by a donor, method of using aid by a donor, burdening the payment of a recipient, procedures for the disposal of aid by the beneficiary (Deszczyński, 2011, pp. 98–100) (Table 1).

Table 1. Classification of Forms of Development Aid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Forms of aid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| M. Gulcz (1988) Foreign economic aid | Flow channels | • Bilateral  
• Multilateral |
| Payment burden |  • Refundable  
• Non-refundable |
| Ways of using the aid by a recipient |  • Project aid  
• Non-project aid  
• Tied aid  
• Untied aid |
• Multilateral aid  
• NGOs assistance |
| Form of providing aid |  • Financial  
• Material  
• Technical |
| Degree of freedom in using the aid |  • Tied  
• Untied |
| Purpose of aid |  • Project  
• Program |
| Financing method |  • Non-repayable loans  
• Sale for the recipient’s local currency  
• Preferential loans |
Another important position in the Polish literature is the classification of economic aid by P. Samecki, (1997, pp. 25–29) slightly modified by D. Kopiński (2011, pp. 19–25). The authors included in their set of criteria: the source of origin, forms of providing aid, degree of freedom in using the aid and its purpose. Moreover, D. Kopiński distinguished the following categories: private aid, humanitarian aid, and a sector-wide approach. Noteworthy is also a more detailed breakdown of the forms
of aid provided by multilateral institutions, proposed by T. Kamińska-Blichowska (2007, pp. 323–324). The literature also features a functional criterion according to which aid is divided into four forms: project aid, program aid, technical assistance, and humanitarian aid (Andrzejczak, 2010, pp. 22–23) (Table 1).

In practice and as a result of changes in the international aid system, the clear line between individual forms of aid is blurred. A commonly used division is, for example, the choice of repayable or non-repayable assistance. The first includes an element of donation and is granted on non-market terms, the second is related to the recipient meeting certain conditions as regards its use and usually takes the form of donations or subsidies (loans). In the event of tied aid, the recipient is obliged to implement a strictly defined form of aid in close economic cooperation with the donor. This means, inter alia, obligation to make purchasing certain goods and services in the donor country. However, this form is being abandoned in favor of untied aid.

On the other hand, program aid is a support provided within a specific sector. Its purpose is to solve broader problems of a macroeconomic nature, e.g., in the case of difficulties with the balance of payments, the purchase of certain goods or debt reduction. The opposite of program aid is project aid directed to a specific goal, such as construction or modernization of infrastructure or training. This assistance is most appropriate when the recipient has limited own resources, or its preferences differ from those of the donor. Program aid was most often used in the case of corrupt countries or countries with poorly developed infrastructure. Unlike project aid, it is easier to control by the aid donor. In the previous decades of the 20th century, it was the dominant form of aid. Nowadays, it is believed that project aid is the main reason for the ineffectiveness of development aid, and its extensive use by donors is the phenomenon of aid proliferation, duplicating aid efforts, and high transaction costs (Kopiński, 2011, p. 23). In connection with the desire to increase the effectiveness of aid, project aid is gradually being abandoned in favor of program aid, which covers a broader catalog of development needs (Sobotka, 2008, p. 165).

Contrary to the project, program aid must, as a rule, be implemented in cooperation with representatives of the recipient state, it is not related to a single undertaking and usually serves longterm support for economic policy reforms.

Particular forms of assistance may coexist in different configurations. For instance, multilateral aid, as in the case of the WTO, can be non-repayable and technical. Within the material criterion, financial, product, and service assistance are distinguished. In this regard, financial aid most often consists of remittances and may take the form of sectoral programs or strategies, but also projects, if the fund is managed by the recipient state (Andrzejczak, 2010, p. 22). Financial assistance is most often implemented in the form of debt reduction of a recipient country. On the other hand, assistance as a service
provided by a donor usually takes the form of projects and technical assistance, but material aid is the donor’s transfer of certain basic goods (e.g., humanitarian aid) or goods for long-term development of a given sector (e.g., machinery).

Aid classifications are not a finite structure and are subject to change in line with the development of various forms of aid. For instance, due to the way in which the donor transfers aid, it is possible to join the existing group of activities that are commonly used by WTO members, namely the extraordinary commercial advantage of granting a market access concession for goods from developing countries, mainly LDCs. The legal basis for this type of activity are the regulations contained in Part IV of the GATT 1994. In 1965, GATT Articles XXXVI, XXXVII, and XXXVIII were added to the GATT General Agreement, which dealt with the issue of preferential treatment of trade interests for developing countries, including in particular the least developed countries (LDCs).

On the other hand, the main criterion for the division of development aid is the method of distribution, on the basis of which bilateral and multilateral aid are distinguished.

1.3. Development Aid Effectiveness

The problem of aid effectiveness relates to the development dimension of support, i.e., the impact of aid on the achievement of development goals, which generally include the reduction of poverty and boosting economic growth. Finding an answer to the question about the legitimacy of granting aid has been the subject of numerous research studies. The intention was to investigate the effectiveness of aid understood as the degree of achievement of the assumed goals (Samecki, 1997, p. 79). Due to fundamental differences in study results, the researchers can be divided into two groups – those who claimed the aid was effective and those who asserted the opposite. The group in which the authors shared the view on the positive correlation between aid and economic growth included: R. Cassen (1994), H. Hansen, F. Tarp (2000), L. Beynon (2003), J. Hudson (2004), C. J. Delgaard (2004), P. Collier, D. Dollar (2001, pp. 1787–1802; 2002, pp. 1470–1500), T. Addison, G. Mavrotas, and M. McGillivray (2005). For instance, H. Hansen and F. Tarp, after analyzing 131 scientific papers based on econometric models, concluded that only a few cases showed no positive effect of aid on growth, and only in one case (Mosley, 1986) it was clearly negative. Researchers who did not find positive correlations between aid and economic performance in the recipient country were of a different opinion. These researchers included the “third generation” who have been publishing their works since the beginning of the 1990s. This period is significant due to changes in the international aid system caused by the end of the Cold War (Hansen, Tarp, 2000).

9 In 1965, GATT Articles XXXVI, XXXVII, and XXXVIII were added to the GATT General Agreement, which dealt with the issue of preferential treatment of trade interests for developing countries, including in particular the least developed countries (LDCs).

10 These are researchers included in the “third generation” who have been publishing their works since the beginning of the 1990s. This period is significant due to changes in the international aid system caused by the end of the Cold War (Hansen, Tarp, 2000).

It is assumed, following R. Cassen, that most of the aid works, and thus contributes to the achievement of development goals in recipient countries (Cassen, 1994, pp. 6–7). However, a review of research on both the positive and negative relationship between aid and economic growth leads to the conclusion that there is no clear position on interaction of both factors and, consequently, no proven method of improving the effectiveness of development aid. The reason lies in the complexity of the research subject, and thus numerous economic, political, or ethical factors influencing the results of relationship between aid and economic growth and development (cf. Samecki, 1997, pp. 87–88). An additional difficulty is the variety of types of assistance, which have a different impact on the recipient countries. Some types of aid, such as short-term aid, have no impact on economic growth, while other types of support, such as in the field of infrastructure or capacity building, tend to have a positive effect.

Due to changes in the international economic environment and different economic conditions, it is difficult to understand the interplay between development aid, macroeconomic policy, and political economy, and finding positive correlations between the aforementioned factors – aid and economic growth – is complicated. Therefore, the most important issue is not to clearly state whether aid works, since it is known that the assessment of aid effectiveness is difficult to carry out, but rather it is about determining when and what kind of instruments and measures should be applied depending on the situation in the recipient countries. Moreover, the relationship between economic growth and aid depends on many additional factors, including the launch of reforms in trade and other related areas (e.g., investment) (Easterly, 2001, pp. 285–287, 290–291; Cali, te Velde, 2010, pp. 725–740). Aid is not a direct solution to accelerating economic growth and reducing poverty. However, it can stimulate changes in economic policy sectors, such as trade, that result in economic growth and social change.

The aid effectiveness criterion can be presented after P. Samecki’s definition as the following formula, where $D_b$ means the recipients’ welfare, $P$ means the total transfer of aid, and $a$ – other factors determining the recipients’ welfare:

$$D_b = f(P, a)$$

$$P + D_b < D_b + \Delta D_b(P),$$

therefore

$$P < \Delta D_b(P)$$

$$\frac{\Delta D_b(P)}{P} > 1.$$
Treating aid effectiveness as a development efficiency means that it is understood relatively narrowly, because it is only limited to the economic sphere. It is a necessary procedure from the point of view of the methodology of measuring aid effectiveness. Therefore, other areas of development, i.e., social and cultural, remain beyond the possibility of being examined based on the adopted formula (D). According to it, the purpose of aid is to maximize that part of global income that is generated thanks to the transfer of aid in the recipient countries. The main task is therefore to examine under what conditions the aid contributes to the achievement of the maximum development effect in the recipient countries. In other words, it is about explaining how and whether aid has a positive effect on economic results, including, in particular, economic growth.

A breakthrough study on the relationship between foreign aid, economic policy, and economic growth in recipient countries was the work by C. Burnside and D. Dollar (1997, p. 33) published three years later by the World Bank. The authors concluded that development aid positively influences growth in a context of well-conducted fiscal, monetary, and trade policies, but produces little results when policies are inadequate and state institutions are weak. Both researchers advocated selectivity in the allocation of aid. They argued that aid should be systematically granted to countries with a good or appropriate policy, where the effectiveness of the aid depends directly on the quality of economic policy. Thus, aid has a positive effect on economic growth in the environment of a well-formulated policy (Hansen, Tarp, 2000, p. 387).

The Burnside and Dollar’s (1997) study was an important contribution to international debate on aid effectiveness. It was all the more significant as it coincided with preparations for the international UN Conference in Monterrey in March 2002 on Financing for Development. Conclusions from the study constituted a significant argument for increasing the amount of development aid. It was a clear signal for donors who, because they believed it was ineffective, tried to reduce the financial resources. For instance, in the late 1990s there was a record decline in the volume of ODA relative to the gross national income (GNI) of non-OECD–DAC countries. There was a decline from 0.54% of GNI in 1961 to 0.22% in the late 1990s. It was caused by the phenomenon known as aid fatigue, which intensified after the end of the Cold War and the geopolitical changes in world politics (Bauhr, Charron, Nasiritousi, 2013; UN, 2010, p. 50).

In the course of further research, P. Collier and C. Burnside proposed extending their hypothesis on the positive impact of aid on economic growth to include criteria for allocating aid in order to eliminate poverty more effectively. It involved selecting countries with high poverty rates and well-conducted economic policies (Collier, Dollar,
The authors argued that directing aid in the way they proposed could significantly improve the provision of aid and contribute to reducing poverty in countries with sound economic policies (Aid Effectiveness..., 2002). This was in line with the assumptions contained in the Washington Consensus, created by John Williamson and supported by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. In this context, adopting a policy of stable and sustainable economic growth and development meant increasing the effectiveness of development aid (Hansen, Tarp, 2000, p. 393).

Evaluation of the Burnside and Dollar (1997) model, carried out by other researchers, did not provide a clear answer about the relationship between aid and other variables (Easterly, 2003, p. 24). It turned out that the interaction between the policy pursued in the recipient country and the aid was impossible to verify (Roodman, David, 2007). Thus, this statement undermined the conclusions regarding the stability of economic policy and the effectiveness of development aid (Beynon, 2003, pp. 7, 17; McGillivray, 2003, pp. 8–10; Munro, 2005). On this basis, F. Tarp and H. Hansen (2000, p. 394; 2001) recognized that although aid can be effective, its results do not depend solely on economic policy. Therefore, they proposed a solution for the best possible use of various development aid instruments depending on individual conditions in the recipient states. They argued that the impact of aid on growth and poverty reduction differs depending on countries, regions, governing systems and political situations. Similar conclusions were reached by W. Easterly, R. Levine, D. Roodman (2000, 2004) and J.E. Antipin and G. Mavrotas (2006). Such an approach supports the claim that aid should be tailored to the individual needs of the recipient country. Providing assistance on the basis of a one-size-fits-all model does not lead to effective solutions, as evidenced by the above-mentioned studies.

The type of ‘good policy’ implemented by the state in the case of using variables such as institution quality and social capital has an even smaller impact on aid effectiveness. A research by M. Baliamoune-Lutz and G. Mavrotas (2009) showed that both elements – institutions and social capital – are important when trying to increase aid effectiveness. Once the role of social capital and institutions is taken into account, the impact of policies tends to disappear. Once again it has been proven that the conclusions from the research by C. Burnside and D. Dollar (1997) do not fully come true. This means that granting aid on the basis of ‘good policies’ criterion does not lead to optimal allocation of aid. This is because countries with a high level of social capital and efficiently operating institutions can fully benefit from development aid, regardless of policy quality.

One of the research trends indicating the possibility of confirming the positive impact of aid on growth is the concept of complementary policies. According to its
basic assertion, development aid serves to improve trade capacities of developing countries in the process of trade liberalization, which leads to increased benefits from trade. Empirical research on complementary policies, where trade is the basic tool for achieving growth and poverty reduction, was of fundamental importance for the establishment of the Aid for Trade initiative (Hallaert, Munro, 2009, pp. 26–27). This means that undertaking reforms in related areas of the economy increases the positive impact of trade on economic development. Its dynamics, according to J.J. Hallaert (2010, p. 28), depend on complementary policies and transmission channels, which mainly include production efficiency and investment (Berg, Krueger, 2003). Trade itself does not directly affect economic growth, but through transmission channels it is one of the key aspects of this process. According to A. Berg and A. Krueger (2003), trade has an important and positive impact on various spheres of the economy, which means that trade liberalization should be the first step in various reforms undertaken by a developing country.

Trade should play a central role within a set of complementary policies. This is confirmed by the research of R. Chang, L. Kaltani, N. Loayz (2005, pp. 26–27), and also K. Kołodziejczyk (2010, p. 117). The authors showed that the positive impact of trade on economic growth is greater when it is accompanied by higher levels of education, better infrastructure, flexible labor market, stable inflation, and development of the financial sector. Consequently, better results in terms of productivity and growth are achieved when complementary reforms in non-trade areas are introduced with the lifting of trade barriers. An increase in benefits of trade liberalization, according to B. Bolaky and C. Freund (2006, pp. 5–6, 24–25), is also brought by institutional and regulatory reforms, although an unduly extensive and restrictive regulatory system does not have a positive effect on trade.

The effectiveness of trade reforms, as claimed by J.J. Hallaert (2010, p. 17) depends on the implementation of the broader reform package of which trade is an integral part. As a result, overlapping changes in various areas of the economy stimulate each other and guarantee the continuation of reforms in the area of trade. L.A. Winters, N. McCulloch, and A. McKay reached a similar conclusion in their research (2004, p. 92), according to which trade liberalization reduces poverty, and this effect is all the more durable the more closely it is connected with changes introduced in other areas (including investment, productive capacity, institution building, and regulations).

In-depth reforms in the area of trade, combined with reforms in other spheres of the economy, according to B. Hoekman (2007, pp. 225–226), have a much greater impact on poverty reduction than the effects of limited trade liberalization at the global level. Therefore, in order to improve economic growth and reduce poverty, it
is considered appropriate to start multilateral negotiations on trade liberalization in conjunction with special development aid programs (Prowse, 2005, pp. 241–242; Hoekman, Prowse, 2005, p. 21). In the first case, it is a series of negotiating rounds within the WTO and regulations favoring the development of trade in developing countries, and in the second, the maintenance or even extension of development assistance mainly to LDCs. Due to the different internal conditions and different levels of development of the recipient countries, the one-size-fits-all rule under the international aid system was rejected. It was necessary to develop an approach that would take into account, on the one hand, the development needs of the recipient states, and, on the other, guarantee donors to maintain control over the funds transferred. The concept of complementary policies contributed to the justification of this approach.

1.4. Development Aid as a Permanent Element of International Relations

International conditions play an important role in shaping the concept and implementation of development aid programs. The scope and scale of provided development aid are closely related to the state of the world economy and the economic and social situation of individual regions of the world. The decisive factor is the degree of mutual economic and political interdependencies as well as the readiness for joint action of aid donors to achieve development goals.

The literature on the subject highlights several breakthrough events that initiated the process of building an international development aid system and influenced the inclusion of this issue in the policies of states and international organizations. At least five such events can be distinguished chronologically:
1) building the international order after the end of World War II,
2) decolonization,
3) political and military rivalry of the Cold War period,
4) institutionalization of development aid,
5) millennium Development Goals.

The period of building a new international order lasted from the end of World War II to the beginning of the 1960s. Development aid, as a new form of international relations, had entered world politics a decade earlier. The prototype of aid was the plan for the reconstruction of Europe, known as the Marshall Plan, by means of which the United States initiated the process of economic recovery of Europe after the devastation of war. The United States was the first country to introduce
development aid as a permanent element of its foreign policy. The institutional and doctrinal foundations of this move were included in the speech of President H. Truman of January 20, 1949. On the fourth point (The Point Four Program) the president declared the launch of permanent technical support for less developed countries. In this way, one of the basic instruments of the policy of stopping the expansion of the Soviet Union and other communist states emerged. It is worth mentioning that the policy of containment was directed not only against the Eastern Bloc countries, but also the People’s Republic of China.

Being guided by strategic and ideological considerations was the main premise when creating assistance programs for both Western and Eastern bloc countries. To subordinate the goals of development aid to the interests of the donor states was an approach represented by both capitalist and socialist states. This resulted from the pressure to achieve political and strategic benefits for donors, and as a consequence, limited the possibilities of achieving real development goals, such as poverty reduction.

A turning point in the construction of international aid system was the process of decolonization, which reached its peak in the 1960s. In Africa alone, more than 35 independent states were established at that time. These events were announced by the United Nations as the 1st Decade of Development, and its main goal was to achieve economic growth in developing countries at the level of 5% of GNP annually by 1970 and to increase development aid from the northern countries (Bagiński, Czaplicka, Szczyciński, 2009, p. 59). In highly developed countries, a recommendation was adopted to allocate 1% of GNP for development purposes in both preferential and market forms.

Due to the development disparities between the newly established countries of the South (referred to as Third World countries) and former metropolises, their mutual relations focused mainly on development aid. Ex-colonial states demanded financial compensations and economic concessions from their former metropolises, and the main addressees of their postulates became the institutions of the United Nations. Developing countries, more and more organized and aware of their needs, demanded from the more developed countries to implement their economic demands and to increase their influence on world politics. One of the examples of such a situation was the debate on the GATT forum at the turn of the 1950s and 1960s, which led to the adoption of changes to the General Agreement.

The concept of aid to developing countries was announced in the document presented by President Harry Truman on January 20, 1949, in The Fourth Point Program. This is where the official name of this declaration comes from, which turned out to be part of a wider program of technical assistance to developing countries (Grant, 1979, p. 3).
However, before the provisions on preferential treatment for developing countries were included in the GATT regulatory order, a number of initiatives were taken. The 1958 Haberler Report proved to be helpful, as it stated that international trade regulations were unfavorable to the export of basic products from developing countries (Zangh, 2018, p. 56). In the same year, the GATT launched a Program for Trade Expansion (PTE) in developing countries and a Committee III was established to examine trade measures restricting developing countries’ exports. Developing nations launched an initiative called the Action Program, in which they made specific demands for changes to the General Agreement to be more conducive to their commercial interests. During the Kennedy Round in 1963, a governing committee was established. Work in this area was completed in 1965 and resulted in the decision to introduce a new, IV chapter, under the title of *Trade and Development*, to the GATT. These regulations, known as special and differential treatment, concerned the obligation to treat developing countries in a special way and not to apply to them the principle of reciprocity, concessions, and trade benefits between GATT contracting parties.

The conditions of the Cold War period determined international relations, both in the sphere of politics and in relations between state and non-state actors. The former colonial states became the arena of a struggle for political influence by rival political and military blocs. In such an arrangement, development aid was to a large extent subordinated to the realization of the interests of competing powers and it became an instrument in the external policy of states through which interested entities, such as the United States and the Soviet Union, pursued their political and economic interests in the Third World. The goals of the states from both political and military blocs resulted from the general principles of foreign policy and the prevailing social and political systems, but also from the economic and trade policy in force at the time (Deszczyński, 2001, p. 73). This led to the instrumentalization of development aid, and thus taking into account by the donors primarily their own goals and political and economic benefits. The instrumentalization of development aid meant that donor countries subordinated the granting of aid to specific economic goals, e.g., promoting exports and creating conditions for investment, finding new markets, creating new jobs and ensuring supplies of energy resources to donor countries (Knorr, 1975, pp. 135–138, 169; Deszczyński, 2001, p. 74).

---

12 The term “Third World” was used interchangeably with the concept of developing countries during the Cold War, which was due to the division into rival political and military blocs. The terms “First World,” meaning rich western states, and “Second World,” referring to socialist states, were generally not used. Due to the evaluative nature of the term “Third World,” it is also not used today. On the other hand, rich countries are called the “Global North” because they are mostly north of poorer countries, called developing countries or “Global South.”
The end of the Cold War paradoxically caused stagnation and consternation as to the direction and volume of development aid. The largest donors of aid, i.e., the United States, the UK, and France, recorded a significant decrease in their ODA expenditure for seven consecutive years since 1990 (from USD 16.2 billion in 1990 to USD 8.4 billion in 1997) (OECD, 2006). This meant that development aid during the Cold War was in practice subordinated to ideological, military, and individual commercial interests.

With the disappearance of the bipolar system, the goals of development policy were weakened. There was a period of stagnation and a search for a new aid formula, as evidenced by several factors. Firstly, as a result of changes in international politics, a new group of countries undergoing transformation gained the opportunity to receive aid funds, which increased competition between the existing aid recipients and the new candidates (Bagiński, Czaplicka, Szczyciński 2009, pp. 65–66). Secondly, interest in development aid declined among traditional donors as a result of their involvement in their own domestic affairs, as well as strong criticism of the ineffectiveness of development aid. Thirdly, there were demands to revise the existing support concepts towards the empowerment of developing countries. The idea was to create assistance programs based on partnership and development concepts, adjusted to the needs and internal conditions of the recipients. In contrast, donors set certain requirements for developing countries, on the fulfillment of which they conducted the continuation of aid. Such an arrangement led to contradictions and tensions, which in turn had an impact on the quality and effectiveness of aid.

The institutionalization of development aid was the effect of economic ties deepening since the 1960s, which led to economic and political interdependencies. It was accompanied by the conceptualization of aid and the creation of rules for its provision. As a result of this process, new phenomena and trends in domestic and international politics appeared that changed international relations and influenced international aid system (Nowak, 1997, p. 30).

The main pillars of the international aid system that was taking shape at the beginning of the 1960s were the UN, World Bank, and the OECD. Within the UN, the leading institutions responsible for development issues include the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNC-TAD) established in 1964, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) established in 1965, and the World Food Program (WFP) launched in 1964. The role of the World Bank in the area of development aid increased as a result of the establishment of two institutions – the International Development Association (IDA) in 1960 and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) in 1956. On the other hand, within the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), the predecessor of the OECD, the Development
Assistance Group (DAG) was established, the name of which was changed to the currently functioning Development Assistance Committee (DAC).

Activities on the forum of development aid organizations were mutually intertwining. The impulse to change the general framework of international development assistance in the 1980s and 1990s was a series of conferences organized under the auspices of the United Nations and the accompanying debate on aid effectiveness within the OECD. Many of the later Millennium Development Goals were originally formulated at UN conferences on development issues. An important stage was the 1994 Agenda for Development by UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, which emphasized the special need to deal with development issues as a determinant of peace and security.

In the debate on the effectiveness of development aid, arguments concerning the change of the aid concept prevailed. The idea was to conduct aid activities according to political and economic priorities of the recipient countries, not of the donor countries. Within the framework of the DAC, a list of headline targets was established to assess progress in different areas of development aid. Designating them on the basis of decisions taken at UN summits allowed the DAC to take a leading role in creating a new form of development aid based on cooperation, partnership, and responsibility. In 1996, the DAC made a conceptual framework with seven headline goals, which were then repeated under the United Nations Millennium Declaration. An OECD Strategic Document *Shaping the 21st Century: The Contribution of Development Cooperation* became the basis for the designation of the MDGs. The document included the following goals to be achieved by 2015: a reduction by one-half in the proportion of people living in extreme poverty, ensuring universal education, promoting gender equality and accessing women to education, reducing the mortality rate of children up to 5 years of age by two thirds and maternal mortality by three-quarters, providing access to primary health care for all, including family planning methods, and the implementation of national sustainable development strategies and the use of methods to inhibit environmental degradation (OECD, 1996, p. 2).

The Millennium Declaration, endorsed by 189 member states of the United Nations in 2000, was recognized as a turning point in the history of development aid, setting new standards of conduct in this area. The set of eight Millennium Development Goals with indicators enabling the assessment of the implementation of aid activities is the commitment of the international community to engage

---

13 The leading topics of the UN conference were: education (Jomtien, 1990), the situation of children (New York, 1990), the environment (Rio de Janeiro, 1992), human rights (Vienna, 1993), population (Cairo, 1994), social development (Copenhagen, 1995), women's rights (Beijing, 1995), food production (Rome, 1996).
in solving key problems of the 21st century.\textsuperscript{14} The donor-recipient partnership and the approach based on direct dialogue and mutual responsibility for development issues were accepted (Waage, 2010). It was a symbolic breakthrough, which meant a slow departure, at least at the declarative level, from the instrumentalization of aid objectives towards greater involvement in the implementation of the needs and objectives of recipient states.

As a result of the Millennium Declaration, there has been a convergence of positions on the goals of development aid between representatives of donors and recipients. The focus was on the most salient issues on which there was general agreement, both at the government and public level. Some activities were adjusted, for instance, it was announced to depart from project-based assistance, characterized by the implementation of individual projects, and to provide program-based assistance, including comprehensive and coordinated activities (Sobotka, 2008, p. 165). Even if these commitments remained in the realm of promises, as evidenced by the failure to meet the 2015 deadline for implementation of most MDGs, the change turned out to be significant due to joint international efforts. An expression of the international community’s sustained will to continue this approach was the replacement of the MDGs goals with the Sustainable Development Goals in 2015.

1.5. Official Development Assistance (ODA)

The basis of international practice in the field of development aid and the rules for providing it is Official Development Assistance mechanism established in 1969 by the OECD–DAC.\textsuperscript{15}

Aid provided in the form of ODA must meet four basic conditions:

\begin{itemize}
  \item the partner country or multilateral institution to which the support is directed must be on the list of development aid recipients established by the OECD–DAC (the list of countries is reviewed every three years, and the list of international organizations every year);
  \item donations and loans are made by the donor country’s government, including local governments or international organizations;
  \item the main objective of the aid is to support economic development and prosperity in developing countries;
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{14} The Millennium Development Goals consisted of 8 headline goals, 18 additional goals, and 48 indicators.

\textsuperscript{15} The definition of ODA was specified in 1972.
loans and grants should include a donation element of at least 25% of the total amount (calculated at a discount rate of 10%) (OECD ODA).

The concept of ODA entered international practice relatively quickly. It appeared for the first time in the Pearson Commission Report, which called for 0.7% of GNI to be transferred by developed countries to ODA. This goal was approved by the UN General Assembly in 1970 and included in the *International Development Strategy for the 2nd UN Development Decade*.

The target of 0.7% of GNI became the benchmark for assessing the size of ODA and it was expected that the donor countries would achieve it in the 1970s. In practice, the implementation of the detailed guidelines included in ODA turned out to be difficult. On the one hand, the definition narrows down the subject of development aid to specific activities, and on the other hand, it leaves some criteria so imprecise that it leads to any interpretation in terms of various types of activities. The problem is that ODA does not take into account those elements that are important from the point of view of aid effectiveness, i.e., the relationship between the amount of ODA expenditure and the final results. The entire ODA has been subordinated to the method of reporting on the expenditure and the amount of aid, and the effects of this aid have not been focused on. Due to the criticism, the ministerial body of the DAC referred to the issue of changes in the definition of ODA at the turn of the 1980s and 1990s, as well as in 2012. It was proposed to supplement ODA with an element of Official Concessional Assistance (OCA) in order to perform tasks related to, inter alia, humanitarian aid, and environmental protection. Another proposal concerned the classification of funds that are not directly transferred to developing countries in the form of additional concessional contributions (Hynes, Scott, 2013, pp. 11–12). Ultimately, however, at the OECD–DAC High-Level Forum in December 2014, it was decided to leave the existing ODA without introducing significant modifications (OECD, 2014).

Criticism of the definition and principles of providing assistance in the form of ODA moved to the forum of non-governmental institutions and academic debate. One of the most radical assessments of ODA was made by J.M. Severino and O. Ray. They found that profound changes related to the functioning of ODA, concerning goals, participants, and instruments of development aid, contributed to its obsolescence (Severino, Ray, 2009, p. 17). Their proposal is to replace ODA with an instrument called Global Policy Finance. Its aim would be to finance three main components of the concept of sustainable development, i.e., reducing development disparities between the economies of the North and South countries, better access to basic services on a global scale and securing the use of and from global public goods, i.e., environmental and health protection. C.C. Adelman (2011) was also in favor of changing ODA,
calling for its extension by focusing on the total net expenditure of all development aid efforts, including private flows. A new tool for measuring development aid efforts was proposed by W. Hynes and S. Scott under the name of Official Development Effort. This mechanism would consist of a development grant and a licensed loan component (i.e., additional government guarantees) established when signing a loan agreement (Hynes, Scott, 2013, p. 16). The novelty of this proposal was that ODA would exclude any subsidies for national development programs, including the maintenance of refugees, education of students from developing countries and the promotion of knowledge about development problems.

Generally speaking, the proposed changes under ODA concerned three main areas:
1) increasing financial commitment for development;
2) expanding the group of participants in the development aid system;
3) introducing more discipline in ODA expenditures.

Ad. 1. The failure to meet the goal of increasing the annual level of ODA to 0.7% of GNI by 1975 and, at the latest, by 1980, is cited as the main reason for raising ODA expenditures (Pearson Commission) (Report..., 1969, p. 18, History of..., 2000, pp. 3–11; Roodman, 2014, pp. 3–4). Although, since the launch of the ODA, aid expenditure has been systematically growing in absolute terms, but the amount of expenditure calculated as a percentage of the GNI of the donor countries has decreased, which in fact has shown the diminishing scale of their involvement in development aid. Not counting the first years after World War II, when aid expenditure exceeded 1% of GNI, since the 1970s this indicator was less than 0.4%, while in the 1990s it fell below 0.3% of GNI (Figure 1).

**Figure 1. DAC Members’ ODA as per cent of GNI, 1960–2017**

The real value of development aid grew from the 1960s to 1992, when it reached the highest level. However, since 1992, the volume was systematically falling, which
meant that in real terms (taking into account inflation and fluctuations courses) in 1997, it was 23.7% lower than in 1992. The reason for the collapse was the end of the Cold War and new problems in domestic politics and international relations faced by donors from the OECD–DAC. The importance of ODA as an instrument for the flow of funds to developing countries declined significantly. Improvement occurred after 2000 – measured in real terms, after adjusting for inflation and currency fluctuations, ODA doubled in 2016 and 2017 (an increase of over 102%).

Figure 2. ODA Volumes of the DAC Members, 1960–2017
(USD billion, 2016 Constant Prices)

In 2017, ODA amounted to USD 144 179 billion, a slight decrease of 0.6% after adjusting for inflation and exchange rate fluctuations compared to the previous year. This means that in 2016 ODA reached the level of USD 144 965 billion and it was an increase by 8.9% compared to 2015, when the volume was nearly USD 131 billion (Figure 2). The reason for the hesitations was the refugee crisis in the countries of the European Union. Although the increase in aid to refugees in countries, donors increased the total amount of aid, but even without taking these costs into account, the total ODA in 2016 increased by 7.1% (OECD, 2018c). The level of transfers to LDCs has also changed. In 2016, bilateral aid to LDCs decreased in real terms by 3.9% compared to 2015, but already in 2017 it increased by 3% (OECD, 2018c). In 2017, the average aid volume rate for all DAC members was 0.31% of GNI (Figure 3).

The majority of members do not meet the 0.7% GNI, which has been recognized as the official target of achieving the optimal level of aid to developing countries. In 2017, this requirement was met only by Sweden (1.01%), Luxembourg (1%), Norway (0.99%), Denmark (0.72%), and the UK (0.7%) (Figure 3). Although the 0.7% GNI target is controversial and there are conflicting opinions, it remains the
binding purpose for increasing development aid (Clemens, Moss, 2005; Kopiński, 2011). The United States, Germany, the UK, Japan, and France traditionally provide the largest amounts of ODA resources in terms of value. However, in this group of countries, in 2017 only the United Kingdom reached the threshold of 0.7% of GNI. A year earlier, this criterion was also met by Germany (OECD, 2018e).

**Figure 3. ODA Grant Equivalent as Percent of GNI, DAC Member Countries, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>ODA Grant Equivalent as % of GNI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total DAC Countries</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD DAC Countries</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD, 2018e.

Ad. 2. States or institutions on the official OECD–DAC lists are not always able to effectively carry out the tasks assigned to them. Hence the need to expand the group of official aid donors and recognize the importance of entities in the development aid system, such as NGOs, representatives of the private sector, countries that are not members of the OECD–DAC, as well as recipients of development aid. In line with the ODA objectives, the donor may be a governmental institution of the donor country (including local government), as well as an international governmental organization. In practice, this term ceased to refer only to traditional aid donors,
concentrated in the DAC, and began to include other countries and institutions that voluntarily reported the amount of their aid flows to the OECD–DAC. Among them, 20 non-DAC countries submit reports on their aid activities, including 10 providing the Committee with their own statistical statements, which are used by the OECD to generate expenditure forecasts. The developing countries, and thus the existing recipients of aid, also became aid-donors. This applies primarily to China, Brazil, India, Russia, Turkey, Mexico, but also Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emirates, whose importance in development aid is systematically growing. This issue complicates the hitherto arrangement of the aid system under the auspices of the OECD–DAC. The ODA index, which includes only the expenditures of the donors concentrated in the DAC, does not reflect the current state and dynamics of development in terms of real development aid. It is about transfers allocated for development purposes by China or the Persian Gulf states to African states. This means that their financial messages in this area are difficult to capture, hence they are most often presented in estimates (Table 2).

**Table 2. Estimated Financial Flows of OECD–DAC Members and Selected Non-DAC Countries, 2012–2016 (Net Disbursements, Current Prices, USD billion)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2016 (% of total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ODA from 29 DAC member countries</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA from 20 reporting countries, beyond the DAC</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>144.9</td>
<td>86.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated flows from 10 non-reporting countries, beyond the DAC</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal flows from non-DAC countries</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated total value</strong></td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD, 2017b.

Among the non-DAC donor countries that report their aid flows to the OECD database, the United Arab Emirates recorded the highest ODA/GNI ratio in 2015, amounting to 1.12%. The next place was taken by Saudi Arabia. For comparison, Sweden had the highest share of ODA/GNI among DAC members in the same year.

---

16 Reports on state aid flows are regularly sent to the OECD–DAC by the following countries: Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Latvia, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, Malta, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Timor East, Turkey, United Arab Emirates. Due to the lack of precise data, estimates of development aid are prepared by the OECD for: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Qatar, and South Africa (OECD, 2017b).
it amounted to 1.41% of GNI (Figure 4). The 2015 data is due to the relatively long period required for the OECD–DAC to collect information from donors outside the Committee.

**Figure 4. Net ODA and ODA/GNI of DAC Members and Non-DAC Donors, 2015 (USD billion)**

Source: OECD, 2017b.

One of the most dynamic factors changing the international aid system is the growing position of private philanthropic organizations and NGOs. This means that the state monopoly in the field of development aid has ended, and the NGO sector and private institutions have recorded an unprecedented development of their activities, both in terms of an increase in financial contributions, as well as new initiatives and forms of cooperation (Kharas, 2007a, pp. 2–3). Development NGOs, such as Oxfam, Care, Save the Children, have become one of the most important institutions deciding on the shape and directions of aid. Like private philanthropic organizations, multinationals, family businesses and other institutions, they have achieved an unprecedented position as equal partners to states and NGOs. Their importance and role in debates and practice of development cooperation is evidenced by the adoption at the OECD High-Level Forum (HLF-4) in Busan in 2011 of the global initiative to increase the effectiveness of development cooperation (Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation).

The total value of aid grants provided by private entities (corporations, family businesses, philanthropic institutions, and other non-profit) and NGOs from DAC
countries has been increasing since 2000. In 2017, their contribution to development assistance amounted to over USD 40.4 billion. This meant a fourfold growth compared to 2000. The data submitted to the OECD were classified as grants which were defined as transfers made by private voluntary agencies and NGOs in cash, goods or services for which no payment was required (Figure 5).

**Figure 5. Development Aid Grants by Private Sector and NGOs in DAC Countries, 2000–2017 (million USD)**

Private sector financing for development is gaining importance. This is especially true of private philanthropic foundations, which play an increasing role in finding innovative ways to promote it.\(^\text{17}\) Most philanthropic foundations come from the United States and Canada (77%), the rest from Europe (18%) and other regions of the world (5%).\(^\text{18}\) The most generous in 2013–2015 were philanthropic foundations: Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Children’s Investment Fund Foundation, Susan Thompson Buffett Foundation, and the Dutch National Postcode Lottery. Their share in financing development is shown in Figure 6.

In 2013–2015, private philanthropic institutions contributed over USD 23.4 billion in total to development cooperation (OECD, 2017c). Nearly half of this sum came from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, which provided a total of over USD 11.6 billion in that period. The largest foundations, most of which are American entities, spend

---

\(^\text{17}\) Philanthropic foundations are defined as non-profit organizations with non-profit ownership and their own funds, e.g., from donations, investments, dividends, lotteries, crowdfunding, and promoting social, educational, charitable or other activities (OECD, 2017c).

\(^\text{18}\) The first poll on private philanthropy was conducted by the OECD in 2003. In 2017, the survey was expanded, and the data came from 130 private philanthropic institutions. Most entities were registered in North America, the rest in the UK, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany and in India, Brazil, Mexico, Panama, China, the United Arab Emirates, and Africa (OECD, 2017c).
over USD 3 billion annually on development aid (OECD, 2003a). The next places are occupied by representatives of the private sector and NGOs from Canada, Germany, and Switzerland (Figure 6).

**Figure 6. The Largest Philanthropic Foundations per Region, 2013–2015 (USD million)**

Source: OECD, 2017c.

Ad. 3. One of the most important ways to increase the effectiveness of aid is to introduce greater discipline related to ODA spending categories. Some categories of ODA raise doubts about the development motivations behind the decision to include them. These are costs that do not constitute real aid to the countries in need, as they do not have to result directly from the development policy pursued by a given country, and therefore may lead to abuses due to excessive spending of the donor state. Therefore, the real expenditure on development aid may be overestimated, which significantly affects the total amount of ODA (Kopiński, 2011, p. 46).

The extension of ODA to additional expenditure took place in the 1970s and 1980s. Among the main donors associated with the DAC, the winning option was to include as many types of transfers as possible to developing countries. As a result, such items were classified as development aid which were not direct aid, but constituted part of the expenses related to its service.
ODA currently includes the following categories of aid.

1. Administrative costs – the category has been operating under ODA since 1979. It includes the charges related to the provision of assistance, which include, inter alia costs of operating program aid, staff salaries or expenses related to the maintenance of aid organizations (including the administrative budget). Due to the different practices and accounting (depending on the method of aid management), these expenses are difficult to compare between individual DAC members, not to mention other donors (Hynes, Scott, 2013, p. 8). In 2014 and 2015, the administrative costs of all DAC members exceeded USD 8.5 billion, which accounted for over 6.5% of the total ODA (OECD DAC). According to the critics of the ODA, this situation leads to the expansion of the bureaucratic apparatus and the need to constantly increase expenditure on development (Kgaras, 2007a, p. 10; Roodman, 2015, p. 4).

2. Expenditure on scholarships for students from developing countries – this category was included in ODA in 1984. It contains funds that normally remain in the donor country, making their contribution to improving social and economic conditions in developing countries not obvious, especially when recipients remain in the donor country. Expenditures for educational purposes of students...
from developing countries are justified only when these people return to their home countries and take up employment in them (Hynes, Scott, 2013, p. 9). Otherwise, such action does not necessarily contribute to development in the countries of the South.

3. Costs of maintaining refugee camps up to 12 months after arrival – this category was classified as ODA in 1988, even though it is hardly be considered a direct contribution to development and welfare in a developing country. The increase in the inflow of refugees to EU countries between 2014 and 2016 contributed to the increase in total ODA (Figure 7). The expenses related to the stay of refugees in DAC countries in 2017 amounted to USD 14.2 billion, which accounted for 9.7% of total ODA. It was a decrease by 13.6% compared to 2016, when the share amounted to 11% of the total ODA.\textsuperscript{19} The problem of the influx of refugees has affected the increase in ODA expenditure, primarily in EU Member States, although 13 of them indicated that spending on refugee-related purposes came from sources other than the budget allocated to ODA (OECD, 2016b, p. 152).

4. Technical assistance or technical cooperation – this is a category of expenditure on development aid, which is defined differently depending on the institution. In the terminology of the WTO and the World Bank, the terms technical assistance and technical cooperation\textsuperscript{20} are used interchangeably. The OECD\textsuperscript{21} and the EU\textsuperscript{22} define it differently. Between 1999 and 2000, the average volume of DAC members’ total technical cooperation expenditure amounted to less than USD 13 billion. In 2016 the total amount of support for bilateral projects, programs, and technical cooperation increased by 3%, hence their total share in net ODA decreased from 58% for the period 2010–2012 to 49% in 2016 (Figure 7). In 2017, total support for bilateral programs, projects and technical cooperation increased in real terms by 4% and accounted for 51% of total ODA (OECD, 2018c). Although this category consumes a large portion of ODA spending, it

\textsuperscript{19} In 2014, before the refugee crisis, in the European Union the share of costs in total ODA was 4.8% (OECD, 2018c).

\textsuperscript{20} According to the definition of the World Bank, technical assistance is understood as the transfer or adaptation of concepts, knowledge, practices, technologies or skills conducive to economic development. The objectives of the WB technical assistance are classified as follows: a) policy development, b) institution building, c) capacity building, and d) support for projects or programs (Managing Technical..., 1997; Arndt, 2000, p. 141).

\textsuperscript{21} Technical cooperation can be carried out in at least two ways: by grants targeted at citizens of the countries receiving development aid in the form of educational and training activities, and by funding consultants, advisers, teachers, and administrative staff serving in developing countries. This also applies to financing the purchase of equipment and devices (OECD, 2001).

\textsuperscript{22} The European Commission made a similar distinction between the two terms. It treats cooperation as a much broader term, encompassing all activities aimed at increasing human and institutional capacity through the transfer, adaptation and use of knowledge, skills, and technology. Technical assistance is a narrower term and concerns the implementation of specific tasks. It refers to the activities of personnel involved in the implementation and management of technical cooperation (European Commission, 2008, p. 7).
appears to be one of the more legitimate and necessary items. In case of the WTO, which will be analyzed later, it is of fundamental importance in the context of its engagement in development cooperation.

5. Debt relief – this category includes the cancellation of financial liabilities that are not ODA loans, i.e. liabilities under HIPC and export credits and loans, including for military purposes. Since 2000, there has been a dynamic increase in the debt relief of developing countries, which has resulted in a significant increase in net ODA spending for some donor countries, even though it did not entail any financial transfers (Roodman, 2014, pp. 5–6; Severino, Ray, 2009, p. 18). In 2005 and 2006, a high level of debt relief was recorded, constituting over 20% of the total net ODA (Figure 7). This was mainly due to the mobilization of emergency measures to reduce the debt of Iraq and Nigeria (OECD, 2016a). For comparison, in 2015, spending on debt relief amounted to 0.2% of the total net ODA, and in 2017 – approximately 0.34%.  

6. Research related to the problems of developing countries and aimed at increasing the awareness and knowledge of development issues concerning less developed countries – the category was included in ODA in 1979. These are national expenditures that are used to popularize development issues in order to gain public support for increasing expenditures for development purposes. The effects of these activities, which can be financed at the same time from sources other than ODA, are difficult to assess and verify (Roodman, 2014, pp. 5–6).

7. Humanitarian and food aid – the definition of ODA implies that funds should be used for purposes related to the long-term economic and social development of recipient countries. On the other hand, this expenditure is justified from a humanitarian point of view and is an indispensable element of support for LDCs and countries struggling with natural disasters. In 2017, humanitarian aid amounted to over USD 15.5 billion, which accounted for nearly 10.6% of total ODA. It was an increase of over 6% compared to 2016.

Due to different practices in the donor countries, it is difficult to precisely define and distinguish between the various expenditures incurred for development aid purposes. It is about the transfer of funds to developing countries and the costs that are generated in the country – donors, e.g., scholarships for foreigners or maintenance of refugee camps. The line between these expenses is fluid. Military spending remains the most problematic. Despite the formal ban on including them in ODA, they were often treated in this way by some donors (e.g., debt cancellation or export credits

---

23 In 2016, they were higher by approx. 1.7% of the total ODA due to the cancellation of Cuba’s debts (OECD, 2018c).
for military purposes) (OECD, 1993). According to the definition, ODA should not include expenses related to military aid, conducting military operations, costs related to peacekeeping operations, and conducting research on nuclear energy.24

1.6. Program Basics of Development Cooperation

A turning point in the approach to development aid was the UN Millennium Summit and the adoption of the MDGs. Both donors and recipients recognized the need to adopt new aid delivery rules in order to improve its effectiveness and achieve development goals. The new approach was expressed in the formula of development cooperation, understood as greater activity and responsibility for assistance on the part of donors and recipients. New institutional solutions in this area were gradually developed at international conferences devoted to the issues of improving the effectiveness of aid delivery. The first, on financing for development, was held in Monterrey in 2002 under the auspices of the United Nations. Subsequent meetings with the participation of various stakeholders, state and non-state, were organized under the patronage of the OECD as part of the High-Level Forum (HLF). The first of the series of meetings took place in Rome in 2002 (HLF-1), next in Paris in 2005 (HLF-2), in Accra in 2008 (HLF-3), and in Busan in 2011 (HLF-4).

The purpose of the adopted provisions was to create a new form of development assistance based on cooperation and mutual recognition of the rights and obligations of all participants. According to the objectives, development cooperation should be characterized by the following features.

---

24 By means of multilateral agreements, it was decided that the following items should not be included in ODA: a) military aid expenditure (military equipment and services, military debt cancellation, anti-terrorist operations). The exceptions are costs related to the use of the armed forces of the donor country to protect and deliver humanitarian aid and the provision of relief services; b) military costs related to peacekeeping operations. The exceptions are selected categories of costs related to peacekeeping operations approved and administered by the United Nations. This includes operations to protect human rights, observation of elections, assistance to demobilized soldiers, training of administrative personnel, including customs and police officials, economic stabilization consultancy, and carrying out weapons and mine clearance operations. Similar aid operations, but outside the UN, may also qualify as ODA, but do not qualify as peacekeeping operations; c) expenditure related to nuclear energy as well as non-proliferation activities for military purposes. The exception is the use of nuclear energy for peaceful (civil) purposes. These may include expenditure on the construction of power plants, security systems, and medical use of radioisotopes; d) costs related to the organization of social and cultural programs, including those aimed at promoting the image of the donor state. The only exception are activities aimed at building the recipient’s cultural potential, the criteria of which are specified in detail in the documents (OECD-ODA, Official...).
1. An effective development financing system

In 2002, at the United Nations International Conference on Financing for Development in Monterrey, a document was adopted (*Monterrey Consensus*), in which the following actions were committed:

- mobilization of domestic resources in developing countries,
- mobilization of international resources, i.e., foreign direct investment (FDI) and other private capital flows,
- development of international trade,
- intensification of international financial and technical cooperation,
- reduction of external debt,
- solutions to systemic issues, i.e., increasing the coherence and consistency of international monetary, financial, and trade systems (*Monterrey Consensus*..., 2002).

The main problem raised in the debate was not so much the increase in additional funds for development aid, but the mobilization of existing national and international resources. The aim was to attract private capital to developing countries and create the right investment climate. It was about the development of credit and investment market, limiting the negative impact of short-term transfers and tied aid (Sobotka, 2008, p. 5). As a result of transformation of international aid system, ODA ceased to be the dominant indicator of assessing financial flows to developing countries. It was largely overtaken by the growing volume of FDI, private funds, and workers’ remittances. The estimated distribution of flows to developing countries is shown in Figure 8, where ODA includes both bilateral and multilateral transfers, and the “non-ODA” category means other official remittances as well as state loans, export, FDI, including grants on market conditions.

One of the more widely developed themes of the Monterrey Consensus is the area of international trade. Therefore, the WTO has an important role to play (*Monterrey Consensus*..., 2002). The close interdependence between international trade and economic development and poverty reduction, underlined in the adopted document, makes the integration of developing countries into the international trading system a priority task. Therefore, the Monterrey Consensus committed to modify the regulatory regimes affecting international trade in such a way as to allow developing countries to integrate more fully into trade. It was emphasized that trade liberalization may be an element of the sustainable development strategy in these countries, provided that it is conducted taking into account their economic situation. The biggest obstacles to reaping the benefits of liberalization are trade barriers, subsidies and other trade-distorting measures, especially in sectors with...
a high share of exports from developing countries, such as agriculture and textiles (Monterrey Consensus..., 2002, par. 28).

Figure 8. ODA and Other Financial Resources Directed to Developing Countries, 2000–2016 (USD million, 2016 Constant Prices)

Source: OECD, 2018f.

2. Dialogue and information exchange

Mutual contacts between donors and recipients of aid should be based not on unilateral messages from donor states and multilateral organizations but on the active participation of all concerned. At the HLF in Rome in 2003, aid donors for the first time formally recognized the need to take into account the development needs of recipient countries. The Rome Declaration established the principle that each developing country defines its development priorities and goals so that aid programs are best suited to their needs (Rome Declaration..., 2003). In the newly emerging form of aid, the starting point for the size, type, and directions of support was to be the analysis of the needs of the recipient country. Narrowly understood development aid meant a constant, asymmetric system between the donor and the recipient, where the other party was usually passive and subordinated to the decisions of the former. In the new approach, the role and importance of the recipient state, which to a large extent depended on the amount, direction, and type of aid, was increased.

The basis of the new approach was the ownership concept, which is translated as the effective exercise of power by partners over their development programs, also when these programs are implemented in whole or in part with external financial
resources. The implementation of this principle in practice requires agreement
between donors and recipients of aid to define the roles and responsibilities of each
party (OECD, 2005). Developing countries have been responsible for conducting their
own development policy and actively creating development strategies, and donors
have been obliged to support developing countries in implementing the principle
of ownership, and thus respecting their development policies and strategies. In
Rome, a discussion began on the harmonization and simplification of requirements
for recipients, especially at the local level. Moreover, the recipients should focus on
planning and implementing their own development strategies, and not on meeting
complex requirements set by donors (Atwood, 2012, p. 5).

3. Adapting the rules and regulations related to the provision of aid
to the growing interdependence between highly developed
and developing countries

The goal of both recipient and donor countries was to achieve the best possible level
of economic development, reduce poverty, and solve problems related to backwardness
and underdevelopment (Bagiński, Czaplicka, Szczyciński, 2009, pp. 13–14). The idea
was to create effective economic cooperation, based not on a charity structure, but on
mutual interests, such as opening markets and countering protectionism (UNDP,
1994). In this system, developing as well as highly developed countries were equally
interested in providing development assistance. It was about achieving long-term
goals such as security, stability, and sustainable development. The implementation
of these tasks was reflected in the adoption of the Paris Declaration in 2005 (Paris
Declaration..., 2005). The most important from the point of view of increasing the
effectiveness of aid were:

- the principle of ownership, which means that developing countries themselves
determine their development strategies;
- the principle of alignment of aid to recipient development strategies, which
means that aid donors support development strategies devised by developing
countries and implement support through local institutions;
- the principle of donor harmonization, which implies that aid donors coordinate
their activities and procedures and share information to avoid duplication of
activities;
- the principle of managing for results, where donors and recipients of aid are
responsible for the results of their activities, which is to lead to better management
of funds and improvement of the decision-making procedure aimed at the
implementation of planned activities;
the principle of mutual accountability, which consists in the fact that both donors and recipients are responsible for the implementation of aid activities, thanks to which both parties would identify themselves more with the programs undertaken and gain social support.

Detailed proposals of measures included in the Paris Declaration were to contribute to the improvement of aid effectiveness. All commitments (56 in total) were to be implemented at the national level and take effect from 2010. Additionally, 12 indicators were included to control and evaluate progress in areas important from the point of view of providing assistance, including such as the predictability of aid transfers, the use of the recipient countries’ administrative and financial systems in the first place, or the activation of actions at the local level in the recipient countries.25

4. Streamlining the channels and methods of providing and implementing development aid

For this purpose, a set of measures was adopted concerning the harmonization and coordination of aid programs between donors, as well as reduction of operating costs, decrease of tied aid, better use of aid by recipient country and improvement of evaluation systems. Relevant provisions were included in the Accra Agenda for Action adopted in 2008, which also developed some provisions of the Paris Declaration (Accra Agenda…, 2008). For instance, changes in relationship between donors and recipients of aid were to be made thanks to the inclusion of certain common operating practices. The most important ones included: using the distribution channels and systems of the partner country in the first place, applying the principle of predictability and transparency of behavior in order to help recipients plan and implement development strategies, defining conditions for providing aid together with recipients based on their own development plans, moving away from tied aid, avoiding aid fragmentation by introducing the principle of division of labor between donors (Accra Agenda …, 2008, points 6–26).

25 The Paris Declaration adopted 12 indicators that were supposed to contribute to improving the effectiveness of aid. The implementation date was set for 2010. The indicators were to be used at a national level and monitored by external institutions. The set includes the following elements: indicator No. 1 – partners have operational development strategies (ownership), indicator No. 2 – responsible country system (alignment), indicator No. 3 – aid flows are aligned on national priorities (alignment), indicator No. 4 – strengthen capacity by coordinated support (alignment), indicator No. 5a – use of country public financial management systems (alignment), indicator No. 5b – use of the country procurement system (alignment), indicator No. 6 – strengthen capacity by avoiding parallel implementation structures (alignment), indicator No. 7 – aid is more predictable (alignment), indicator No. 8 – aid is untied (alignment), indicator No. 9 use of common arrangements and procedures (harmonization), indicator No. 10 – encourage shared analysis (harmonization), indicator No. 11 – results-oriented frameworks (managing for results), indicator No. 12 – mutual accountability (mutual accountability) (Paris Declaration…, 2005; Accra Agenda…, 2008, pp. 910).
5. Recognition of non-governmental organizations and the private sector as equal and independent partners in development policy

The importance and role played by these participants in the international aid system was confirmed at the Fourth High-Level Forum (HLF-4) in Busan (South Korea) in 2011. The introduction of permanent changes to the international aid system was confirmed in the initiative on the Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation, adopted at that time. The Global Partnership concept is based on the Paris Declaration and on the common global rules for monitoring progress (OECD, 2012c). The partnership formula referred not only to the relationship between donors and recipients, but also to building cooperation between traditional donors (DACs) and participants from NGOs and the private sector. The aim was to create a new type of coalition of all governmental and non-governmental entities to jointly finance development. A total of 160 countries and around 50 governmental organizations and NGOs have signed the partnership agreement.

Progress in implementing the commitments has been very slow. Most of the goals and tasks have not been achieved. The main reason was the lack of political will on the part of traditional aid donors concentrated in the DAC and insufficient involvement of developing countries (OECD, 2012a). On the other hand, account should be taken of the wide material scope of the changes and the relatively short period since the Monterrey (2002) and Paris (2005) documents were adopted.

In the OECD review study Aid Effectiveness 2005–2010: Progress in Implementing the Paris Declaration, it was found that only one of the 12 goals to be fulfilled by 2010 was achieved (OECD, 2011a). It was an improvement in the level of coordination of technical cooperation between donors, and thus an increase in the compliance of aid programs with the national development strategies of the recipient countries (indicator 4) (OECD, 2011a). Despite some progress in the implementation of the ownership principle, serious problems of developing countries with “translating national development strategies into sectoral strategies and operational programs” were identified (Bagiński, Kowalska, 2010, p. 121). There has also been little success in reducing tied aid (indicator 8) and in harmonizing aid, especially in carrying out a verification of the measures taken (indicator 10) (UNDP, 2011).

26 For these activities, a steering committee of 18 representatives from all participating parties was established. The committee was chaired by three co-chairs from the group representing traditional donor countries, recipient donors and recipient governments. Civil society organizations, parliamentarians, and the private sector obtained their representatives (First High-Level... , 2014).
Along with the debate on program changes regarding development aid, including the goals and principles of the support provided, there is a discussion on how to increase the effectiveness of financing development tasks. In line with decisions made at three UN conferences on financing development (Monterrey in 2002, Doha in 2008 and Addis Ababa in 2015), a commitment was made to intensify activities in order to increase resources for the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. Therefore, it was recommended to mobilize public resources domestically, stimulate the resources of the private sector at the national and international level, as well as intensify activities under international development cooperation between various multilateral institutions (Addis..., 2015).

1.7. Summary

The process of working out a new formula of development aid, which began in the late 1990s, resulted from the worldwide criticism of the then forms, methods, and quality of providing aid. The previous formula of aid was not conducive to the coordination of development policy between donors and was detached from other state policies, such as trade, agriculture, or industry. The new approach to aid was about adopting solutions that would benefit developing countries in order to integrate them into the world economy by taking more responsibility for creating their own development strategies.

As a result of the global debate and arrangements between development aid stakeholders, a concept based largely on a comprehensive approach to development emerged. The focus of the debate has shifted from the question of the amount of aid to the question of development. The new approach, expressed in the Global Partnership agreement (Busan, 2011), assumed a move from the issue of aid effectiveness to the issue of development effectiveness. This entailed the coordination of economic policy areas that affect the design and implementation of development aid, i.e., trade, finance, social policy, and the expansion of the group of aid donors to include new participants. In this case, it was primarily the non-governmental and private sector as well as developing countries belonging to the group of emerging economies, i.e., China, Brazil, and India. The aid element that appeared in cooperation between the countries of the South (South-South cooperation) influenced the global system of development aid, changing its previous framework shaped by the OECD–DAC.

Conceptual changes in the approach to development aid made it necessary to modify ODA. However, making permanent changes is not a simple task. ODA remains the basic indicator for tracking and assessing the amount of funds allocated
to development aid. Nonetheless, other financial flows to developing countries managed to outstrip the volume of ODA transfers. These include increasing FDI flows and private debt and remittances of economic migrants. However, the change in international conditions and the approach of traditional donors led to the modification of some elements of ODA, in particular to a reduction in the amount of expenditure that did not constitute real aid, and therefore was not transferred directly to the recipient country. Consequently, in order to reduce this type of investment, resources have been concentrated or controlled in the donor countries. This mainly concerned technical assistance and administrative expenses.

The new approach in the formula of development cooperation was based on the belief that the key to achieving better results is to focus on increasing the effectiveness of development aid. This is evidenced by empirical research on the impact of aid on economic growth and poverty reduction (Addison, Morrisey, Tarp, 2017, p. 988). The hypothesis of C. Burnside and D. Dollar (1997) assumed that the effectiveness of aid depends directly on the quality of economic policy, so aid has a positive impact on economic growth in the environment of a well-conducted economic policy (Hansen, Tarp, 2000, p. 387). Although the claim was questioned, it had significant implications for attempts to introduce changes to the international aid system. Information on the research was widely commented on by the media and eagerly quoted in reports of international institutions advocating increasing funding for development programs (Easterly, 2003, pp. 24–26). This was due to the international community’s need for strong evidence that the aid is bringing the expected benefits (How to make..., 1999). The most adequate statement in the context of the research on aid effectiveness is that of P. Samecki that the impact of the effects of aid on economic results differs depending on country and sector (Samecki, 1997, p. 98).

One of the research streams pointing to the possibility of confirming the positive impact of aid on economic growth was the concept of complementary policies. According to its objective, trade, and more specifically trade liberalization, was to play a decisive role in the process of changes leading to the improvement of macroeconomic indicators in the recipient countries. The idea was that the importance of trade grew and so had an impact on economic growth and poverty reduction with the introduction of economic reform package. Therefore, the research focused on the analysis of the channels of influence on trade, such as the promotion of investments, productive capacity, institutions, and regulations.

The result of the debate on the shape of development cooperation and how to increase its effectiveness are the following conclusions:

- firstly, there are no clear guidelines on how to increase the effectiveness of development aid; this is confirmed by empirical studies on the impact of aid on
growth and poverty reduction; the solution is neither the mechanical application of aid allocation rules nor a single case study to guide decision makers;

- secondly, development aid is an ambiguous concept, it is based on various assumptions and criteria, which result to a large extent from the priorities of the donors’ development policy; with the introduction of the principles of the Paris Declaration and the provisions of the Busan HLF, this approach is changing to pay more attention to the interests and needs of the recipient states;

- third, ODA is the dominant, but not only, criterion for assessing development aid; therefore, efforts were made to modify its formula in line with the decisions on increasing aid effectiveness and the international debate on the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals;

- fourthly, the effectiveness of aid depends on many factors that have different impacts and strengths depending on the country, region, social capital, institutions, and economic potential; the direction of changes is set out in the goals of increasing the effectiveness of development aid adopted in the Paris Declaration and in practice implemented under the Aid for Trade program;

- fifth, aid should be provided in such a way as to meet development needs of recipient countries; therefore, the approach in the development cooperation formula was based on the belief that the key to achieving better results is to increase the effectiveness of development cooperation, and not only the effectiveness of aid delivery; in line with the provisions of the Busan HLF, the main objective is to strengthen the role of aid as a complement to other sources of development financing (from aid effectiveness to effective development cooperation) (OECD, 2012c); aid by itself cannot break the poverty cycle, and development cooperation should therefore act as a catalyst to mobilize resources to achieve development goals.

Poor results in implementation of specific indicators included in the documents from Paris and Accra do not completely invalidate the achievements related to the transformation of international aid system. The most important factors showing the direction of the evolution of international development cooperation include the growing role of aid in the development of South-South economic cooperation and the significant increase in the importance of non-state entities in the process of introducing changes to the aid system, mainly NGOs and the private sector.
Chapter 2

MULTILATERAL AID

The multilateral aid system is becoming more and more complex. The circle of entities offering and receiving aid is expanding, and the number of ways and channels of its transmission is growing. According to the OECD, the multilateral aid system consists of around 263 international organizations and funds (OECD, 2017a). Institutions on the official OECD–DAC list of institutional donors are eligible to provide ODA. Apart from it, there is a large group of other multilateral entities that form the system of multilateral development cooperation. The WTO is a specialized multilateral organization linked to the UN, although it maintains far-reaching separateness. It participates on an ad hoc basis in the work on financing and development of the UN General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). In matters relating to development and aid issues, the WTO actively cooperates with multilateral organizations, especially those with an economic profile (primarily the World Bank and the IMF). This is due to its statutory functions defined in the Agreement establishing the WTO as well as joint development aid initiatives such as the AFT, the EIF or the TFAF.

The WTO is one of the elements of the multilateral aid system and is subject to ongoing changes in it. The chapter tries to identify the types of these changes, the main trends and their impact on increasing the effectiveness of aid. An attempt was made to analyze and evaluate the most important components of the process, which include multi-bi measures, the phenomenon of bilateralization of multilateral aid, and the growing importance of funding channels such as trust funds.

The main manifestation of changes in the multilateral aid system is the departure from funding channels based on a simple division of aid into bilateral and multilateral forms. Traditional forms of development aid have lost their importance, while the earmarked or multi-bi resources sent to or through multilateral institutions are playing an increasing role. The dynamic surge in the inflow of multi-bi funds resulted
in the emergence of a new category of aid known as multi-bi aid. Contrary to funds directed to the main budget of the institution (core), this type of formula allows donors to allocate voluntary contributions for specific purposes relating to countries, regions, sectors, development issues, and thus, increases their impact on the allocation of aid. It is a relatively new means of financing aid, beneficial above all from the donor’s point of view, as it makes the aid more visible to the citizens of the donor countries and allows the funds to be kept under control. The situation with regard to the impact of multi-bi financing on the operation of multilateral institutions is different. Their influence is ambiguous, which leads to the phenomenon known as bilateralization of multilateral aid.

Along with the increase in the number of entities involved in the provision of aid, the possibilities of creating instruments and mechanisms for financing programs and initiatives have broadened. Additional mutual funds have been mobilized to service the new multi-bi funding sources. These entities did not replace the existing ones but enlarged the group of participants in multilateral aid. As a result, the risk of duplication of the same projects, initiatives, and programs has increased, as well as the loss of the already damaged coherence of operation within international aid system. The aim of this chapter is to investigate and evaluate the operation of trust funds and the growing importance of multi-bi funding, as well as their impact on the degree of meeting development needs of less developed countries. Such funds, on the one hand, contribute to the organization’s financial resources and allow it to carry out additional tasks, but, on the other hand, they may constrain the statutory activities of the organization.

2.1. Multilateral Versus Bilateral Aid

The theoretical analysis suggests that multilateral aid is superior and more preferable to bilateral aid. The choice of a multilateral institution is more conducive to achieving development goals than bilateral aid that is subordinated to foreign policy objectives (Alesina, Dollar, 2000, p. 33). This approach was inspired by research on multilateralism and institutions conducted by J.G. Ruggie and D. Rodrik (1993, pp. 6–14). Multilateralism entails coordination of behavior and reciprocity on the basis of generally accepted rules, which does not exclude the occurrence of some dispersed forms. The advantage of multilateralism over bilateral actions results from at least two factors, which include the informational function and the nature of the interaction between a multilateral institution and aid recipients (Rodrik, 1995, pp. 8–9). This means that first of all, institutions provide information treated as
a public good, better than individual donors, especially when it comes to monitoring aid recipients. Second, the relationship between the multilateral organization and the aid recipient is less politicized and therefore more oriented towards the achievement of actual development goals. The more autonomy an organization has towards its members, the more effectively it can provide assistance, and thus make it independent of changes in the policy of the recipient country (Rodrik, 1995, pp. 13–15).

Multilateral aid is better received by public opinion in both the donor and recipient countries than bilateral aid. This is due to the principal-agent theory (PAT), which explains the motives behind the decision to choose a multilateral form. A multilateral institution limits the influence of national interests on aid-related activities (Milner, Tingley, 2011, pp. 6–7). In this model, the individual donor (principal) and the multilateral agent have different approaches regarding loss of control of funds and burden-sharing. The extent to which the preferences of a multilateral organization match the preferences of a single donor depends on the extent to which the loss of control over funds is a problem for the donor (Milner, Tingley, 2011, pp. 10–11). Considering the transaction costs that an organization has to incur in servicing individual donors, it remains unclear whether the increase in benefits for the donor may be greater than the loss of effectiveness at the level of a multilateral organization. While donor country governments may be inclined to use foreign aid to pursue their political interests, donor society may be more interested in meeting the needs of the recipient countries. Hence, multilateral institutions enjoy more trust than their own governments, which are more difficult to monitor. Multilateral institutions are accountable to their member states, and not to individual governments (Keohane, Macedo, Moravcsik, 2009, pp. 14–15). On the other hand, when the public is less favorable to foreign aid, governments allocate the greater part of their aid resources through multilateral channels (Milner, 2004, pp. 13–15).

In accordance with the terminology adopted by the OECD–DAC, aid provided to developing countries qualifies as multilateral ODA only if it meets two basic conditions. First, aid is directed to an international organization whose members are states represented by their governments, and some or all of the activities of a member state are subordinated to the achievement of development goals. Second, the contributions from the member states form a common budget from which development projects or programs are financed according to the organization’s statute. These funds, paid to the organization, lose their national character, and decisions about their use are made by all interested members. Any other forms of ODA that do not meet these criteria are classified as bilateral aid (OECD, 2015, p. 24).

The bilateral form is the dominant way of providing assistance. It accounts for 72% of total ODA flows (OECD, 2015). Within the framework of bilateral aid,
the choice of countries or regions covered by the assistance of a single donor state results from internal preferences of different nature (historical, cultural, economic, political, religious), which may be subject to fluctuations. This factor may be a serious limitation for third countries, as their inclusion in the aid system of a given state is conditioned by a change in its aid policy. In turn, for countries with close political and economic ties to a donor country, such a situation may guarantee the continuation of assistance. In such an arrangement, the donor can, in return, count on special treatment in the recipient’s country, e.g., during tender decisions. As part of bilateral aid, the most frequently selected countries and regions are those with which the donor has had special historical or cultural ties, e.g., former colonies and dependent territories. Other factors that play a decisive role in choosing the recipient state are economic, trade, and religious considerations (Deszczyński, 2011, pp. 102–103).

Moreover, supporters of the bilateral option indicate that direct aid is more effective due to the fact that the donor knows the specifics of a country that is culturally and historically closer to it. There is a belief that bilateral aid is more accessible and easier to manage. This means that the conditions to be met by a potential beneficiary are less complicated than in the case of multilateral aid, and the operation of a project or program is less expensive and easier to carry out (OECD. What we know..., p. 5). The bureaucratic apparatus of an international institution consumes a greater administrative cost, which in turn leads to a reduction in the actual amount of aid directed to the recipient. On the other hand, some researchers indicate that bilateral aid is more fragmented than multilateral aid, i.e., it is characterized by a higher degree of dispersion of aid sources directed to the recipient, which increases bureaucracy, transaction costs, and may lead to corruption (Gulrajani, 2016, pp. 6–14). In the case of the bilateral form, there are various channels for the distribution of funds. They include the public sector, non-governmental sector, public-private partnership, and other entities (e.g., private agencies, consultancy). While two-way flows can be made through various channels, most bilateral transactions take place through public networks (Table 3). In contrast, multilateral flows, as defined by the OECD, can only be transferred through multilateral channels.

The overwhelming prevalence of bilateral aid in terms of funds provided over multilateral aid in global ODA indicates that donors continue to prefer this form of support to developing countries. This is mainly due to the widely held belief that bilateral aid is much more beneficial for a donor country because of its own political and economic interests. However, taking into account preference surveys in donor countries, satisfaction is greater with multilateral aid than with bilateral aid, even though it may contain more restrictive conditions (EC, 2010). Multilateral institutions
are seen as more flexible, possessing valuable technical skills and knowledge in the field of development policy (OECD, 2011b).

**Table 3. Types of Aid Distribution Channels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aid channel</th>
<th>First-level implementing partners</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bilateral</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>• Donor governments (central, state, and local institutions)</td>
<td>• Development Ministry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aid recipients (central, state, and local institutions)</td>
<td>• Ministry of Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ministry of Foreign Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-governmental</td>
<td>• Non-profit entities</td>
<td>• Foundations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public-private partnership</td>
<td>• Private actors</td>
<td>• Development finance institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bilateral and multilateral agencies</td>
<td>• Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>• For-profit entities</td>
<td>• Consultancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Think-tanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multilateral</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral</td>
<td>• Inter-governmental institutions</td>
<td>• World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• UN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• WTO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study based on Gulrajani, 2016.

In both cases – bilateral and multilateral aid – there are strengths and weaknesses. The effectiveness of the aid is determined both by factors related to the functioning of public and non-governmental institutions, as well as the training and qualifications of the administrative staff/experts involved. Moreover, the type of aid depends on the purpose and recipient to which it is directed. For instance, in the case of natural and humanitarian disasters, when immediate action is needed, bilateral aid, i.e. aid targeted directly at the recipient is more effective. Decisions on its launching and transferring to the appropriate addressees are made faster and do not require a long procedure, which is often required in multilateral organizations. In the case of long-term aid activities, spread over the years, multilateral aid is better suited. Although its effects are hardly visible in the short term, the changes and reforms that may occur thanks to the multilateral support are systemic in nature and are more permanent.

The literature on the subject is dominated by an approach that favors multilateral institutions. In research on the effectiveness and allocation of aid, the most common claim is that multilateral entities are more altruistic than bilateral ones and that they pursue development goals more effectively (Maizels, Nissanke, 1984; Powell, Bobba, 2006; Headey, 2008; Easterly, Pfutze, 2008; Birdsall, Kharas, 2010, pp. 24, 32, 47).
The multilateral form of aid is a better safeguard for the continuity of aid flows to recipient countries, although not necessarily the most preferred type for donors. The following arguments speak in favor of the expansion the scale of multilateral aid:

- relatively more representative share of states and greater resources; participation in a multilateral institution causes states to encourage each other to contribute funds; image and position of the state in international politics are important here;
- less dependence on the political and strategic interests of the donor states, which means more effective implementation of development needs of the recipient countries;
- long-term nature; the risk related to financing is lower, so theoretically the chance of achieving long-term goals increases, which gives certainty of financing and implementation of development strategies in recipient states;
- the ability to pool resources; development aid decisions are the result of agreement between members of the organization, which in turn result from a jointly planned budget; by pooling resources within an organization, donors share the effort of assistance, using their own experiences and knowledge; it allows for the expansion of aid both geographically (inclusion of countries that have not had aid programs so far) and in terms of problems (aid directed to new sectors of the economy);
- common response to global problems; directing funds to multilateral organizations allows donors to focus their attention on major global challenges and threats, as reflected in the Sustainable Development Goals (formerly MDGs) (OECD, 2010, p. 34);
- financing of global public goods; this is an example of the advantage of multilateral channels of aid over bilateral ones (Kharas, 2010, p. 59); international multilateral organizations increasingly recognize their respective role in the management and coordination of global public goods;
- implementation of large programs and projects; as part of multilateral activities, the chances of implementing multi-dimensional and costly aid programs that exceed the financial, administrative, and organizational capacity of an individual donor are growing; in the case of a joint initiative, the costs, as well as the responsibility for completing the task, are spread over a larger number of participants; in turn, oversight of the project by the entire organization gives a greater chance of its implementation;
- lower risk to the donor; due to the persistent difficulties with the implementation of aid programs or projects in developing countries, multilateral aid is more beneficial from the point of view of an individual donor; it tries to avoid costly and risky programs that an international organization might undertake;
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- greater benefits to LDCs; empirical studies show that LDCs perceive aid from multilateral sources as more stable due to the longer financing period (OECD, 2015, p. 156; Kharas, 2007b, pp. 10–11); for multilateral organizations, allocating funds to LDCs is a priority, but not always for bilateral donors; in 2011, DAC donors made a commitment to reach 0.15–0.20% of their GNI as part of ODA directed exclusively to LDCs (the initiative called Istanbul Program of Action for LDCs); in 2013, LDCs received nearly 41.9% (approximately USD 17 billion) of multilateral ODA directed to developing countries; for comparison, in the case of bilateral ODA, the amount of funds for LDCs amounted to USD 30.2 billion in 2013, which accounted for 32.7% of the total bilateral development aid (UN, 2016a);
- less fragmented and divided as in the case of bilateral aid; aid channeled through multilateral organizations is avoidable duplication of programs and projects implemented for the same aid recipients and targeted at the same sectors (OECD, 2015, pp. 151–152).

As already mentioned, aid recipients overwhelmingly prefer multilateral donors. This tendency has continued since the Cold War, when development aid, especially in the bilateral form, was an instrument of ideological, economic, and political competition. In line with the research carried out in 2015 by two groups of researchers (R. Davies, J. Pickering and S. Custer, Z. Rice and others),27 respondents representing the recipient countries were much more satisfied with multilateral aid than with bilateral one, both in the case of DAC members as well as countries from outside this group. The distinguishing features of multilateral aid, which were identified in the first study, were the reduced conditionality of programs or projects, flexibility, the ability to respond to needs of the recipient countries, including the use of national systems, as well as professional knowledge, and technical skills (Davies, Pickering, 2015, pp. 46–48). On the other hand, in the second study, multilateral donors were recognized for their ability to handle large, long-term international programs and were perceived as a dominant and stable source of funding (Custer, Rice, Masake, Latourell, Parks, 2015, pp. 47–48). Respondents also pointed to the shortcomings of multilateral institutions. The criticism concerned mainly the duplication of national human resources of the recipient and the ineffective system of decision making and management. Moreover, the problem was the lack of transparency related to the running of the program or project, insufficient information, and poor communication between the donor and recipient. Difficulties also resulted from extensive bureaucracy (EC, 2016, pp. 196–198). These included centralization in donor decision-making and

---

27 In the first of the cited studies, respondents (administrators, practitioners) came from 40 beneficiary countries, and in the second from 126 countries. More: Davies, Pickering, 2015; Custer, Rice, Masake, Latourell, Parks, 2015, p. 47; Andreopoulos, Campanelli Andreopoulos, Panayides, 2011.
insufficient support for development of national human resources of the recipients. Moreover, in the case of DAC donors, there was a discrepancy between declarations within the framework of the national debate on aid effectiveness and the actual implementation of programs (Davies, Pickering, 2015, p. 33). In the case of donors who are not members of the DAC, their strength, according to the assessment of the recipients, was a limited degree of conditionality, and their weakness – the lack of transparency of procedures (Custer et al., 2015, pp. 47–48). As regards the issue of granting aid under certain conditions, the requirements of bilateral donors are often comparable or even greater in the case of aid provided by multilateral institutions (e.g., WB, IMF, EU). In turn, the transparency of operating procedures within the organization’s international relations can be lowered thanks to increased bureaucracy. Therefore, due to the complex organizational structure, decision-making procedures or financing principles, the provision of assistance may be delayed and may not reach the people in need directly (Table 4).

**Table 4. Multilateral Aid – Arguments For and Against**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multilateral Aid</th>
<th>For</th>
<th>Against</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Economies of scale (lower aid costs by spreading fixed costs among members of a multilateral institution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Political neutrality and legitimacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large scale of capital and knowledge resources (know-how)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower unit costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provision of public goods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study based on OECD, 2010.

There is no clear criterion for the division into supporters of the bilateral and multilateral form. Aid donors who show a similar course of action in foreign policy may prefer different forms of aid distribution. For instance, bilateral aid is the dominant form in France and the United States. The main premise for choosing such an option is probably the willingness to play a decisive role in international relations and the readiness to implement individual actions (Riddel, 2007, p. 55). On the other hand, the UK, Japan, the Netherlands, Germany, and Italy are states that show a strong commitment to multilateral aid. Poland is also one of them.

All members of the DAC (30 countries and the EU) emphasize their commitment to multilateral aid system and to the principles of development cooperation (OECD, 2015, p. 72). Some Committee members point out in detail the steps taken in this direction, while others only explain in general terms the importance of development
cooperation through multilateral channels. The first group includes 11 countries (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Switzerland, Austria, Germany, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the Czech Republic), which have a separate multilateral aid strategy in addition to the parallel general development policy agenda. The second includes countries (Greece, South Korea, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia), which do not have special strategies for multilateral actions (broken down into thematic and sectoral objectives), but assign them to general guidelines under development cooperation (OECD, 2015, p. 73). Regardless of general tendencies, the choice depends on international and domestic factors, i.e., donor’s internal financial condition, their political concepts and foreign policy strategies (Lancaster, 2007; Lundsgaarde, 2013).

In the last decade, both forms of aid have come closer to each other, mainly due to the way in which financial remittances are allocated, referred to as earmarked or mixed funds (multi-bi). Defining financial resources as multi-bi, and therefore partially multilateral and partially bilateral, is due to the fact that they are directed to a multilateral organization, but the donor retains control as to the purpose for which they are intended. Therefore, the following common features of bilateral and multilateral aid can be distinguished:

- both forms of assistance are targeted at similar or the same regions and sectors of the economy; this is evidenced by empirical studies conducted by B. Reinsberg, K. Michaelow, and V.Z. Eichenauer (2014; pp. 2324; Annen, Knack, 2015);
- aid may be offered at various levels of preference, ranging from the grant-based funding to market conditions; however, in the case of bilateral and multilateral ODA, the relevant ODA criteria should be respected (donation component of 25% of the total amount);
- the implementing units are mainly public institutions (i.e., international in the case of multilateral aid and national in the case of bilateral aid);
- both channels are used in countries with similar development conditions, and often their scope of involvement covers the same countries and sectors;
- bilateral and multilateral donors take part in the same policy debates on development cooperation, e.g., at the G-8, G-20, OECD High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness, or within the UN system (Guljarani, 2016, p. 7).

The acceleration of the globalization processes resulted in the emergence of postulates to increase the importance and share of multilateral aid in the overall benefits of ODA. The effectiveness of development aid depends on the adoption of comprehensive development programs and strategies, and therefore decisions made jointly by many institutional entities. The need to extend multilateral aid had already appeared in a report by the Independent Commission on International Development Issues in 1980. It argued about the inevitability of changing the system
and the need to build an international aid structure on a global scale. The Brandt Commission report warned that the large number of international organizations providing aid would lead to a fragmentation of activity, overlapping responsibility and competition between organizations (The Report..., 1980). It was also emphasized that problems that should be dealt with in an integrated manner are constantly transferred from one forum to another, each institution tries to maintain its status, even if its original goals were achieved (The Report..., 1980). This proves, on the one hand, the need for further identification of development problems and create appropriate programs to address them, and on the other hand, the overlapping tasks and dispersed responsibilities that are permanent feature of multilateral aid.

### 2.2. Multilateral Aid System

The multilateral aid system is the entire flow of funds or other resources directed to and through an international institution, aimed at assisting developing countries. It includes both financial transfers sent as ODA (multilateral ODA) and preferential (concessional) aid from institutions outside the ODA framework. Organizations eligible for ODA are included in the official list prepared by the DAC (List of ODA – eligible international organizations), which is reviewed and verified every year.

Another term used in the context of the multilateral aid system is that of the international aid architecture. It is usually formed by the ODA system, but also by all kinds of multilateral institutions that are not on the official OECD DAC list of institutional donors. This group also includes aid donors from developing countries (emerging economies), numerous non-governmental organizations (NGOs), private foundations and associations. Due to the multiplicity of entities and different methods of providing aid, this structure is dispersed and fragmented, which makes data on financial flows differently classified and difficult to compare. This is notably the case with the new aid financing instruments, such as multi-bi aid, but also with the numerous trust funds established to operate them.

Under the multilateral ODA, funds transferred to multilateral institutions are divided into two parts:

- core contributions;
- earmarked or non-core contributions, also referred to as mixed multilateral-bilateral funds (multi-bi) (OECD, 2012b, p. 14).

The basic contribution is the main source of financing development tasks by the institution in accordance with its statute and purpose. The second type of funds transferred to multilateral institutions are earmarked funds, the destination
of which is decided or co-decided by the donor, and therefore retains some control over them. In practice, they are classified as bilateral ODA. They remain under the donor’s control, despite the fact that they are directed to the institution and, through it, transferred to the recipients.

To be classified as a multilateral institution within the meaning of ODA, certain criteria must be met (OECD, 2012b, p. 7):

- conducts all or part of its activities in favor of development;
- act as an international agency, institution, or organization whose members are national governments or funds managed autonomously by such agency or organization;
- pools contributions that are at the disposal of a multilateral organization, although the directions and goals may be co-decided by the donor.

Figure 9. Composition of Gross ODA Disbursements (Excluding Debt Relief) (USD billion, 2013 Constant Prices)

Bilateral ODA (excl. multi-bi / non-core) = 86 billion

Multi-bi / non-core funding = 18 billion

Multilateral ODA = 41 billion

Total bilateral ODA = 72% of ODA

Total use of multilateral organizations = 41% of ODA

Multilateral ODA = 28% of ODA

Total ODA (excl. debt relief) = 145 billion

Source: OECD, 2015.

The share of multilateral aid in total ODA has remained at a relatively steady level of 30–40% since the 1970s. A short-term breakdown in the provision of both multilateral and bilateral aid occurred in the 1990s, but at the beginning of the 21st century there was another dynamic growth of spending. Taking into account the core and non-core resources, the share of aid directed by multilateral institutions in the total gross ODA in 2013 was 41% (Figure 9). This means that the multilateral aid system (core + non-core) increased from 36% to 41% between 2007 and 2013. On the other hand, the resources qualified as the multilateral ODA in 2013 amounted to 28% of total ODA, which was a decrease from 32% in 2001. In 2013, the value
of total aid provided by multilateral organizations exceeded USD 59 billion (OECD, 2015, p. 43). Funds eligible only under the multilateral dimension amounted to USD 41 billion, in line with the remaining USD 18.3 billion for non-core funding. Funds of this type became the main source of financing for development programs and accounted for 31% of all funds sent to multilateral organizations in 2011–2013 (OECD, 2015, p. 19).

Under the multilateral aid system, the following aid providers are distinguished:

- multilateral development banks, including the World Bank Group and its International Development Association (IDA);
- regional development banks – Asian Development Bank (AsDB), African Development Bank (AfDB);
- United Nations agencies, funds, and programs,
- The European Union – EU multilateral development aid covers the European Development Fund (EDF) and activities financed from the EU budget;
- other institutions of the UN system;
- other multilateral organizations, including the WTO.28

Among multilateral international organizations, the greatest assistance is provided by the EU,29 the World Bank Group, and UN programs and funds. Over 63% of all funds (both core and non-core) within the multilateral aid are channeled through this triad. In 2013, these institutions received, respectively, 21, 22, and 20% of total core and non-core flows (Figure 10). Despite the fact that their share in the total amount of ODA remains relatively stable, the structure of finances and the way funds are transferred to and through each of these organizations differs significantly. In general, there is a tendency to slowly move away from core to non-core funding. This trend is particularly visible in the case of UN agencies (in 2009–2013), periodically within the WB funds and slightly within EU funds (in 2010–2012 the core funds decreased, but increased again in 2013).30 The increase in total funding under UN programs is primarily due to an increase in non-core funding. In 2013, they accounted for 76% of all UN funds and programs, compared to 58% in 2007 (OECD, 2015, p. 5).

---

28 The WTO maintains strong ties with the United Nations, although it is not a specialized agency of the UN. Relations between the WTO and the United Nations are regulated by a special agreement – the Arrangements for Effective Cooperation with other Intergovernmental Organizations-Relations Between the WTO and the United Nations, signed on November 15, 1995.

29 The European Union has a special status under the multilateral aid system. Firstly, because 19 Member States belong to the DAC, and secondly, because the EU itself is a donor of development aid. Therefore, the EU is a member of the DAC along with the other 29 countries. Funds for this purpose are determined in the process of budgetary negotiations in accordance with the EU Treaty. For analytical and statistical purposes, the EU is treated as a multilateral organization under the development aid system, regardless of its nature and international legal status.

30 In the case of the EU, the highest level was recorded in 2009.
The largest donors of multilateral development aid are members of the OECD–DAC (as of August 2017). However, there is a wide divergence in this group regarding commitment to the multilateral aid system. The differences are both in size and their structure, as well as in the evolution of aid policy, i.e., adaptation to changes related to the concept of development cooperation. In 2013, the largest increase in expenditure – including both core funding and multi-bi – as part of multilateral aid were recorded in the UK, Spain, Iceland, Switzerland, and Italy. In the same period, the largest decreases occurred in Australia and Canada. The United Kingdom became the largest multilateral aid donor in 2013, ahead of the United States. Next were Germany and France, whose main component of multilateral aid were funds from the core budget (Figure 11).

Excluding contributions to the EU budget, the UK was also the largest contributor to the multilateral ODA in 2013. Contributions to multilateral organizations accounted for 58% of its total ODA. It was followed by Italy (56%), Canada (55%), and Finland (52%). Portugal had the smallest share (10% of its total ODA). On the other hand, when including contributions to the EU, this order changes significantly. In relative terms, Poland was the largest donor of multilateral aid, accounting for 86% of total ODA, followed by Greece (82%), Slovakia (82%), and Italy (76%). In turn, Japan recorded the lowest share of multilateral aid among all OECD–DAC member states, amounting to 25% (OECD, 2015, p. 30). In the case of Poland and other countries with relatively small budgets allocated to development aid, it is believed that contributions to an international organization may bring better opportunities to achieve economies of
scale and aid effectiveness by pooling resources and extending the scope of aid by many countries. In such a situation, the transaction costs resulting from the necessity to support projects or aid programs are taken over by multilateral organizations with developed administrative apparatus and infrastructure prepared to operate in many regions receiving development assistance.

**Figure 11.** Distribution of Core and Non-Core Resources Among DAC Members (USD million, 2013 Current Prices)

The multilateral aid system is also changing with the growing involvement of non-DAC donors, mainly Brazil, China, India, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates. In 2009, the amount of funds transferred by these countries was estimated at USD 794 million, while in 2013 it amounted to USD 1.2 billion (see Figure 12). In total, in 2009–2013, these countries transferred over USD 5.2 billion for development aid through international organizations (core and non-core). This was particularly evident in the case of emergency aid (e.g., the Ebola crisis in Africa).

The participation of selected non-DAC countries in multilateral aid represents a small part of their overall development aid efforts. Compared to donors from the Committee, their involvement in the multilateral system is about 2% (Figure 12). This means that the vast majority of them direct aid through other channels, including bilateral aid. In the case of five countries, i.e., China, India, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia, the aid provided in a multilateral form is below 7% of their total development aid (OECD, 2015, p. 164). These countries are particularly
interested in financial institutions that are involved in infrastructure development projects in Asia. An example is the New Development Bank (NDB) or the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).

**Figure 12. Multilateral Funding of Non-DAC Countries, 2009–2013**

(USD million, 2013 Current Prices)

![Graph showing multilateral funding of non-DAC countries, 2009–2013](#)

Source: OECD, 2015.

Most of funds at the disposal of multilateral organizations go to LDCs. In 2013, these countries received 45% of all outflows of multilateral institutions. This level decreased in comparison to 2007, when the share of transfers directed to LDCs amounted to 54% of all aid expenditure at the disposal of multilateral organizations (OECD, 2015, p. 47). This decline is mainly due to a shift in priorities in overall aid allocations in OECD DAC countries. For example, in 2014. ODA to LDCs accounted for 0.09% of the total GNI of OECD DAC countries, well below the UN target that countries should provide at least 0.15% of their GNI as ODA to LDCs (OECD, 2016d).

### 2.3. Multi-Bi Aid

Multi-bi aid is where multilateral organizations that qualify for ODA receive financial resources over which the donor retains control. These kinds of financial resources, known as earmarked, mixed (multi-bi) or non-core, are allocated to

---

31 These data relate to 28 multilateral organizations on the OECD DAC list.
a specific country, region, sector, or even project after prior agreement between the donor and the multilateral organization. These are bilateral funds channeled through a multilateral institution, which are classified as bilateral aid for formal reasons (OECD, 2015, p. 44). They can be managed through trust funds that operate within or on behalf of multilateral institutions (Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Knack, 2015, p. 2). They were separated from the total expenditure of multilateral institutions in 2004. DAC member states are required to report the amount of multi-bi funds transferred to the OECD database. These resources are among the fastest growing funds directed to multilateral institutions. They are flexible and subject to frequent fluctuations, as in the case of bilateral aid, which means that they can be increased or decreased in a very short time at the discretion of the donor government (Tortora, Steensen, 2014, p. 25; Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Eichenauer, 2015, p. 544).

Multi-bi aid has become the dominant form of financial flow for many multilateral institutions. As a result, the multilateral aid system has fundamentally changed, and its traditional structure based on funding from the organization’s core resources has been questioned. The multi-bi category confirms the validity of the claim made in the Principal-Agent Model. It shows that the donor (principal) maintains control over the funds paid in and uses the developed institutional procedures and knowledge that the organization (agent) has acquired in the field of development aid. The organization, in turn, receives additional funds from which its statutory tasks or new goals are financed. In a situation of shrinking financial resources of an organization, it uses additional sources of financing its activities.

Multi-bi funds have become the fastest growing portion of financial resources at the disposal of multilateral organizations. In the years 2007–2013 they increased by 93%, while at the same time core funding rose by 24% (OECD, 2015, p. 96). In 2013, on an aggregate basis, earmarked funds accounted for 31% of DAC members’ total contribution to multilateral aid organizations, or 13% of total gross ODA (Figure 13). However, some researchers point out that this data may be underestimated, and funds of this nature may exceed 20% of total ODA and almost 60% of all funds transferred to multilateral institutions (Eichenauer, Reinsberg, 2017; Reinsberg, 2015). One of the factors driving the growth of multi-bi aid is humanitarian spending. This area constitutes a significant part of multi-bi funds. In 2008, humanitarian emergency funding accounted for 38% of multi-bi funds, declined to 28% in subsequent years, and exceeded 36% again in 2013.

---

32 More on the types of OECD–DAC databases in Chapter IV on the Aid for Trade Initiative.
Different organizations base their budgets on multi-bi funds differently. The largest recipients of earmarked funds include UN programs and agencies and the World Bank Group. Their share in the total inflow of financial resources in 2013 amounted to 76% and 28%, respectively (OECD, 2015, p. 13). On the other hand, the EU relies almost exclusively on financing from core contributions, which in 2013 amounted to nearly 98% of the total funds allocated to development aid (see Figure 10). The WTO, as a separate institution but associated with the UN system, is one of the entities that increasingly rely on non-core funding. Among the five largest multilateral institutions, UN funds and programs received nearly 50% of non-core resources in 2013, and organizations related to the UN, to which the WTO belongs, a total of 14% (see Figure 10). The share of multi-bi funds in the case of other institutions was as follows: The World Bank Group – 20%, other multilateral institutions 11%, regional banks – 4%, and the EU – 1% (OECD, 2015, p. 46). In the group that includes the WTO, organizations have seen an increasing reliance on multi-bi measures. In 2007, their share in relation to the total resources was 31%, and in 2013 already over 41% (OECD, 2015, p. 46).

Multi-bi funds are voluntary and can be allocated to a specific country, project, region, sector or program, as desired by the donor country. They fulfill their task best in the event of the need to launch humanitarian aid or in other emergencies that require quick and flexible action (humanitarian disasters, natural disasters).
Moreover, these funds are transferred not only from donors who are members of the DAC, but also from donors such as private foundations, NGOs, transnational corporations, and other units involved in providing aid. The growing number of donors creates opportunities for increasing funding, but on the other hand, it leads to an increasingly complex situation within international aid system. Coordination and harmonization of activities becomes more and more difficult. This is because new entities are not subject to the same rules and principles as members of multilateral organizations. Therefore, it is difficult to make them comply with specific institutional procedures, such as in the case of the OECD–DAC.

The reasons for the increase in earmarked funds are the interests of the donor and the priorities of their foreign policy, but also the pursuit of the goal of increasing the effectiveness of aid within multilateral institutions. In the first case, the reason why countries choose to transfer funds in the form of multi-bi is to keep their influence over the funds they send. It is also a willingness to be seen as a giver of aid (Tortora, Steensen, 2014, p. 15; Reinsberg, 2015, p. 23; Milner, Tingley, 2013; Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Knack, 2015, p. 2). The sustained increase in multi-bi resources may lead to the selection of such geographic directions and sectors for allocating aid resources that correspond to the interests of the donor states, rather than a long-term program adopted by international institutions. Interest in this type of funds is often shown by highly developed countries, pushing for the implementation of their own priority programs within the organization. This leads to the phenomenon referred to as the bilateralization of multilateral institutions or multilateral aid (Tortora, Steensen, 2014, pp. 14–16), also described by the Trojan horse metaphor (Sridhar, Woods, 2013). As a consequence, allocating earmarked funds within the organization leads to an increasing influence of individual donors on the decision-making system within a multilateral organization, favoring the largest donors, limiting the independence of institutions in the creation, collection, and dissemination of information (Andreopoulos, Campanelli, Panayides, 2011).

The second reason for increasing the earmarked funding is the desire to improve the effectiveness of aid. According to the assumptions, multi-bi funds may be faster and easier to allocate in the countries and sectors of the economy of the recipients, as they are not subject to complicated procedures within multilateral institutions but depend on the direct decisions of the donors. Therefore, they prove themselves in crisis and emergency situations that require the activation of immediate aid. Research conducted in this matter indicates, however, that development aid financed from earmarked resources may bring about effects opposite to those planned. Nevertheless, it is difficult to unequivocally assess the impact of multi-bi funding on increasing the effectiveness of development cooperation and the implementation of
the adopted principles. It depends on the understanding between donors, multilateral organizations and recipients of aid, as well as on daily practice.

The literature on the subject is dominated by a critical assessment of the increasing dependence of multilateral institutions on multi-bi funds and their impact on the multilateral aid system. This is evidenced by the following examples:

- additional funds, which are not foreseen in the project phase within a given multilateral organization, may lead to an imbalance in the stability of the organization’s budget and its functions (OECD, 2015, p. 30); unpredictability and voluntariness in the provision of multi-bi funds can create problems related to the management and administration of programs and projects run by a multilateral organization (Tortora, Steensen, 2014);

- ad hoc contributions may lead to duplication of projects and programs led by different multilateral institutions; having a limited time to spend multi-bi funds, the organization tries to deploy them as quickly as possible in the recipient countries, which does not always turn out to be effective;

- the influence of donors on the size, direction, and type of funds increases bureaucracy and administrative costs of a multilateral institution (OECD, 2015, pp. 30, 109–113); this is because the organization is often required to conduct additional audits and reports for the donor states of multi-bi funds;

- greater donor tendency to contribute to the earmarked pool may mean that fewer of them go to the core, otherwise referred to as multilateral ODA (Tortora, Steense, 2014, pp. 19–20); this situation leads to the dependence of a multilateral organization on multi-bi resources and a reduction in its operational autonomy;

- the dependence of development assistance on multi-bi funding does not fully correspond to the concept of development cooperation and the strategy for increasing aid effectiveness included in the Paris Declaration (2005) and the Accra Agenda for Action (2008).

On the other hand, however, aid financed by multi-bi funds is a complex phenomenon and therefore various aspects are assessed. The same features that make multi-bi aid an attractive tool for increasing efficiency may otherwise limit its operation. These include:

- flexibility of multi-bi resources; they allow international organizations to perform tasks that would not be possible within the statutory functions of the organization with funds from the core budget; yet, it is not just a multilateral organization that decides how to spend them; moreover, these funds are most often transferred to the organization at the end of the calendar year, which means that the organization cannot predict when or if it will receive additional funding at all;
• the possibility of financing programs in countries that could have difficulties obtaining any funding (e.g., fragile states or countries resulting from civil wars) (World Bank, 2011, pp. 8, 29); the choice depends on the individual decision of the donors who may block the transfer of funds for such purposes;

• quick collection and allocation – the factor is an incentive for some people to make decisions about granting aid, and for others it is an obstacle that weakens the decision-making structures of multilateral institutions; directions and goals are decided by the donor in consultation with a multilateral organization;

• ease of fund management; according to the assumption, earmarked funds should be better and more efficiently spent, because they are intended for specific goals, i.e., specific projects, sectors, countries, and regions; on the other hand, there is a serious risk of duplicating similar programs and funding the same goals;

• transaction costs; using the institution’s resources, i.e., knowledge, procedures, and proven aid delivery channels, lowers costs related to service and management; however, there are additional costs resulting from the need to re-audit, submit reports, and operate new financial instruments;

• independence from organizational procedures; multi-bi funds are voluntary and independent of long-term international commitments and budget planning procedures within international organizations; this is advantageous for the donor, as it gives them greater flexibility; however, it does not necessarily serve the institution’s long-term development strategy, nor does it support the aid recipients themselves due to the short-term planning time.

2.4. Trust Funds

The dynamic growth of multi-bi funding within multilateral institutions resulted in the need to appoint appropriate institutions to service them. Although they are not new financing instruments in the field of development assistance, they have become a rapidly growing part of multilateral system and a major tool for servicing development programs, including those managed and administered by the WTO. Trust funds in the field of development aid appeared in the early 1960s, when Western countries sought to expand the scope of UN activities, which, however, was opposed by the USSR. Consequently, this dispute led to the creation of several large UN development funds and programs, such as UNDP, which were largely financed by voluntary contributions. Both the new funds and programs and the existing specialized UN agencies (such as the World Health Organization or the International
Labor Organization) soon depended on periodic and voluntary contributions, and therefore on individual financial decisions of donor countries (Graham, 2015).

In accordance with the objectives of the Monterrey Consensus (2002) and the Paris Declaration (2005), mechanisms of financing development aid should contribute to improving its effectiveness. In practice, contrary to the original objectives, there was a significant increase in the number of entities participating in international development cooperation, which made the coordination and harmonization of activities difficult (Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Eichenauer, 2015, p. 532). On the other hand, it increased the possibilities of obtaining additional funds.

According to the way resources are used, trust funds are divided into horizontal and vertical. Taking into account the criterion of the origin of resources, trust funds are single donor (SDTF) and multi-donor (MDTF). Horizontal trust funds are usually dedicated to a single country and are best suited for pooling resources and coordinating emergency assistance (after conflicts or natural disasters). They are designed to support short- and medium-term projects or a specific sector, e.g., public administration. On the other hand, vertical or global trust funds can finance aid to a greater number of recipient countries and are also used to implement projects related to global public goods, such as climate change, health and education, international security or international stability of the economic system. This means that they are characterized by a lack of competition and exclusivity at the global level. However, these areas do not coincide with the classification applied to development assistance, therefore their destination depends on the decisions of the fund members.

Most of the trust funds are entities based on contracts between a single donor and a multilateral institution. Therefore, the vast majority of multi-bi aid is channeled through single donor trust funds (Figure 14). The latter are more focused on humanitarian assistance, while the MDTF – on global problems (Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Eichenauer, 2015, p. 546). In both types, funds can be reinvested to increase income. They are usually led by a single administrative structure, for example a multilateral institution. The supervision of the spending of funds, partly or not at all, is not in the hands of a multilateral institution but depends on the fund’s members. The decision must first and foremost be in line with the preferences of the fund’s shareholders, which, apart from donors, may also include representatives of recipients, NGOs, the business sector and other private entities. Administrative support provided by a multilateral organization to a fund is not directly related to its impact on the manner and direction of allocating money. Financial transfers directed to aid through a multilateral institution often constitute an important part of its resources and thus make it possible to function within development aid system. This is especially important in the case of institutions related to the UN system.
Figure 14. The Use of Different Aid Financing Channels by Donor Countries, 2006–2012 (in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of activities</th>
<th>Amounts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-donor trust funds</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-donor trust funds</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Eichenauer, 2015.

The boom in trust funds in the 1990s was caused by disappointment with traditional financing mechanisms and criticism of development aid system. Faced with growing challenges in developing countries, donors recognized that previous international aid mechanisms were insufficient to address sustainable development issues and move closer to achieving the MDGs. Previous aid financing instruments have been criticized for being too fragmented, with low flexibility and subordinated to the pursuit of donors’ interests. Taking into account the commitments and provisions of the Paris Declaration, the activity of trust funds is assessed in two ways.

First, trust funds are seen as a financing mechanism that addresses problems related to the effectiveness of development aid. By design, the trust fund is supposed to perform the function of coordinating and harmonizing decisions while financing specific goals and beneficiaries. Smaller and less experienced donors can be involved in the trust fund, as the financial risk is lower and public funds are used directly to achieve a specific goal. They can be established for a single donor, but also for a group of donors that jointly finance a common priority area.

In the case of MDTFs, their management structure allows them to include a wide range of stakeholders, such as NGOs, private philanthropic foundations, corporations, and recipients. The idea is that the decision-making process should reflect greater national representativeness and accountability. An additional advantage of the operation of multilateral funds is the distribution of risk and responsibility among many participants of such an undertaking. Therefore, the principle of ownership is at the center of the MDTF’s interest, i.e., the partner country’s supervision over its development program, as well as assistance in strengthening the institutional
capacity of recipients. An important element of trust funds is that they allow donors to act quickly, which is important in emergency situations, without having to wait long for decisions.

The second approach is critical of the operation of funds. This is where the risk associated with the instability and unpredictability of multi-bi financing, as well as the loss of independence and operating autonomy of a multilateral institution is considered. The analyses highlight problems that may arise when a multilateral organization agrees to manage a trust fund over which it actually has no control (Barakat, 2009, p. 112). To some extent, the risk of instability becomes the inevitable opposite of the flexibility of multi-bi aid, a feature that is highly appreciated by the donor community (Tortora, Steensen, 2014, p. 25). Research by V.Z. Eichener and B. Reinsberg (2016, p. 27), however, did not confirm the concerns related to the instability of trust funds.

The emergence of numerous trust funds did not significantly improve the effectiveness of aid. The commitments made in the programming documents (the Paris Declaration, the Monterrey Consensus, the Accra Agenda for Action) regarding development cooperation have largely not been implemented. This is confirmed by empirical studies. Firstly, the issue of aid recipients’ participation in the process of making joint decisions and the application of the principle of ownership of aid programs has not changed much (Barakat, Rzeszut, Martin, 2012, p. 33). Donors did not want to leave decisions and greater responsibility for managing resources to host governments. The condition for the recipients was to strengthen their institutional systems. For instance, in their study V.Z. Eichenauer and B. Reinsberg (2017) found evidence that some donors use earmarked aid to get around countries with weak governance structures. Second, there has been no significant improvement in terms of enhancing cooperation and harmonization of activities between donors. The new entities did not replace the previous ones but created an additional structure and deepened the fragmentation of the multilateral aid system (Kharas, Linn, 2008; Acharya, Fuzzo, 2006).

At the Fourth High-Level Forum in Busan in 2011, participants agreed to “improve coherence of our [their] policies on multilateral institutions, global funds and programs” The main goal was to “make effective use of existing multilateral channels, focusing on those that are performing well (...) work to reduce the proliferation of these channels” (Busan Partnership..., 2011, par. 25b). Despite declarations, the fragmentation of multilateral system has deepened, and donor coordination even weakened. This was shown by the results of the study conducted by P. Nunnenkamp, H. Öhler, and R. Thiele (2011, p. 12). Most of the trust funds are single donor entities (SDTF). Their decisive advantage over multilateral funds shows that states
are not willing to undertake joint ventures to finance development (Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Eichenauer, 2015, p. 540). They show more interest in creating single funds than in coordinating activities with other donors (see Figure 14). Moreover, due to the growing number of trust funds, especially SDTF, transaction costs increased. More trust funds mean higher costs for a multilateral organization to handle them.

The literature on the subject indicates a lack of sufficient data that would allow for a comprehensive evaluation of the operation of trust funds, their impact on increasing the effectiveness of aid, and achieving development goals. Information on multi-bi trust funds addressed to multilateral organizations is often incomplete or inaccurate, which results from imprecise criteria used to identify individual financial flows. The OECD–DAC database to which information from individual donors and institutions is sent is not a complete source. Complicating the matter is that trust funds are often classified as multilateral institutions. Consequently, it may lead to double counting of the same funds. For this reason, OECD statistics may not be factual. An attempt to fill this gap was made by V. Z. Eichenauer and B. Reinsberg (2017), who added and updated the types of flows where they were missing, and the information collected was incorrect or imprecise. Their database covers all DAC donors from 1990 to 2012.

In the case of the WTO, there are several types of trust funds that finance aid-related activities of the organization. The main criterion for the allocation is the degree of control over the trust fund. First, they are trust funds managed only by the WTO and which finance organization’s statutory activities, such as technical assistance. They belong to the group of Doha Development Agenda Global Trust Fund, China LDCs & Accessions Program, Netherlands Trainee Program, French & Irish Mission Internship Program, and the Ministerial Conference Trust Funds (see Table 5). The second category includes units administered by the WTO, but these funds support programs that do not belong exclusively to the organization. In practice, administrative supervision over them is exercised by the WTO Secretariat, but spending decisions are made jointly by the WTO and other multilateral institutions, such as the IMF and WB. Examples are trust funds related to the following initiatives: STDF on SPS, EIF, and TFAF (WTO, 2017a, p. 8).

A similar division concerning trust funds and multilateral organizations that supervise them was proposed by V. Z. Eichenauer and B. Reinsberg (2016). The criterion was whether the multilateral institution was directly involved in the implementation of aid projects. In this setup the WTO can fulfill two functions, as an international development organization (IDO) that deals with the implementation of aid projects, and as an institution administering the fund, which only acts as an intermediary in the transit of funds and has no influence on the implementation of projects. In
this arrangement, the distribution of WTO trust funds can be made according to the
criterion relating to the degree of involvement of the organization. The first group
includes trust funds strictly implementing WTO projects related to its statutory
tasks, such as technical assistance. This is the DDAGTF. The second group includes
entities over which the WTO exercises administrative supervision. An example is
a trust fund related to STDF or EIF initiatives (see Table 5). In this situation, the
WTO plays the role of a multilateral organization with a transit character. It is used
to send funds for project implementation, but it has no direct influence over the use
of multi-bi funds (cf. Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Eichenauer, 2015, p. 536).

Table 5. WTO-Related Trust Funds, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-earmarked funding</th>
<th>Multi-donor trust funds</th>
<th>Single-donor trust funds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earmarked funding/multi-bi</td>
<td>Doha Development Agenda Global Trust Fund</td>
<td>China LDCs &amp; Accessions Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>French &amp; Irish Mission Internship Program</td>
<td>Netherlands Trainee Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ministerial Conferences 2015 (Nairobi) &amp; 2017 (Buenos Aires) Trust Funds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard and Trade Development Facility on SPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhanced Integrated Framework Trust Fund</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study based on WTO, 2017a.

Figure 15. WTO Technical Assistance Resources, 2007–2017 (CHF million)

Source: own study based on WTO, 2017a.

In the case of the WTO, the division presented above does not reflect the actual
state of relations between the WTO and the mutual funds cooperating with it. In
fact, these contacts are mixed and cannot be divided unequivocally. On the other
hand, the trend related to the development of financing resources under the WTO is similar to that of other multilateral organizations dealing with development assistance. The dynamics of the inflow of multi-bi funds under the WTO is, however, slightly lower and there are some exceptions in the form of the DDAGTF. On the one hand, the importance of trust funds in financing the organization’s activities is relatively high, but on the other hand, the share of multi-bi the main component of funds – remains modest, amounting to around 12% of all voluntary contributions received by the WTO (2017a). This is due to the following factors:

- the DDAGTF is the main source of funding for the WTO’s technical assistance activities, but funds sent through it do not qualify as earmarked or multi-bi, but are referred to as non-multi-bi (Figure 15); this means that, unlike standard funds, DDGTF resources can be spent on purposes in line with WTO priorities;
- the vast majority of WTO-related funds are MDTFs, prompting them to cooperate and coordinate more; however, apart from the DDGTF, the remaining multilateral funds do not engage directly in the implementation of WTO tasks; these are multilateral initiatives established by a consortium of multilateral organizations, where the WTO plays the role of the fund’s supervisor and administrator; as a result, its impact on the implementation of specific projects is smaller and results from joint arrangements with other multilateral organizations, such as the World Bank, IMF, and the OECD.

Most of the WTO’s aid-related tasks are financed from the DDAGTF. These are voluntary contributions, classified as non-earmarked. In recent years, significant drops in the inflow of this type of contributions have been recorded. Compared to 2015, these contributions decreased by 30% (Figure 15 and 16). In 2017, they amounted to CHF 6.2 million, while in 2013 the level was close to CHF 14 million. The record year was 2009, when the funds accumulated by the DDAGTF reached almost CHF 20 million. In 2017, for the first time since the creation of the DDAGTF (2002), its contributions accounted for less than half (48%) of the WTO’s total resources for technical assistance. The remaining categories of financing sources remained at a similar level. The increase was in the case of multi-bi trust funds, which in 2017 were slightly higher than the year before, reaching the level from 2015. About one third of the resources came from the WTO core budget, which is held steady at CHF 4.5 million.

Taking into account the commitments made in the documents on increasing the effectiveness of aid, some multilateral institutions (UN, WB) have taken steps to reduce the number of trust funds. The aim was to stop further fragmentation of multilateral aid system and therefore reduce transaction costs related to the servicing of trust funds. It mainly concerned entities consisting of one donor and those funds that did not exceed the minimum level of own resources. It was also about adjusting
them to the process of strategic planning, risk management, and budget planning, including core and non-core resources (Tortora, Steensen, 2014, p. 26). Bilateral donors, who did not want to limit their influence on international development institutions, opposed these plans. In a survey conducted by the DAC in 2013, 22 of its participants from member states did not hide that the main motivation for increasing multi-bi trust funds is the desire to maintain control over organizations and adjust their activities to their own priorities (OECD, 2013, p. 19). One of the examples concerning the willingness to maintain control over organizations is the extension of the activity of international organizations to new areas related to global public goods (Reinsberg, Michaelowa, Eichenauer, 2015, p. 550). Another reason is internal interests within a multilateral institution. Competition between different administrations and departments for additional funding and revenues is leading to a growing interest in multi-bi aid.

**Figure 16. Volume of Funding Received Through WTO-related Trust Funds, 2012–2017 (CHF million)**

![Bar chart showing the volume of funding received through WTO-related trust funds from 2012 to 2017.](chart.png)

Source: WTO, 2018a.

### 2.5. Summary

It is assumed that multilateral aid provides opportunities for collective action and a common response to global challenges. It is the preferred form of aid as it is believed to be less affected by day-to-day political influence than bilateral aid and is also more predictable and implemented in line with the development needs of recipient countries. Consequently, multilateral aid is valued more by donor and recipient societies than bilateral aid. In turn, bilateral aid is subject to the donors’ control, corresponds to their interests and is more visible in the short term.
One of the hallmarks of multilateral aid system is the dynamic development of multi-bi resources. For this reason, aid financed from such resources have come to be referred to as multi-bi aid. In the subject literature the negative assessment of the growing pool of this type of funds prevails mainly due to the difficulty to predict effects on the multilateral aid system. The implementation of development aid goals through the multi-bi channel is not fully in line with the international commitments made in the Paris Declaration (2005), the Accra Agenda for Action (2008) or the Busan Partnership Agreement (2011). The prevailing view is that earmarked (multi-bi) funding undermines the ownership principle of recipient countries’ development programs and reduce the predictability of financial flows. Such a situation may lead to the replacement of core contributions to multilateral institutions by multi-bi funds, complicate budget management of these organizations, and increase administrative costs and bureaucracy, as well as fragmentation and dispersion of funds.

The implementation of development goals requires more and more expenditure from public and private funds, therefore earmarked or multi-bi funding will play an increasingly important role. There are several reasons why countries increase the amount of multi-bi funds within multilateral organizations: firstly, it has an impact on planning the organization’s budgets, secondly, they want to show citizens specific goals for which public funds are allocated, thirdly, they gain greater control over the funds spent from the international organizations’ pool due to the prevailing opinion about the ineffectiveness of multilateral channels. Therefore, this tendency will lead to the bilateralization of multilateral aid, which means limiting the independence of institutions as regards the administration of funds for development purposes. Even if the far-reaching goal of such a process is to increase the effectiveness of aid delivery, especially when it is possible to bypass the bureaucratic system of decision-making, the donors themselves want to decide for what purposes, what amount and to whom to transfer funds.

The benefits of this new multi-bi funding are only partial. Indeed, these resources are largely channeled through single-donor trust funds, while the multi-donor form is sporadic. This means that states and other non-state actors show less interest in joint initiatives than in unilateral action, which leads to the fragmentation of multilateral aid system. In addition, the same features that distinguish multi-bi aid are deemed beneficial by some, and problematic by others. For instance, flexibility and volatility in funding may be seen by some as a positive element in enabling a rapid emergency response, and for others as an obstacle to the planning and management process of a multilateral organization. Donor control over multi-bi funds can be transferred to specific development goals, in line with the needs of recipient countries, e.g.,
in humanitarian crises. On the other hand, aid may be more subordinated to the interests of donors than to the needs of recipient countries.

In the case of the WTO, the situation is slightly different. Multi-bi aid has so far been an additional source of funding for technical assistance. The contributions sent via the DDAGTF were only at the disposal of the WTO. The organization controlled them and decided on their purpose in accordance with the statutory objectives. However, since 2013, a decrease in financial inflows from the DDAGTF has been observed. This could mean reducing interest in providing aid through multilateral channels and replacing them with multi-bi or bilateral aid.

In view of the increasing number of WTO-related trust funds, there is a distinction between those entities that are directly managed by the WTO and participate in the implementation of assistance tasks, and those that are solely administratively supervised. The WTO can play a twofold role in this arrangement. In the first case, it is the role of the institution implementing the objectives related to development aid, which means, first of all, technical and training assistance to the WTO. In the second case, the organization exercises administrative supervision over the fund, and thus is a multilateral organization of a transit nature. It is used to send funds for project implementation, but it does not directly decide on the use of multi-bi funds. It cannot be ruled out, however, that the WTO, in consultation with fund shareholders and other multilateral institutions, influences specific issues related to the disbursement of funds.
As the concept of development cooperation has evolved, the approach to technical assistance has changed as well. Within the WTO, the terms technical assistance and/or technical cooperation are used interchangeably. In both cases, it serves to define the WTO’s Trade-Related Technical Assistance (TRTA). In general, technical assistance means the transfer of knowledge and technology from a developed country to a developing country by sending specialists and experts to assist local authorities, state institutions, and private entities at various levels of activity. Specialist knowledge and know-how are transferred not only to public entities, but also to private institutions and entities in the economic, political, social, and organizational spheres. Technical assistance provides advisory and training services to entities from developing countries, both inside and outside the recipient country. Its aim is to raise the level of knowledge, qualifications, skills, or production capacity in developing countries (OECD, 2008, p. 149). Technical assistance is to contribute to the construction of human capital, and thus to raise qualifications of professionally active people (Arndt, 2000), as well as to improve management and implement reforms in the recipient country (Kopiński, 2001, p. 20; Andrzejczak, 2010, p. 23).

In the case of the WTO, the purpose of TRTA is to develop human and institutional capacity of developing countries. It is necessary for them to benefit from trade exchange and to participate more actively in trade negotiations and increase their financial and material resources as well as expertise in trade policy and commercial law. Even though the tasks carried out by the WTO within the framework of technical cooperation are not able to meet needs of developing countries in this area, they nevertheless constitute an important element of international development cooperation.

The evolution of multilateral aid system also forced the introduction of changes to the WTO technical assistance, both in the area of the type of activities and sources
of financing (multi-bi funds). The chapter analyzes WTO technical cooperation, its scope, types, and forms. Technical assistance is the basic form of action of the WTO carried out in the ODA formula. Unlike other international organizations dealing with aid, the WTO does not provide funds directly to developing countries, but it does provide assistance in the form of courses, training, and know-how.

3.1. WTO Training and Courses

WTO technical assistance and training is provided in various forms and for various groups of recipients from developing countries, including, in particular, LDCs. This type of activity is coordinated by the Institute for Training and Technical Cooperation (ITTC), established in 2003 within the WTO Secretariat. It is responsible for the implementation of the two-year technical assistance plans approved by the WTO Trade and Development Committee, which is represented by all members of the organization.

The obligation to provide technical assistance to developing countries has been included in the following WTO agreements: The Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement), the TBT Agreement, the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement), the Agreement on Customs Valuation (CV Agreement) or the Dispute Resolution Understanding (DSU) (Bossche, Zdouc, 2017, p. 110).

The WTO offers a wide range of different types of courses and trainings tailored to audience in different regions of the world and with different levels of knowledge about international trade rules and principles of organization. In order to increase the effectiveness of education, in 2010 Progressive Learning Strategy (PLS) was introduced at three levels of advancement. This made it possible to expand the course offer and the possibility of acquiring knowledge.

Courses and other activities are aimed primarily at government officials and other representatives from civil society, journalists, academia and the private sector in developing countries. Participation in them, especially in online courses, is open to all interested, however participants from LDCs have priority. The types and forms of activity, as well as the duration, change in a two-year cycle in accordance with the Biennial Technical Assistance and Training Plan. This is due to the need to adapt to the amount of available financial resources, needs reported by developing countries and decisions taken within the WTO.

The number and types of courses vary from year to year. It depends on the number of applicants, the need for a specific type of activity and the financial resources
at the disposal of the WTO. The trainings are aimed at two groups of recipients: people with general knowledge and specialists in strictly defined fields. All types of courses are conducted in accordance with the Progressive Learning Strategy at three levels – Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced, in three official WTO languages: English, French, and Spanish. In 2017, 40% of the total training was general, which was a decrease compared to 2016, when this share was 47%. In terms of expertise courses, Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards and Technical Barriers to Trade were the most popular. It was followed by courses on market access for goods, including the Trade Facilitation Agreement and TRIPS (Figure 17). In 2017 approximately 18,500 participants took part in almost 350 technical assistance activities hosted by the WTO. A year earlier, this number remained almost unchanged (Figure 18).

**Figure 17. Subjects of WTO Technical Assistance Courses and Training (in %)**

![Pie chart showing subjects of WTO technical assistance courses](image)

Source: WTO, 2018c.

In terms of the types of activities carried out by the WTO in the field of technical assistance, nearly 10 forms of action can be distinguished.

1. **E-learning courses for beginners and intermediates**

   They are held on a continuous basis (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) on the http://ecampus.wto.org platform. It is the basic and most popular form of training in almost all areas of trade policy, both for general knowledge and for specialists. It allows a large number of people to be trained worldwide with a relatively small team from the WTO Secretariat. At a time when WTO resources are dwindling, e-learning
plays a key role in maintaining the WTO’s commitment to Trade-Related Technical Assistance. In 2015, a total of over 7,500 participants from 145 countries (including aspiring countries) took part in the course, while in 2017 the number exceeded 10,000 (Figure 18). More than half of all applicants of WTO training completed the on-line courses. They can be divided into three groups: ones that introduce the subject of the WTO at the basic level, the general and thematic ones at the intermediate level, and those that prepare one for the creation of their own e-learning courses.

Figure 18. Number of Participants in WTO Technical Assistance Activities, 2010–2017

![Figure 18](source: WTO, 2018a.)

2. Intermediate Level – Regional Trade Policy Course (RTPC) and seminars

This is usually an eight-week course on regional policy for both professionals and generalists. It is aimed at participants from seven regions: Africa (French and English), Asia and the Pacific, the Caribbean, Latin America, Arab and Middle Eastern countries, Central and Eastern Europe, and Central Asia.

---

33 The share of individual regions in online courses is as follows: Africa – 38% of all participants, Latin America – 20%, Asia and the Pacific – 19%, Central and Eastern Europe and Central Asia – 10%, the Middle East and the Arab states – 9%, the Caribbean and other regions – 5% (WTO, 2016a, p. 134).

34 For example, training for specialists in 2015 included: English workshops in Kenya on sanitary and phytosanitary measures and technical barriers to trade, regional workshops in French, organized in Côte d’Ivoire, relating to intellectual property and public health; a seminar organized at the Institute in Vienna for the countries of Central, Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the Caucasus on government procurement; a seminar on agriculture organized in the UAE for Arab states and the Middle East (WTO, 2016a, p. 132).
3. Advanced Level – Regional Trade Policy Course and seminars

For people with general knowledge, these are Advanced Trade Policy Courses (ATPC), and for specialists – training on a specific topic, as requested. They are usually held in Geneva-based training facilities or, less frequently, in a member state. Courses for specialists in the field of trade policy concern, among others, dispute resolution, intellectual property rights, regional trade agreements, sanitary and phytosanitary measures, trade in services, and trade policy analysis.

Figure 19. Types of Courses and Training under the WTO Progressive Learning Strategy

![Diagram of course types]

Source: WTO, 2011c.

4. Technical support missions to certain developing countries – WTO members

The missions are established at the request of a developing country and concern the necessity to fulfill obligations resulting from the WTO agreements and/or to integrate trade into national economic development plans.

5. WTO information centers in developing countries

Over 65 such centers have been opened around the world. In 2015 alone, nine new ones were established: seven in Africa (in Chad, Lesotho, Cameroon, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Guinea, and Uganda), one in the Middle East (in Lebanon), and one in Central Asia (Kyrgyzstan) (WTO, 2016a, p. 134).

6. Support related to teaching and conducting research on WTO and international trade

This type of assistance is provided in two ways:

- using the WTO program (WTO Chairs Program) launched at universities in developing countries and LDCs,
- as part of an Academic Support Program.

The first is a program currently being implemented in 21 academic institutions in developing countries. Its second edition has been running since 2014. The second program provides support for those institutions from developing countries that are not included in the WTO Chairs Program.

7. Weekly information training in Geneva (Geneva week)

These are meetings addressed to senior state officials and are attended by representatives of developing countries – members of the WTO who do not have permanent representations to the WTO in Geneva. The aim is to provide information about the latest developments in the organization.

8. Internship programs for government officials

The WTO runs four long-term apprenticeship programs:

- The Accession Internship Program (AIP) funded by China,
- French & Irish Mission Internship Program (FIMIP) funded by France and Ireland,
- Netherlands Trainee Program (NTP),
- Regional Coordinator Internship Program (RCI) financed by the DDAGTF (WTO, 2016a, p. 24).

All internship programs take place in Geneva, either at the headquarters of the mission where the trainees are temporarily employed, or at the WTO Secretariat. The first of four programs is for students from developing countries and LDCs, the remaining three are for middle-level officials. Their goal is to gain knowledge about the activities of the WTO by participating in training conducted by WTO employees and members of permanent missions.
9. **Legal assistance related to the use of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism**

(Art. 27.2 Understanding on the Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes, DSU)

10. **WTO introductory course for LDCs in Geneva**

LDCs have privileged access to WTO training and courses as part of technical assistance. According to the 2012–2017 average, representatives of these countries account for one third of the total number of participants in training and meetings conducted by the WTO. This applies both to activities in the form of face-to-face meetings and in the e-learning formula (WTO, 2018a, p. 23).

**Table 6. WTO Technical Assistance Activities by Region, 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>National</th>
<th>Regional</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>40 36%</td>
<td>14 24%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>10 27%</td>
<td>64 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab and Middle East</td>
<td>7 6%</td>
<td>6 10%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>1 3%</td>
<td>14 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>24 22%</td>
<td>14 24%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>3 8%</td>
<td>41 13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe, Central Asia</td>
<td>18 16%</td>
<td>8 14%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>5 14%</td>
<td>31 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>3 3%</td>
<td>5 8%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>8 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>18 16%</td>
<td>7 12%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>5 14%</td>
<td>30 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>110 100%</td>
<td>54 92%</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>24 65%</td>
<td>188 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>0 0%</td>
<td>5 8%</td>
<td>109 100%</td>
<td>13 35%</td>
<td>127 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>110 100%</td>
<td>59 100%</td>
<td>109 100%</td>
<td>37 100%</td>
<td>315 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WTO, 2017b.

Taking into account the regional distribution, the majority of participants of WTO trainings and courses came from Africa (20%), Asia and the Pacific (13%) (Table 6). This was due to the privileged position of LDCs and easier access of people from these countries to WTO courses. It was about both the financial conditions and the pool of vacancies. It was followed by representatives from Latin America (10%), Central and Eastern Europe, and Central Asia (10%), the Middle East and Arab states (4%) (WTO, 2017b, p. 135). The remaining 40% of actions defined as global were targeted at all participants, regardless of the region. Geneva-based courses, e-learning, internship programs, and legal advice prevailed.
3.2. Planning and Management of Technical Assistance

The WTO carries out technical assistance tasks in order to achieve four basic results (see Figure 20). The structure for planning, steering and evaluating WTO TA activities is based on a Results-Based Management (RBM) mechanism. Donors pledged to implement the RBM principles in the Millennium Declaration. Since 2013, it has been the basic tool for the preparation, implementation and evaluation of technical assistance and in the WTO, it is used only to handle trade-related technical assistance activities (WTO, 2011b, p. 3). It was introduced to streamline the process of carrying out tasks related to the organization of courses and training, especially at the planning and decision-making stages, as well as to increase transparency and accountability for their performance. This approach is in line with the objectives of the Paris Declaration.

In line with the Biennial Technical Assistance and Training Plan for 2014–2015 and 2016–2017, the organization adopted a task performance goal based on four basic results (Figure 20):

- **Result 1**: WTO agreements are implemented and developing countries and LDCs fully exercise the rights and obligations of membership in the organization;
- **Result 2**: WTO candidate countries participate in accession negotiations in accordance with the WTO accession procedures;
- **Result 3**: members gain access to and use information on the WTO, leading to an improved knowledge of how the WTO works;
- **Result 4**: cooperation of the WTO with members of parliaments, journalists, and representatives of civil society. Support for students and academic centers dealing with issues of international trade and the WTO, which is to lead to an increase in research and training on this subject (WTO, 2015a, p. 18).

Slight modifications of the last two results appeared in the two-year plan for 2018–2019. In the case of Result 3, it was assumed that academic institutions and other stakeholders will conduct research related to the functioning of the WTO and pass it on to policymakers. In turn, in order to achieve Result 4, it was assumed that

---

35 The application of RBM to the MDGs was limited to Objective Eight and partly also Objective Seven. The Eighth Objective was to “realize a global partnership for development and encompasses four targets: (8a) develop further an open, rule-based, predictable, non-discriminatory trading and financial system, (8b) address the special needs of the least developed countries, (8c) address the special needs of landlocked developing countries and small island developing States and (8d) deal comprehensively with the debt problems of developing countries through national and international measures in order to make debt sustainable in the long term.” The seventh goal concerned the application of sustainable methods of managing natural resources by taking into account the principles of sustainable development in national strategies and programs, the use of methods that inhibit the depletion of the natural environment (European Center..., 2014, p. 5).
all interested non-governmental entities would obtain information and knowledge on the work and issues related to the WTO (WTO, 2017c, p. 20).

**Figure 20. WTO Roadmap for Technical Assistance Activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPACT</th>
<th>RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active participation of developing countries and LDCs in the WTO</td>
<td>1. Implementation of WTO Agreements and taking full advantage of the rights and obligations of membership in the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Participation in accession negotiations in accordance with WTO procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Access to information and awareness-raising on the WTO. The role of academic institutions in preparing recommendations for politicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Cooperation of the WTO with members of parliaments, journalists, and representatives of civil society to raise awareness of WTO activates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The achievement of Result 1 on the implementation of agreements is of the greatest importance for the functioning of the WTO. This means that the basis for the organization’s operation is the adoption and implementation of jointly agreed rules, however, additional preferences in the form of concessions and exemptions apply to developing countries and LDCs. The variety of activities offered regarding Result 1 is incomparably greater than the other three, i.e., participation in accession negotiations (Result 2), access to information and raising the level of knowledge about the WTO (Result 3) and cooperation of the WTO with members of parliaments, journalists, representatives of civil society (Result 4) Figure 20. Approximately 82% of the total amount for WTO technical assistance is allocated to the task of implementing WTO agreements (Result 1). For the remaining results 2, 3, and 4, it is 5%, 2%, and 12%, respectively, of total WTO resources directed to technical assistance.

---

36 This problem is discussed in more detail in Chapter V.
assistance purposes (WTO, 2018c. The other three forms of engagement can be considered as complementary to Result 1.

According to the Biennial Plan 2016–2017, the results of activities undertaken by the WTO in the framework of technical assistance were largely achieved (WTO, 2018a, p. 6). In total, the value of goals achieved in 2017 increased by 5% compared to 2016, which brought the result at the level of 62%. The most successful was Result 2 concerning the participation of countries in accession talks, which was reached at the level of 75% (50% in 2016). This was followed by the result related to the implementation of WTO agreements, the implementation of which was 69% compared to 71% in 2016. Result 4, relating to cooperation with representatives of civil society, parliamentarians, journalists and the support of academic centers, was completed with the result of 56% compared to 39% in 2016. The least favorable was Result 3 related to access to information on the WTO and the use of related knowledge. In this case, it was 25%, as in 2016 (WTO, 2018a, p. 6).

**Figure 21. WTO Technical Assistance Activities by Impact Range, 2012–2017 (in %)**

Taking into account the criterion of the scope of activities undertaken under the WTO’s technical assistance, four types of activity are distinguished: national, regional, global, and e-learning. The last type is a separate category due to the method of delivery. Figure 21 shows that, despite a slight, but persistent decline since 2014, the number of activities on a national scale is still the dominant element of technical assistance. In 2017, this category reached 39% of total TA activity and has remained at a similar level for two years. Its great popularity results from the ease of their organization, which is emphasized by the WTO Secretariat. This applies to the
flexibility of deadlines and high attendance. There is a clear upward trend in online courses. Their share in the total offer has been systematically increasing since 2012, which means that it is the second largest category of activities undertaken by the WTO. The share of other types of activity – regional and global – remains constant (Figure 21). Due to changing financial resources as well as the demand for certain types of activities, their participation may fluctuate further.

While improvements in the management of technical assistance have been observed, mainly with regard to the organization of training and its funding, it has been difficult to obtain reliable data on the impact of WTO’s actions on trade policy of aid recipients. The WTO organizes several hundred independent activities on various topics every year (315 activities in 2016). In 2015, about 15 000 people from over 130 different countries took part in them, while in 2017 the number of participants exceeded 18 000, and they came from 147 countries (WTO, 2017b, pp. 134, 136). Gathering reliable and representative data on the possible outcomes of actions taken is always a challenge with such a large sample.

3.3. Financing of Technical Assistance

The WTO does not provide financial aid in the form of grants and preferential loans, as well as in-kind aid, in line with the principles underlying the provision of ODA. However, financial contributions from WTO member countries for development purposes are directed to provide training and courses for representatives of developing countries or to support specific trade capacity building in recipient countries.

Technical assistance activities are financed from three sources: the WTO core budget for technical and training assistance, voluntary contributions from members of the organization, channeled through the DDAGTF, and other trust funds. On average, about 63% of financial resources allocated to technical assistance come from the DDAGTF, followed by contributions from the core budget (24%) and transfers from other trust funds (13%) (WTO, 2015a, p. 33).

Table 7. Planned WTO Budget for Technical Assistance, 2011–2017 (CHF million)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core funding (regular budget)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDAGTF</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other funds</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The size of the WTO core budget for technical assistance remains relatively constant, amounting to CHF 4.5 million (Table 7). Before 2012, due to changes within the organization, there were more funds available for technical assistance. However, at the turn of 2009–2011, they were reduced by about 20%, which corresponded to nearly CHF 1.2 million (WTO, 2012c, p. 4). This was done because of the global financial crisis (2008+) and the resulting fiscal problems of major contributors to the WTO budget and the DDAGTF. The appreciation of the Swiss franc, in which WTO funds are invested, should also be considered as a cause. Therefore, it was decided to revise the two-year WTO technical assistance plan, thus lowering the forecasted budget for the years 2016–2017 to CHF 19 million (Table 7). Based on more realistic financial forecasts, the core budget for technical assistance was set at around CHF 4.5 million per year. The situation is different in the case of extra-budgetary funds channeled through the DDAGTF and other trust funds (WTO, 2012, p. 41). Contrary to the organization’s core budget, contributions to the WTO trust funds are voluntary.

WTO funds that finance TA activities fall into three categories:
1) the Doha Development Agenda Global Trust Fund,
2) WTO trust funds,
3) funds administered by the WTO and co-created by other multilateral institutions.

Ad. 1. The specificity of the DDAGTF is that it is the main source of funding for WTO technical and training assistance, and the resources at its disposal are not considered multi-bi. This means that, unlike other funds, WTO resources from the DDAGTF are extra-budgetary (non-core), but do not qualify as earmarked or multi-bi funds. The WTO retains full control over the purposes and the ways of their disbursement. The Global Trust Fund, led by the WTO, is a multilateral trust fund (MDTF) designed to finance assistance to a larger number of beneficiary countries and is used to implement projects in a specific sector or field. It was established by WTO member states in December 2001 at the Ministerial Conference inaugurating the Doha Round. In accordance with the obligation contained in the WTO Ministerial Declaration of Doha, the trust fund aims to finance technical assistance programs and training activities for developing countries and LDCs, as well as economies in transition (Doha Declaration, par. 40; WTO, 2001b). The DDAGTF is overseen by the bodies of the WTO, i.e., the Committee on Budget, Finance and Administration, and the Committee on Trade and Development.

Since 2013, there has been a downward trend in contributions and expenditure under the DDAGTF. In 2015, 13 members of the WTO undertook to transfer a total of CHF 9.1 million, while in the following year the amount of funds decreased to CHF 7 million, and in 2017 to CHF 6.3 million (Figure 22). Compared to 2011, when the contributions exceeded CHF 15 million, the interest of donors in this type of aid
financing mechanism has clearly decreased (WTO, 2012, p. 42). The largest donors of funds are the EU, Germany, Sweden, France, Norway, the United States, Canada, and Japan (Table 8). However, the increase in the share of some donors was in fact due to the appreciation of the CHF against most other national currencies. As a consequence, this situation led, inter alia, to a gradual reduction in the contribution to the DDAGTF from the annual average in 2011–2013, exceeding CHF 13 million, to a level below CHF 8 million in 2014 and slightly over CHF 6 million in 2017 (see Table 8).

Figure 22. Financial Resources from the DDAGTF, 2011–2017 (CHF million)

The creation of the DDAGTF was the result of changes that took place within multilateral development aid system. They resulted from the necessity to adjust to the commitments contained in the Monterrey Consensus and the Paris Declaration. One of the objectives set at that time was to counteract the fragmentation of multilateral aid. The establishment of one consolidated fund was to ensure a stable funding basis and prevent the dispersion of funding sources, but in practice, the rules of operation did not guarantee the implementation of tasks at a predictable level. Typically, contributions to the fund are made in the last months of the calendar year, which makes the planning process difficult. For instance, the good outcome of DDAGTF for 2015, which amounted to CHF 9.1 million, resulted from the payment of a larger sum of funds in the last month of 2014. This is a different practice from the core budget planning rules of an international organization, which are done several years in advance.

Ad. 2. Financing of the WTO technical assistance from other funds account for approximately 12–13% of the organization’s total resources allocated to TRTA. The number of funds operating for the purposes of implementing WTO tasks changed over
the years and depended on the purpose for which the funds were to be collected. It should be noted that these are voluntary funds, resulting from an individual decision of the donor country. In 2015, total contributions under the WTO funds exceeded CHF 2.8 million. In the following year, the amount of funds decreased by half, but in 2017 it returned to the previous level of approximately CHF 2.9 million (Table 9).

Table 8. The DDAGTF in 2011–2017 (CHF million)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1 803 600</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2 689 900</td>
<td>61 370</td>
<td>2 162 382</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6 717 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>258 600</td>
<td>240 200</td>
<td>243 600</td>
<td>241 400</td>
<td>104 900</td>
<td>109 000</td>
<td>215 200</td>
<td>1 412 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>944 276</td>
<td>1 362 298</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2 306 574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>23 746</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>23 746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>331 230</td>
<td>321 903</td>
<td>491 063</td>
<td>482 422</td>
<td>400 028</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2 026 646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>26 209</td>
<td>23 199</td>
<td>24 160</td>
<td>24 640</td>
<td>24 120</td>
<td>21 800</td>
<td>21 520</td>
<td>165 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>1 187 500</td>
<td>1 024 050</td>
<td>1 232 000</td>
<td>317 592</td>
<td>1 658 552</td>
<td>1 294 800</td>
<td>218 000</td>
<td>6 932 494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1 228 000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 228 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>611 000</td>
<td>600 500</td>
<td>617 000</td>
<td>608 500</td>
<td>434 400</td>
<td>433 200</td>
<td>455 600</td>
<td>3 760 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1 237 500</td>
<td>1 198 000</td>
<td>1 233 000</td>
<td>1 203 000</td>
<td>1 060 000</td>
<td>1 083 000</td>
<td>1 139 000</td>
<td>8 153 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>395 604</td>
<td>395 604</td>
<td>368 744</td>
<td>312 019</td>
<td>267 413</td>
<td>218 643</td>
<td>233 669</td>
<td>2 191 696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>322 350</td>
<td>334 950</td>
<td>313 600</td>
<td>336 350</td>
<td>346 500</td>
<td>347 200</td>
<td>331 100</td>
<td>2 332 050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>40 000</td>
<td>280 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1 472 990</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>875 000</td>
<td>495 000</td>
<td>490 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1 593 626</td>
<td>2 438 905</td>
<td>2 287 108</td>
<td>2 163 722</td>
<td>1 161 373</td>
<td>1 177 302</td>
<td>722 022</td>
<td>11 544 058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>400 050</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>400 050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2 074 322</td>
<td>2 386 905</td>
<td>2 245 600</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 253 700</td>
<td>1 929 722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>800 000</td>
<td>800 000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 600 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>184 200</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>181 400</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>365 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>940 580</td>
<td>940 535</td>
<td>851 885</td>
<td>1 127 392</td>
<td>950 400</td>
<td>529 036</td>
<td>571 172</td>
<td>4 896 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Contributions</td>
<td>15 075 383</td>
<td>12 107 049</td>
<td>13 619 060</td>
<td>7 793 407</td>
<td>9 104 068</td>
<td>6 997 681</td>
<td>6 367 005</td>
<td>71 063 653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Donors</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study based on WTO, 2017d.

The group of trust funds financing training programs related to the WTO technical assistance includes three entities: a scholarship program financed by China and directed to LDCs in connection with their accession to the WTO (TCLAP), the French & Irish Mission Internship Program (TIMM1) and the Netherlands Trainee Program (TNL05). Apart from them, the WTO also occasionally uses other funds, intended for specific purposes. For example, in 2014–2015 there was a fund for the evaluation of the functioning of the WTO funds (TEVAL).
Table 9. WTO Technical Assistance Trust Fund Contributions (CHF million)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WTO TRUST FUNDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French – Irish Internship Programme (TIMM1)</td>
<td>1 153 805</td>
<td>1 157 782</td>
<td>801 800</td>
<td>789 400</td>
<td>808 200</td>
<td>814 050</td>
<td>847 050</td>
<td>6 372 087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China LDCs &amp; Accessions Programme (TCLAP)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>362 800</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>485 000</td>
<td>485 000</td>
<td>473 000</td>
<td>1 805 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands – Trainee Programme (TNL05)</td>
<td>94 701</td>
<td>1 793 909</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 750 000</td>
<td>875 000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>875 000</td>
<td>5 388 610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of WTO Trust Funds Activities (TEVAL)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>96 240</td>
<td>215 006</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>311 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th/11th Ministerial Conference (TMI10 TMI11)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>398 288</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>728 906</td>
<td>1 127 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Contributions</td>
<td>1 248 506</td>
<td>2 951 691</td>
<td>1 164 600</td>
<td>2 635 640</td>
<td>2 781 494</td>
<td>1 299 050</td>
<td>2 923 956</td>
<td>15 004 937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST FUNDS RELATED TO WTO AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STDF on SPS (TWB01)</td>
<td>6 520 551</td>
<td>4 528 188</td>
<td>3 605 765</td>
<td>4 344 281</td>
<td>4 558 478</td>
<td>4 045 375</td>
<td>4 678 392</td>
<td>32 281 030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility (TFAF)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4 402 355</td>
<td>2 268 892</td>
<td>1 217 200</td>
<td>7 888 447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Contributions</td>
<td>7 769 057</td>
<td>7 479 879</td>
<td>4 770 365</td>
<td>6 979 921</td>
<td>11 742 327</td>
<td>7 613 317</td>
<td>8 819 548</td>
<td>55 174 414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study based on WTO, 2017b, 2017d.

Some of the funds that remained from TEVAL were donated to the DDAGTF (WTO, 2017d). Moreover, in connection with the organization of the WTO Ministerial Conference, a special fund for the participation of LDCs is cyclically activated. In 2015, it was the 10th Ministerial Conference in Nairobi (TMI10), and in 2017 the 11th Ministerial Conference in Buenos Aires (TMI11).

Ad. 3. The third category of funding sources for technical assistance are funds from programs co-created and co-financed by the WTO and other multilateral organizations. These are trust funds supporting aid initiatives such as the STDF, TFAF, and the EIF (Table 9). At this point, the Standards and Trade Development Facility (STDF) and its fund (The Standards and Trade Development Facility on Sanitary and Phytosanitary (STDF on SPS) should be mentioned in more detail. The Facility was established in 2002 by international organizations, i.e., the World Bank, WTO, FAO,
OIE, and the WHO. It is a mechanism for coordinating and financing the activities of developing countries in the field of capacity building to implement international sanitary and phytosanitary standards. Its aim is to improve the standards of human, animal, and plant health protection in developing countries, and therefore grant foreign markets better access to their goods and services.

The Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility can be placed in the same category as the STDF. In both cases, the WTO manages the secretariat of these programs and administers their trust funds. Both funds can benefit private and public entities from developing countries. Two types of grants are awarded: for project management and for their preparation (Calster, Prévost, 2013, p. 814). The STDF in the first three years of operation was financed from a fund belonging to the World Bank Development Grant Facility. In turn, the TFAF fund was created as a result of transformations related to the completion of the negotiation process on the Trade Facilitation Agreement. TFAF took over the tasks of two previous funds: Trade Facilitation National Needs Assessments and Trade Facilitation Negotiating Group.

Apart from these, there is another structure through which the WTO carries out its technical assistance tasks to assist LDCs – the EIF initiative and its trust fund. The WTO handles the EIF Secretariat, while the fund is managed by the UN Office for Project Services (UNOPS).

Due to the reduction of resources in the WTO core budget for technical assistance, the system of courses and training was reorganized. First of all, the number of face-to-face courses has been limited in favor of a greater offer of e-learning training. Before the changes that took place between 2009 and 2011, two types of activities were financed from the core budget: training conducted at the seat of the WTO in Geneva and national missions. The on-site training courses included three-month Trade Policy Courses for general knowledge participants, induction courses for LDCs, Geneva week meetings, selected thematic courses, and legal assistance related to the use of the dispute settlement mechanism. In turn, the WTO’s national missions in the recipient countries were transformed over time into Academic Support Program (ASP) at universities. Their number has been reduced and funding has been limited, making them dependent on the proceeds from the trust funds.

Thanks to the use of the education system at various levels of advancement and for various groups of recipients, the pressure to organize costly stationary training has decreased at the seat of the WTO in Geneva. This applies to the basic course for participants from LDCs as well as Trade Policy Courses for participants with higher level of general knowledge. In the first case, the number of courses was limited, and in the second – their duration. In addition, the source of funding was changed. TPCs were to be financed not only from the core budget, but also
from the DDAGTF. Moreover, a reduction in financing of the weekly information meetings of the Geneva week-type was announced. Changes were made to national missions and academic programs (ASP), which were to be entirely financed by voluntary contributions from members of the organization through funds. Due to the changing level of inflow of funds from the DDAGTF and other trust funds, flexible spending rules were adopted for specific types of activities. Thus, the scope and types of activities under the TRTA were made dependent on the amount of contributions from WTO member states.

3.4. Evaluation of WTO Activities in the Field of Technical Assistance

The evaluation of technical assistance carried out by the WTO depends on the type of action. The first attempts to summarize the activities of the WTO by applying the Results-Based Management were carried out in 2013 and 2014 (see Figure 20). In the short term, it was easiest to evaluate the results of the basic level training, as each of them ended with an exam. The remaining courses were assessed by the recipients themselves and received very positive opinions (WTO: Enhanced...). Assessment was based on feedback from course participants.

Long-term assessment of the WTO engagement turned out to be the most difficult task. The reasons were practical and methodological ones. This was due to the fact that the data needed to be compiled for the evaluations of the conducted trainings came from the recipient countries, and the answers were included in the questionnaires filled out by the training participants even several weeks after the end of the classes, so it was difficult to obtain reliable and representative data. Moreover, the number of countries participating in the trainings and the variety of activities undertaken by the WTO made it impossible to compare the information received. Recipient states indicated difficulties in collecting and processing data. On the other hand, the way in which they were collected and made available by developing countries was to a small extent in line with the RBM procedures. The evaluation of WTO activities was therefore limited to examining the organization’s contribution to the achievement of the main goal, such as the implementation of the WTO agreement or membership in the organization (see Results 1 and 2) (WTO, 2015a, par. 42).

Attempts to improve the efficiency of monitoring and evaluation of TRTA encountered numerous limitations. First, there is resistance from the WTO Secretariat. According to the members of the Secretariat, the introduction of the RBM complicated the process of providing technical assistance and increased transaction costs due to more demanding administrative procedures. Second, difficulties in implementing
RBM in developing countries were an obstacle to better TA outcomes. Obtaining reliable data on the activities carried out by the WTO turned out to be a difficult task in many cases due to administrative, staffing, and competence limitations in the recipient states. Thirdly, due to the reduction of the budget for technical assistance (lower payments from the DDAGTF), the organization was forced to change the training system – primarily to expand the offer of online courses at the expense of stationary training conducted at the WTO headquarters or in the member states (regional activities).

Another way to assess the activities of the WTO is through the analysis of the four main results on TA. Firstly, the implementation of the strategic goal of the WTO, i.e., the implementation of WTO agreements, is a long-term and complex task (Result 1). The condition for success is not only the involvement of the WTO and a series of trainings, but most of all the introduction of comprehensive regulatory changes at the international and national level. To this end, systemic and economic reforms in developing countries as well as measures aimed at minimizing adjustment costs in the process of adopting new regulations are necessary. The activity of the WTO (courses and training) is a significant help in building trade capacities related to both building a trade policy that is compatible with WTO regulations and conducting negotiations on the WTO multilateral forum. Moreover, a positive outcome also depends on cooperation between various multilateral organizations and bilateral donors. An example is the joint efforts to adopt the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA). Secondly, the best results in terms of WTO technical assistance were achieved when candidate countries participated in accession negotiations in accordance with WTO procedures (Result 2). It is the most measurable criterion for assessing the effectiveness of an organization. Since the creation of the WTO, the number of states (GATT contracting parties) has increased from 128 in 1994 to 164 in 2018. Currently (as of 2018), 22 governments of states or autonomous customs areas are in open negotiations towards WTO membership (Table 10).

Third, the access of developing countries to WTO information and data is gradually improved in order to better fulfill their rights and obligations (Result 3). It is closely related to increasing the level of knowledge about the WTO and the ability to use analytical tools offered by the organization, which undoubtedly translates into the more and more active involvement of developing countries in international trade negotiations. The result is access for developing countries to information on third countries’ trade policies, but also the ability to exercise their rights by participating in the WTO dispute settlement mechanism. According to the basic rule of the WTO concerning reciprocity of obligations, similar standards for the collection and disclosure
of information by developing countries are required to improve the transparency of the WTO and member states (Hoekman, Mavroidis, 2016, p. 21).

Table 10. States and Autonomous Territories in WTO Accession Negotiations (As of February 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autonomus States or Territories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Algeria (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Andorra (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Azerbaijan (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 The Bahamas (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Belarus (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Bhutan (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Bosnia and Herzegovina (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 The Comoros Islands (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Equatorial Guinea (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Ethiopia (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Iran (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Iraq (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Lebanon (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Libya (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Sao Tome and Principe (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Serbia (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Somalia (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 South Sudan (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Sudan (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Syria (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 East Timor (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Uzbekistan (1994)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In brackets: the year in which accession negotiations started.
Source: own study.

A sign of developing countries’ use of information on WTO regulations and negotiating skills is the number and variety of coalitions and interest groups involved in multilateral negotiations. The activity of such groups strengthened the bargaining power and the ability of developing countries to influence other negotiating participants (Narlikar, 2003, p. 10). Coalitions between developing countries made it possible to overcome negotiating weaknesses and achieve common goals. On the other hand, their number and diversity mean that some developing countries
participate in groups that have different goals and interests, and this makes it much more difficult to adopt a common position (Grącik-Zajaczkowski, 2002).

Fourthly, activities of developing countries at the WTO forum are further strengthened by cooperation with members of parliaments, representatives of civil society, and by providing support for research, academic institutions and students dealing with international trade and WTO issues (Result 4). The result of the WTO’s work in this field is the growing interest in WTO-related issues not only at the level of the administrative apparatus in recipient countries, but also among students and academics in developing countries. This is evidenced by the increasing number of course and training participants, as well as the emerging WTO information centers (reference centers), of which more than 65 were established after 2016.

Activities undertaken by the WTO in the field of technical cooperation are modified in line with the changes taking place within multilateral aid system. First of all, it concerns the rules of financing. Nearly one fifth of the funds come from the WTO general budget, and the vast majority from the DDAGTF. An additional source of funding are trust funds with the participation of several or a dozen WTO members. These are multi-bi funds that carry out specific initiatives, usually requiring a short implementation period. Therefore, with the expanding pool of multi-bi funds, multilateral aid system is even more fragmented and difficult to coordinate. Multi-bi aid has become the fastest growing funding channel and can gradually replace the main source of TA funding. Therefore, the changes that took place within the framework of WTO confirm the thesis on the bilateralization of multilateral development aid. This is evidenced by the increase in requests from WTO members to allocate contributions to the DDAGTF for specific purposes (WTO, 2015a, par. 7.2). This means a gradual shift from jointly agreed goals within multilateral institutions to individual decisions of donor states.

3.5. Summary

The obligation of the WTO to provide technical assistance results from its regulatory function, which enables member states to create, adopt, and implement regulations relating to international trade (Article III of the Agreement establishing the WTO). Technical cooperation is implemented on the basis of multilateral actions and consists in the transfer of knowledge and know-how related to trade and WTO rules of operation to recipient countries. WTO activity in this area is manifested in:

- organizing and conducting courses and training on WTO agreements and the functioning of the organization;
• coordinating and administering programs and initiatives jointly developed by the WTO and other multilateral organizations.

Organizing and conducting courses and training is the basic form of providing WTO's technical assistance. The aim is to improve trade capacity of developing countries in the process of negotiating and adopting WTO trade regulations. This also applies to participation in the accession negotiations. Due to the new approach to development cooperation, as well as changing financial resources, the WTO training and course system was reorganized. First of all, the number of face-to-face courses has been limited in favor of a greater offer in the e-learning formula.

The WTO regulatory function implies the coordinating and monitoring role that the WTO, through its Secretariat, performs for several programs and trust funds. The overriding challenge is therefore, to ensure coherence by entrusting the WTO with the role of administrator and manager of several initiatives. These include:
• an instrument to provide assistance to developing countries following the adoption of the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility;
• a strengthened and integrated framework for assistance to LDCs;
• a mechanism for financing grants for the adjustment of sanitary and phytosanitary standards in developing countries to WTO rules (STDF).

The main source of funding for the WTO's technical and training assistance is the DDAGTF. Despite the fact that the inflows have been decreasing for several years, it is still the basic instrument of support for aid activities provided by the WTO. This is followed by contributions from the WTO core budget for technical and training assistance, and from other trust funds. This group includes funds for the sole purpose of implementing WTO technical assistance. However, unlike the DDAGTF, whose resources are at the disposal of the WTO, funds transferred from other WTO trust funds fall under mixed categories (multi-bi). Decisions about their destination are made by individual donors. This group includes the Scholarship program for LDCs financed by China, the French & Irish Mission Internship Program, the Netherlands Trainee Program, and the support fund for LDCs participation in the WTO Ministerial Conferences. In addition, there is another group of trusts fund where the WTO has an administrative role, such as the STDF, the EIF.

The challenge for the governance of a multilateral organization is the use of non-core resources (multi-bi). Their growing importance in financing aid activities leads to the phenomenon of bilateralization of multilateral aid system and limitation of the operational autonomy of multilateral institutions. Within the WTO, this tendency is not progressing to the same extent as in the case of other multilateral institutions, e.g., within the UN system. The problem of replacing funding from the core budget with multi-bi ones is relatively small. On the other hand, there is
a significant decrease in the inflow of funds from the DDAGTF, which is not being replaced by contributions from other WTO trust funds. On the other hand, funds for multilateral programs such as TFAF and STDF, related to the WTO to a different extent, are growing. This may be for at least two reasons. First, the decline in the donors’ interest in the activities provided by the WTO, which may be a consequence of difficulties in concluding the Doha Round. Secondly, due to the establishment of new initiatives (TFAF and STDT) and the need to supplement them with additional financial resources.

The best results of activities related to technical assistance undertaken by the WTO were achieved in the area of the participation of candidate countries in the accession negotiations. Application of the RBM instrument to coordinate and evaluate WTO activities provided more reliable data on planned results. However, considerable difficulties with obtaining information remain on the side of developing countries. Moreover, thanks to the RBM as well as the Progressive Learning Strategy, the training and course system was adapted to the staff capacity and financial resources of the WTO. Despite decreasing resources, the offer of courses was expanded, especially in the e-learning formula.

In the priority area, which is the implementation of WTO agreements by developing countries, some satisfactory results have been achieved, although much remains to be done. Improving the adoption of WTO regulations by developing countries does not depend only on the organization itself, but on cooperation with other multilateral institutions (WB, IMF, UN, OECD) and bilateral donors. It is for this reason that initiatives and programs co-established by the consortia of multilateral institutions can improve the harmonization of development cooperation activities. In the case of trade-related initiatives, the WTO acts as the oversight and administration body for joint initiatives. The transfer of knowledge and know-how in the field of international trade rules and principles, which result from the statutory functions of the WTO, creates opportunities for developing countries to make fuller use of trade. The activities undertaken by the WTO in this area are a significant complement to the activities carried out within the framework of a wider structure, i.e., multilateral development assistance.
The obligation for developing countries to adopt and apply WTO rules has proven to be one of the toughest challenges faced by the organization. Problems with the implementation of regulations relating to international trade resulted from high adjustment costs associated with the preparation of administrative apparatus, institutions or legislation, especially by LDCs. Extending trade liberalization to developing countries, nearly excluded from the process during the GATT period, was conditioned by the adoption of new WTO regulations and the initiation of cost-intensive reforms. This required additional support. Increasing the involvement of developing countries in trade did not depend solely on decisions made by the WTO. A comprehensive effort was needed from various multilateral aid and development institutions as well as bilateral donors. This gave rise to the idea of setting up an Aid for Trade (AFT) program to boost development in developing countries by mobilizing trade.

The starting point for launching the AFT was the concept of development cooperation and the focus of international development institutions on closer cooperation with beneficiary countries. The process of implementing principles of development cooperation in practice began. Its main assumption was the cooperation of various participants of aid system and providing support in accordance with needs of the recipients. This meant a shift away from aid in the strict sense to creating a comprehensive approach, supporting the implementation of reforms in various areas and with regard to the specific development needs. In the case of the AFT, these are trade-related areas, which include both sectors of the economy directly affecting trade (infrastructure, manufacturing) and those more loosely related to it (e.g., health, education). Due to the complex and extensive scope of activities needed, the AFT was created thanks to the involvement of a consortium of multilateral institutions, which included the WTO, IMF, WB, UNDP, UNCTAD, ITC and the OECD.
Both economic and political factors were responsible for establishing the AFT. The aim was to mobilize additional funds to support developing countries. It was about accepting greater liberalization commitments, which could lead to the erosion of their trade preferences. Moreover, there was a need to launch a coherent mechanism of coordination and monitoring of activities in a situation where the international aid system became more and more fragmented. The AFT was also expected to contribute to breaking the deadlock in the Doha Round negotiations and the adoption of the final agreement by WTO members.

The activities undertaken by the WTO in the context of AFT are of various nature. On the one hand, it is the implementation of the WTO’s statutory tasks, which include technical assistance, and on the other hand, the coordination and administration of the program. This chapter analyzes WTO’s activities under the AFT program. An attempt was also made to indicate the changing role of the organization in the field of international trade. In this case, the evolution of the WTO consists in broadening the activity and greater involvement in the implementation of WTO rules and regulations by less developed countries.

4.1. The Origins of the AFT

With the creation of the WTO, it was deemed necessary to establish cooperation between the newly established organization and multilateral aid institutions. In this way, it was intended to obtain financial support for WTO members in connection with their obligation to adopt and implement multilateral trade agreements. The idea was to create a mechanism called the Integrated Framework for Trade-Related Technical Assistance (in short: Integrated Framework, IF). At the WTO Ministerial Conference in Singapore in 1996, a decision was made to set up a program for LDCs by the WTO and five other multilateral aid and development institutions (IMF, ITC, UNCTAD, UNDP and WB). Its main task was to identify trade-related technical assistance needs. Over time, the IF structure has become an integral part of the AFT program.

The establishment of the IF was an important signal from institutional donors to change the approach to development aid. This meant that more attention was paid to issues related to developing countries’ trade capacity. In such an arrangement, trade would play a fundamental role in influencing growth and development while supporting other sectors of the economy. In the early 2000s, many developing country governments called for increased resources to stimulate economic growth. For instance, the UN Millennium Task Force argued that trade could make a significant
contribution to achieving the MDGs and reduce poverty by generating higher growth rates. The Commission for Africa was of a similar opinion (UN, 2005, pp. 13, 16, 37; Commission for Africa, 2005, p. 15).

Although many previous aid programs had an impact on trade development, this was not directly due to their inherent objectives, but more of their side effects (Hallaert, 2012, p. 5). Therefore, the IF was a reference point for the creation of later initiatives, especially the AFT. According to the concept of complementary policies, the potential benefits of trade cannot be effectively used without improving production capacity, reducing transport costs, increasing productivity in agriculture, developing the services market, and creating a good investment climate (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 593). The IF was an example of using of this type of approach in practice.

The IF became operational in October 1997. The aim was to establish new guidelines for the provision of technical assistance to LDCs. A platform for cooperation between multilateral institutions and bilateral donors was established, the participants of which were also recipient states from LDCs (Nielson, 2006, p. 328). It was supposed to be an instrument for identifying specific needs for trade capacity development of these countries. However, in the initial years of IF’s operation, the results of the undertaken activities were not satisfactory. First of all, this was due to the low financial resources of the Framework. It was not until the establishment of the IF Trust Fund in 2001 that funding could be increased. The IF fund resources were allocated to cover costs related to diagnosing commercial needs of LDCs for technical support and were not sufficient to finance technical assistance programs. The implementation of these tasks fell under the responsibility of traditional development aid allocation mechanisms (Hoekman, 2011, p. 5).

The IF was the first formal attempt to integrate development aid issues into the WTO structure. According to B. Hoekman, the idea came not from development agencies, but from a group of entities involved in the development of international trade (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 591). The same was true of the Joint Integrated Trade Assistance Program (JITAP), which served similar purposes to the IF, although targeting fewer developing countries and involving more than LDCs. In 2006, as a result of a change in the approach to development aid, the name of the IF initiative was changed to Enhanced Integrated Framework (EIF). To this end, an independent secretariat was established, an action program and a budget were adopted. It was recommended to establish a fund of USD 200–400 million.

The statutory tasks of the EIF are financed by a multilateral trust fund. The entity is governed by the United Nations Office for Project Services. The WTO is

---

37 The program was targeted at 16 African countries, 10 of which belonged to the LDCs group.
a member of the Council and also acts as the Secretariat that serves the EIF structure. Due to the limited financial resources and the way in which the EIF is managed, it is believed that it requires reform (Prowse, 2006, p. 255). Financing of the EIF’s tasks is based on long-term plans. In the first phase of the program, in the years 2009–2015, recipient countries received support in the amount of USD 140 690 million, despite the initial target of obtaining USD 250 million (UN, 2016a). In the second phase, in 2016–2022, donor countries committed to donate around USD 90 million (EIF, 2017). The initial seven-year budget was estimated at USD 274–320 million, and it is known by the end of this period that it will be difficult to raise the necessary funds.

The changes introduced to the EIF in 2006 were related to the necessity to extend the scope of responsibilities, which resulted from the commitments made by the international community with regard to increasing the effectiveness of development cooperation. The emphasis was placed on the long-term development of resources for technical assistance and capacity building, as well as strengthening the management structures and supervision of recipients over their development programs (principle of ownership). In addition, assistance to integrate trade into national development strategies and ensuring policy coherence and donor coordination remained a priority task.

Within the framework of the EIF, the following actions were committed (IMF, 2005, pp. 13–14; Nielson, 2006, p. 330):

- increasing financial resources and predictability of contributions (e.g., reducing the number of loans granted in favor of increasing preferential grants);
- strengthening the internal structures in the recipient country, which would be able to implement new solutions and support aid programs (e.g., appointment of executive units related to the state sector, but also to the private sector and civil society organizations);
- support for improving management in order to use funds from aid programs more effectively;
- pay more attention to needs of developing countries during the program preparation process;
- creating multi-annual technical assistance programs and building trade capacity (e.g., to strengthen major trade institutions, implement administrative and regulatory reforms, promote private sector initiatives);
- extending the scope of activities to include other less developed countries than just LDCs.

Within the structure of the EIF, the possibilities of cooperation between multilateral financial institutions, UN agencies, and the WTO were created. Each of them was assigned a specific role. The WTO was to be responsible for coordinating and
monitoring the implementation of trade rules and rules by developing countries. The other partners dealt with issues related to financing for development (IMF, WB) and harmonization of development policy and trade (UNDP, UNCTAD). Due to the growing number of entities involved, the challenge for the EIF was to maintain consistency between the activities under the AFT and the national development priorities of a given country (Prowse, 2006, p. 258). The goal is to maintain greater harmonization of efforts while committing donors to increasing aid.

4.2. Aims and Assumptions of the AFT

The need to mobilize special support for developing countries emerged immediately after the conclusion of the GATT Uruguay Round. When all members of the newly established WTO obligatory organization were obliged to accept WTO agreements, the vast majority of member states were unable to fulfill their obligations. This was due to structural and institutional constraints and the low competitiveness of their economies, but also to the lack of constant and regular support from multilateral institutions and bilateral donors.

The necessity to accept the rights and obligations contained in the WTO agreements was associated with high implementation costs. Even if it was found that the adopted WTO regulations were beneficial for developing countries, the costs associated with the implementation of the agreements could be disproportionately greater than the potential gains (Finger, Schuler, 2000). Poor countries were unable to take full advantage of market opportunities due to their lack of competitiveness of their economies and the inability to cover the adjustment costs arising in the process of adopting new rules. As a result, developing countries made demands to mobilize additional funds to overcome constraints and increase their capability to reap benefits of international trade. Further assurances by WTO member states that they would make efforts to help implement the regulations were no longer sufficient (Hallaert, 2015, p. 3). The establishment of the AFT made it possible to bring together different types of development assistance activities – from training negotiators to mechanisms to integrate markets in a coherent trade development strategy.

The basis of the AFT was an approach based on the integration of less developed countries with the world economy through trade policy liberalization. The main purpose of aid was to support developing countries in overcoming difficulties related to trade and their integration into the international trading system. At the beginning of the 1990s, the attention of international institutions dealing with development aid was shifted towards close cooperation with recipient countries by
creating national strategies for reducing poverty (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 593). The emerging concept of development cooperation was additionally reinforced by the adoption of the MDGs in 2000. One of the points of the Goal 8 (MDGs) was a commitment to develop an accessible, clear regulated, predictable and non-discriminatory commercial and financial system for all, taking into account special needs of LDCs, in particular increasing access to markets of developed countries, reducing debts, improving development assistance. The result was not only a growth in aid expenditures, but most of all efforts to increase its effectiveness in meeting development needs.

In line with the theoretical assumption adopted in Chapter I, the AFT reflects the concept of complementary policies. The formula consisting in comprehensive support for various areas of the economy with an emphasis on trade development. However, more trade does not necessarily lead to an increase in national income or a reduction in poverty, but it is the result of a whole set of economic, social, and political conditions that influence development. Trade should be supported by additional channels which, by influencing it, contribute to the achievement of the assumed goals. The most important channels of influence on the sphere of trade include investments and production capacity, but also the construction of infrastructure and the financial sector as well as areas related to production (Hallaert, 2010, pp. 32–33). Therefore, the aim of the AFT was to mobilize those channels which, by influencing trade, contribute to the achievement of development goals, i.e., stimulating economic growth and reducing poverty. The range of complementary policies can be wide, which indirectly shapes business environment and increases the impact of the AFT.

Within the concept of interrelated policies that can have the greatest impact on the development of trade, the policies relating to investment, infrastructure construction and productive capacity building are distinguished. Education and research policies, as well as those related to institution building and regulation, play a much smaller role. Although some empirical studies provide evidence of their direct relationship with trade, their scope and impact are limited in the AFT.

The AFT initiative was neither a new development fund nor a new category of aid. In 1997 the aforementioned EIF structure was established. In the regional dimension, the Joint Integrated Technical Assistance Program for Africa (JITAPA) has operated since 1998. In most cases these activities were dispersed, and the impact difficult to assess. Therefore, it was decided to establish a coherent and integrated AFT program.
4.3. Scope and Categories of the AFT

The AFT is part of regular development aid belonging to ODA (WTO/OECD, 2009, p. 52). It includes government transfers provided by state or local government institutions to aid recipient countries on the official OECD–DAC list. The emphasis is placed on the concessional nature of loans granted to developing countries in the form of grants, as well as the regular and timely reporting the amount and categories of aid provided. In this context, WTO activities meet the requirements and qualify as ODA. In practice, the implementation of tasks is carried out by three entities closely institutionally related to the WTO. These are the Advisory Center on WTO Law, the Doha Development Agenda Global Trust Fund and the International Trade Center (OECD, 2010a, p. 57).

The program was founded on postulates to improve the development aid system (the Monterrey Consensus, OECD High-Level Forums, the Paris Declaration) (Hynes, Holden, 2013, pp. 3, 8; Hallaert, 2012, p. 2). It was related both to the increase of financial obligations for ODA to the level of 0.7% of GNI, but also the reorganization of international aid system and the application of the principle of ownership and accountability of aid recipients as well as the results-based management mechanism (RBM). Decisions on the establishment of AFT were taken by heads of state and government at the G-8 forum in May 2005 and in a joint IMF-WB meeting in March and September 2005. Only the confirmation of the possibility of finding additional funds by international financial institutions (IMF and WB) directly contributed to the commencement of the program (IMF, 2005, pp. 8–9). The official inauguration took place in December 2005 at the WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong. In fact, the program started operating in January 2006.

The AFT importance grew as difficulties emerged with the Doha Round agreement and the convincing of developing countries to make concessions. The intention was to send a clear signal that the involvement of developing countries in trade liberalization would be backed by additional financial resources to cover adjustment costs. The guarantee of additional aid in the form of the AFT was to encourage them to participate more in trade negotiations and accept the agreement (Kopiński, 2009, pp. 33–40). Moreover, the assurance of support for less developed countries was included in the WTO Doha Ministerial Declaration, which recognized the need to enhance “(...) support for technical assistance and capacity building (...)” (WTO, 2001b, part 21).

Under the leadership of the WTO, the international WTO Task Force was established, which prepared recommendations on how to implement the AFT and strengthen the development dimension of the Doha Round (Hynes, Holden, 2013,
The Task Force included representatives of the EU, the United States, Japan, Brazil, China, and India, as well as the chairmen of negotiating groups or coalitions operating within the WTO, i.e., the ACP, Africa, and LDCs. Additionally, special advisory groups were established within the OECD, IMF, and the World Bank. Since the concept of trade-based aid programs was not new, the AFT program was expected to be more effective (Stiglitz, Charlton, 2012, p. 11). Therefore, the main goal was to mobilize additional funds, but without creating new mechanisms to handle them. A decision was made to use the available instruments or to modify them within the founding organizations of AFT. The OECD and the WTO took care of the administration and monitoring of activities. According to the objective of the WTO Task Force, activities undertaken within the framework of AFT were to be closely related to the development programs of the state or region, as well as the national development strategy of the beneficiary country. The AFT included, in line with the concept of complementary policies, the following areas:

- technical assistance on trade policy and regulation (e.g., providing assistance in preparing trade strategies, negotiating trade agreements, and implementing their outcomes);
- assistance in building trade-related infrastructure (e.g., building roads, ports, telecommunications networks that connect local markets to the global economy);
- assistance in capacity building (supporting the private sector to exploit its competitive advantage, diversifying exports, stimulating investments in those sectors that give an opportunity to diversify the export structure and achieve comparative advantages);
- assistance related to adjustment costs resulting from trade liberalization (e.g., costs resulting from a decrease in tariff revenues or the removal of certain trade preferences);
- other development and trade-related needs, if identified as trade-related development priorities in partner countries’ national development strategies (WTO/OECD, 2009, p. 53).

Within the AFT structure, the formula of undertaking actions aimed at launching specific support was relatively complex. First, the reference points were the areas of support (in terms of trade policy and regulation, capacity building, etc.). Second, the preparatory stage for the selection of support areas consisted of several elements: diagnosis of the recipient country’s trade, extensive evaluation of its trade and preparation of a matrix of priority needs. Third, the final selection of development needs in order to prepare the AFT offer had to be in line with the recipient’s programming document, i.e., the Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers, and be preceded by extensive consultations with bilateral and multilateral donors.
From the WTO perspective, the most important goal of the AFT Initiative was to mobilize additional assistance to developing countries to engage more in the Doha Round negotiations and to commit to further trade liberalization. In the WTO Ministerial Declaration, adopted in Hong Kong in December 2005, it was assumed that the AFT should aim to help LDCs “to build the supply-side capacity and trade-related infrastructure that they need to assist them to implement and benefit from WTO Agreements and more broadly to expand their trade” (WTO, 2005b, par. 57). The WTO recognized that the platform for cooperation between major financial institutions, i.e., the IMF, the World Bank, regional development banks and the OECD was an effective incentive to increase financial commitments for trade-related programs (WTO, 2006a). The aim was therefore to increase the effectiveness of support through the inflow of more funds and to expand the scale of available instruments and mechanisms of financial and technical support.

The definition of activities classified as AFT was created on the principles adopted in the Paris Declaration. It was agreed that programs and projects could be treated as the AFT if they were included in the trade-related development priorities under the national development strategies of the recipient country (WTO, 2006c). The AFT activities fell into the following categories:

- trade policy and regulations,
- trade and development,
- capacity building,
- trade-related infrastructure,
- trade-related adjustment activities,

The adoption of a wide range of AFT activities has been beneficial from the perspective of recipient countries. Developing countries have opted for a variety of programs going beyond technical assistance and covering various economic sectors. The recommendations of the Task Force emphasized that “the scope of Aid for Trade should be defined in a way that is broad enough to reflect diverse trade needs of individual countries” (WTO, 2006c, par. D).

### 4.4. Coordination and Monitoring of the AFT

The main task of the WTO under the AFT is to coordinate and monitor activities undertaken by its participants, both on the donor and recipient side. Together with the OECD, the WTO supervises and assesses the progress of the program. For this purpose, two basic tools are used:
The decision to launch both tools was made by WTO members at a joint OECD/WTO meeting in May 2007. The aim of the adopted formula for monitoring the AFT was “to promote dialogue and encourage all key actors to honor commitments, meet local needs, improve effectiveness and reinforce mutual accountability [which in turn it may] create incentives, through enhanced transparency, scrutiny and dialogue” (WTO, 2009, par. 16). The approach was based on greater transparency of operation, control, and access to information on the AFT. This was connected with taking two types of actions: including trade in aid programs aimed at the development of various sectors of the economy and improving the coherence of operations and coordination of the AFT with other aid programs targeted at developing countries (WTO, 2009, par. 16).

The CRS is a database covering approximately 90% of ODA flows. It was established in 1967 to collect information on ODA and other official financial flows directed to developing countries. It has become the main tool for tracking AFT commitments and disbursements and has replaced the WTO's trade-related technical assistance and capacity building database (TCBD) which was previously used to analyze technical assistance flows.

In addition to the CRS, the DAC maintains another database on ODA, known as “DAC statistics”. The main differences are that the DAC data focuses on the overall ODA cash flows, while the CRS contains more detailed data such as individual projects. In general, the information from both databases should match, but there may be some discrepancies, especially in the historical data, and also in some aggregates reported as contributions, while in the CRS report they may reflect actual expenses. Currently, the DAC Secretariat maintains a single set of rules for flow reporting that applies to both the DAC and CRS. This enables aggregation of data from both sources.

Due to the necessity to adjust the AFT categories to those applicable in the CRS, there were numerous misunderstandings. The biggest differences occurred in the case of data relating to the category of technical assistance and regulation. The CRS used five codes to qualify activities in this area, while the TCBD database had 20 (OECD, Aid for Trade: CRS). The five subcategories of technical assistance and regulation in the CRS are:
- trade policy and administrative management,
- trade facilitation,
- regional trade agreements,
- multilateral trade negotiations,
- trade education/training.
Slightly smaller differences were found in the area of infrastructure. In the CRS, it is an economic infrastructure, while the term trade-related infrastructure was introduced into the AFT. On the other hand, the AFT category of “trade and development” was included in the CRS in the category related to the construction of production potential (see Table 11). The exception is that the CRS does not have a category called “other trade-related needs.” It concerns those projects which are not directly related to trade, but are eligible for AFT, provided that some part of them had an impact on improving trade capacity. Examples include projects in the field of education and health.

Including the AFT in ODA meant that it was up to the donors to decide what part of their resources may be qualified to the AFT or be entirely ODA. The question concerns the issue of separating the AFT component from the overall ODA, i.e., whether the aid providers are able to identify the component of the infrastructure project that clearly contributes to the improvement of the commercial potential and fits within the scope of the AFT. Practice shows that the distinction between the AFT and ODA is difficult to implement (ICTSD, 2012; Srinivasan, 2009, p. 116). The data show that around 20–30% of total ODA belongs to the AFT. In the initial years of the AFT operation, this result was on average about 20%, and in 2015 it approached the level of 30% of AFT in total ODA (WTO/OECD, 2017, p. 493).

Table 11. Differences Between the Categories Under the AFT and the CRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFT</th>
<th>CRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trade policy and regulations</td>
<td>Technical assistance for trade policy and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and trade</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade-related infrastructure</td>
<td>Economic infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive capacity building (including trade development)</td>
<td>Productive capacity building (including trade development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade-related adjustment</td>
<td>Trade-related adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other trade-related needs</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study.

The second tool for controlling and evaluating the AFT are periodic reviews issued in the form of the Aid for Trade Global Review. The results of the initiative implementation are presented at a meeting organized at the WTO headquarters in Geneva. In 2007, the first AFT Global Review was held with representatives from donor states, multilateral organizations, NGOs, and the private sector. The last of the AFT Reviews analyzed in the book is from 2017 (Table 12). Published biennially, the Review analyzes, evaluates and forecasts the development of the AFT. It is the result of cooperation between the WTO and OECD in the AFT monitoring exercise.
The AFT progress assessment is based on questionnaires completed by donors and recipients. In addition to traditional donors (members of the DAC and multilateral intergovernmental organizations on the official DAC list), representatives of regional organizations and donors from third countries can participate in the Review. The participants themselves report and evaluate the activities they have undertaken. An additional source of information are case stories that were included in the Review in 2011. These are reports of AFT participants (from different regions, with different status and income levels) who share their knowledge about the positive and negative effects of the AFT. The authors of the reports are predominantly recipients from developing countries themselves, but also bilateral donors and multilateral institutions. On the basis of the case study, the WTO and OECD prepare regional reports on the implementation of AFT tasks in Africa, Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean (WTO/OECD, 2017). All information collected in the reports is the basis for identifying new areas of activity and creating plans for the coming years.

Table 12. Responses Submitted under the WTO/OECD Aid for Trade Monitoring Exercise, 2007–2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of donor responses (bilateral and multilateral)</th>
<th>Number of responses on the recipients’ side</th>
<th>Number of donors from developing countries under the South-South cooperation</th>
<th>Regional economic communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Aid for Trade 1st Global Review</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Aid for Trade at a Glance 2009: Maintaining Momentum</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Aid for Trade at a Glance 2011: Showing Results</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Aid for Trade at a Glance 2013: Connecting to Value Chains</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Aid for Trade at a Glance 2015: Reducing trade costs for inclusive, sustainable growth</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Aid for Trade at a Glance 2017 Promoting Trade, Inclusiveness and Connectivity for Sustainable Development</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

260 case stories were presented in the Aid for Trade Global Review (WTO/OECD, 2011a).
In the first AFT review, the main challenge for the WTO and OECD was the low participation of representatives from developing countries in the survey. In the 2007 global report, they came from eight beneficiary countries (WTO/OECD, 2007). Traditional aid donors and multilateral organizations were strongly represented, and practically absent – representatives of developing countries, regional institutions, and NGOs (see Table 12). The activation of other groups and participants of development aid took place only after the adoption of the Paris Declaration and the Accra Agenda for Action. The turning point was the High-Level Forum (HLF-4) in Busan (2011), at which the contribution and role of donors from the South, regional economic institutions and the private sector were formally recognized. Accordingly, in subsequent AFT Reviews not only an increase in the participation of recipients was noted, but also of donors from developing countries (not belonging to the DAC) and regional economic groups (WTO/OECD, 2009, 2011a).

Oversight of the implementation of the AFT has been integrated into the WTO Trade Policy Review Mechanism (TPRM). Through TPRM, the organization regularly evaluates the trade policy and related areas in its member states. The AFT section replaced the previous item, which was dedicated to the evaluation of TA activities directed only to LDCs. In the new version, all developing countries covered by the AFT are subject to supervision under TPRM (Agboghoroma, Busse, Falatik, Hoekstra, Königer, Koopman, Kühne, Roloff, 2009, p. 34). By taking such steps, the WTO was to ensure greater coherence of action between the three policy areas related to the AFT: trade, development, and financial policy (WTO, 2006b, 2006c). Consequently, the WTO emerged as an institution seeking to coordinate and oversee the various types of trade support activities.

### 4.5. Financing of the AFT

The activities taken under the AFT fall under ODA. The ODA flow data is broken down into two categories: commitments and disbursements. A commitment is a written confirmation from the government or other public institution to provide financial support in a specified amount. These resources are transferred, in accordance with agreed conditions and for a clearly defined purpose, directly to the recipient country or through a multilateral institution (agency). This allows one to track donors’ intentions and monitor their spending and provides guidance on planning aid activities. The amount of commitments changes with the evolution of the donors’ aid policy, which reflects their political propensity to provide aid. Commitments to multilateral institutions are reported as the sum of any disbursements in the year
not previously reported as commitments, but also as expected disbursements in the subsequent year. They are deemed to have been incurred on the date of signing the loan or donation agreement.

Disbursement, in turn, is understood as the transfer of funds, i.e., their allocation to the disposal of the recipient country or multilateral institution, but also in the case of mobilization of expenditure related to internal activities for development aid purposes (e.g., for refugees). This payment shows actual development aid expenditures each year. They reflect real intentions of donors, and thus the implementation of their aid policy. Disbursement accurately reflects the scale of aid from the recipient’s point of view (OECD, 2016, pp. 33–34).

The analysis of commitments and disbursements is the primary source of information on the provision of aid, but also a considerable challenge for researchers of the subject. Commitments are often long-term, and subsequent payments are spread over several years. In the DAC statistical data even multi-year commitments are recorded in full in the year in which they were reported. Therefore, it is reasonable to present their average levels, which limits fluctuations. This means that subsequent disbursements refer to previously reported commitments that are registered annually, i.e., in the years in which they are transferred from donors to recipients. The actual increase in aid allocation is therefore only visible as disbursements after a few years. Consequently, the level of expenditure in a given year cannot be directly compared to commitments made in the same year as disbursements usually relate to commitments recorded in previous years. For this reason, there are often different figures for the same years, published at successive interval (OECD DAC Financing for...).

**Figure 23. AFT Commitments and Disbursements, 2006–2016 (USD billion, 2016 Constant Prices)**

Source: OECD, 2017d.
From the beginning of the AFT, an increase in expenditure has been evident. Between 2002–2005 and 2015, aggregate commitments increased from USD 25.2 billion to over USD 55 billion per year. This means a growth in real terms by 120%. On the expenditure side, this was a surge from USD 19.3 billion to over USD 40 billion. In 2016, a decrease was recorded for the first time compared to the previous year. Commitments were lower by approximately 5% and amounted to over USD 51.2 billion, while disbursements were down 8% and amounted to USD 38.8 billion. Overall, AFT disbursements totaled USD 342 350 billion between 2006 and 2016.

The dynamics of changes regarding the funds allocated to LDCs was directly proportional to the total level of commitments under the AFT (Figure 23). The largest AFT donors among multilateral institutions include the WB, EU, AsDB, AfDB, and the IDB. Among bilateral donors, Japan ranks first, followed by the United States, Germany, and South Korea (Figure 24). In turn, the main recipients of AFT funds are India, Vietnam, Turkey, Egypt, Pakistan, Indonesia, China, and Brazil (Figure 25).

Figure 24. The Largest Donors of AFT, Disbursements, 2006–2016 (USD million, 2016 Constant Prices)

About 146 developing countries benefited from AFT support in 2006–2016. Most funds were directed to lower-middle income countries (around 36%) and to LDCs (28%) in Asia and Africa (WTO, 2018b, p. 151).

Among the basic categories of AFT, most funds are allocated to goals related to the development of economic infrastructure, and the least to trade policy and regulations (see Figure 26). In 2006–2015, the share of disbursements related to the development of economic infrastructure accounted for 52.4% of the AFT, which
corresponded to USD 129 billion, in terms of building productive capacity it was 44.5% (USD 109.6 billion), and in the sphere of trade policy and regulation – 3.1% (USD 7.6 billion) (WTO/OECD, 2015, p. 13). Compared to the base period, designated for the years 2002–2005, the share of the framework has decreased the AFT in the category of capacity building, trade policy and regulations, while commitments and disbursements in the field of economic infrastructure grew.

**Figure 25. Main Beneficiaries under the AFT, Disbursements, 2006–2016 (USD million, 2016 Constant Prices)**

![Bilateral flows undefined recipients](image)

- **India**: 21,513 million
- **Vietnam**: 20,231 million
- **Turkey**: 16,957 million
- **Egypt**: 10,189 million
- **Morocco**: 9,539 million
- **Indonesia**: 7,924 million
- **China**: 6,244 million
- **Brazil**: 3,350 million


**Figure 26. Commitments and Disbursements under the AFT by Category, 2002/2005–2015 (USD billion, 2015 Constant Prices)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Economic infrastructure</th>
<th>Building productive capacity</th>
<th>Trade policy and regulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002-2005</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-2008</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-2011</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-2014</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commitments</th>
<th>Trade policy and regulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAC countries</td>
<td>14 009.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countries</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AfDB</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab Fund (AFESD)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AsDB</td>
<td>729.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EIF)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE institutions</td>
<td>2367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>236.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Development Bank</td>
<td>185.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITC</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNECE</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNECAP</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNECWA</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>4360.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other institutions</td>
<td>263.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>8300.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22 310.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2006–2008, the share of the category relating to trade policy and regulations in total AFT amounted to 3.4%, and in 2015 it lowered to 2% (in the case of disbursement it was 3.2% and 2.5% respectively). On the other hand, the share of commitments under the category of “economic infrastructure” increased from 53.4% in 2006–2008 to 59% in 2015 (WTO/OECD, 2017, p. 493).

Since the inception of the AFT, the involvement of the WTO in terms of financial outlays has remained at a low level. It is about funds allocated to the purposes of technical assistance and trade capacity building of developing countries. Compared to the funds managed by the World Bank, regional development banks, UN and EU institutions, the financial contributions of the WTO are relatively modest (see Table 13). Almost all WTO resources are allocated to the “trade policy and regulations” category. The average annual level of commitments and in 2002/2005–2015 was around USD 12 million. The exceptions were the years 2010 and 2008, when the level of commitments amounted to USD 18 million and USD 20 million, respectively. The exception was 2016, when there was a sharp increase in pledges and disbursements to nearly USD 23 million (Figure 27). It was largely due to the newly adopted Trade Facilitation Agreement and the desire to inject funds into special support facility for developing countries (TFAF). In the subsequent year, both indicators returned to their standard levels of around USD 12 million.

**Figure 27.** WTO Commitments Under the AFT, 2006–2016 (USD million, 2016 Constant Prices)

Outside of the AFT category – trade policy and regulations, WTO resources are diverted to a very limited extent. Little activity was shown in the field of building productive capacity (Figure 28) (OECD–DAC, 2018). In the CRS, the category related to trade policy and regulations consists of five subcategories, among which the one
related to courses and training enjoys the greatest support from the WTO. This fact is not surprising given the importance of technical and training assistance as the main instrument of the WTO’s support to developing countries. The remaining types of AFT are of less interest to the organization.

Figure 28. WTO Engagement in “Trade Policy and Regulations” Category, 2002/2005–2016 (USD million, 2016 Constant Prices)

At the root of this situation is the specific role of the WTO in terms of trade. The organization has no mandate to provide ODA in the form of loans and grants, as is the case of other multilateral institutions (IMF, WB, EU). Technical assistance provided by the WTO is not a transfer of funds to developing countries. This also results in a relatively small WTO core budget for technical assistance, amounting to around CHF 4.5 million annually (around 2.5% of the total WTO budget). The tasks performed by the WTO within the framework of AFT come down to the performance of TRTA activities as well as the supervision and evaluation of the AFT implementation process. In the first case, these are courses and trainings organized by the WTO Secretariat, in the second – control, monitoring, and evaluation of activities, which are presented in the form of the AFT Global Review. Together with the OECD, the organization evaluates the actions taken and makes forecasts.

4.6. Achievements and Limitations of the AFT

The assessment of the AFT initiative is ambiguous. Despite its clearly stated objective, the evidence of its direct impact in improving trade performance is relatively modest. Different views are based on the global reach of the AFT and the variety of programs related in various ways to development of trade. The attempt to evaluate the program was based on the analysis of two issues:

- broad definition of the AFT,
- mobilization of additional financial resources for development assistance purposes.

Both issues are closely related. The accumulation of additional funds was possible thanks to adopting a broad definition, and thus including various activities into the scope of the AFT, which in turn encouraged and mobilized a large group of donors and recipients to cooperate (Hallaert, 2012, p. 18; Hynes, Holden, 2013, p. 13; 2016, p. 605).

The broad definition of the AFT allowed for the inclusion of various participants and donors in one program. As a result, considerable funds were accumulated relatively quickly, which could be transferred to support reforms in various areas of the economy, with an emphasis on the sphere of trade. This approach was in line with the concept of complementary policies. However, the loose attitude to the issue of the AFT’s scope had consequences for the further development of the program and its practical operation in accordance with the adopted assumptions. As for the first point, the WTO’s desire to expand the scope of programs qualified as the AFT led to a situation where tasks related to the development of trade were financed to a small extent. On the other hand, the broad definition made it possible to maintain or increase the involvement of both traditional donors centered in the OECD–DAC as well as new ones from developing countries.

In practice, both donors and recipients of aid had problems with the correct qualification of tasks and resources to the relevant AFT categories. As intended, the aim was to improve trade capacity, but in reality, it was difficult to define a priori what constituted only aid to trade and distinguish it from what contributed only slightly to this objective. Theoretically, at the stage of preparation of the recommendations by the Task Force, this distinction seemed justified, but it did not work in practice. For instance, an infrastructure project could serve both to improve trade capacity as well as contribute to the achievement of other development goals. In OECD terminology (in the CRS), no trade-related infrastructure projects were distinguished from those serving more general economic purposes (OECD Explanatory Note...). This was due to the different approach of donors and recipients of aid. The donor countries were
not able to determine the potential effects of the program in a given sector, and it was in the interest of the recipients to include in the program as many different tasks as possible, the relationship of which with trade was ambiguous.

It is believed that due to the broad interpretation of the AFT’s scope, the data on financial flows are overestimated (Hallaert, 2012, p. 9; Hynes, Holden 2016, p. 613). A large part of the reason for this is that Aid for Trade is part of ODA and therefore donors may have qualified the same activities for ODA and as AFT. The problem with distinguishing types of aid programs is particularly visible at the local level in recipient countries. According to the recipients’ assessment, aid concerned broadly understood development goals, and to a small extent was related to the development of trade (Delpeuch, Jouanjean, Le Vernoy, Messerlin, Orliac, 2010, pp. 5–6). For officials and activists involved in aid, it often did not matter which programs the funds came from. This is evidenced by the information contained in the questionnaires carried out for the purposes of the AFT Global Review. For example, in a 2009 report, several representatives of LDCs reported a lack of funding from AFT programs, although according to the donor report they had been transferred (WTO/OECD, 2009, pp. 38–39).

Different assessments result from a different approach to achieving the AFT objectives. It is about finding evidence that there has been a real mobilization of resources under the AFT and whether the implementation of the AFT program has resulted in increased trade benefits or reduced transaction costs for developing countries. As highlighted in the WTO Action Plan, “mobilizing additional, predictable, sustainable and effective financing remains at the heart of the Aid-for-Trade initiative” (WTO, 2011a, p. 3). On the other hand, the 2011 AFT Global Review stated that the assessing progress in mobilizing resources “has increased substantially, although its distribution among developing countries remains uneven” (WTO/OECD, 2011a, p. 47). In a consequence, the evaluation seemed to be vague, conditioned by overall economic situation and the financial crisis of 2008. Nevertheless, only in the light of increasing in funding, the AFT can be considered a success. Since its launch, the level of donations has increased, reaching approximately USD 54 billion in 2015. In 2015, commitments were over 120% higher than in 2002–2005, and disbursements in real terms rose by over 10% annually. Nevertheless, the impact of the 2008+ economic crisis on the amount of spending for development purposes was significant. After a period of growth of 28% in 2008, contributions to the AFT in the following years grew by only 2% (Hallaert, 2012, p. 8). After 2011, they increased steadily.

If it is assumed that the AFT generated more financial resources, the question remains whether they were really additional or not increased at the expense of other aid programs. According to J. Stiglitz and A. Charlton (2012, pp. 12–13),
these were not additional outlays. A different position was presented by W. Hynes and P. Holden, who stated that additional funds had been raised and that they had not been transferred from other programs (Hynes, Holden, 2013, p. 14). This hypothesis is supported by an example concerning the share of AFT in total ODA, which in the years 2002/2005–2011 was on the average level of about 30%. This means that the vast majority of aid funds that were directed to economic sectors (production and economic infrastructure), did not come from the pool of funds allocated to the health or education. The latter were supplied with additional funds. It follows that the inclusion of AFT in ODA had a positive impact on the issue of resource mobilization and greater activation of traditional bilateral and multilateral donors, but also new donors from developing countries (Lammersen, Roberts, 2015, p. 21). However, the assessment of the AFT initiative may be different in the event of a decrease in ODA expenditure as in 2011 (excluding the debt relief category).

Another question is what impact the AFT has on increasing trade benefits for developing countries. Empirical research has confirmed the great potential and possibilities of the AFT’s influence both at the micro and macro levels (Velde, 2003). The positive but mixed impact of ODA funds on infrastructure improvement, private sector recovery and trade policy improvement was indicated. At the same time, however, it was emphasized that the effects may be different. This may depend on the type of AFT activities and the depth of changes brought about by their intervention, as well as on the income level of the targeted sector and the geographical region of the recipient country. For instance, E. Ferro, A. Portugal-Perez, J. Wilson (2012, p. 11) found that an increase in aid by 10% in the sectors of transport, information and communication technology, energy and banking services was associated with an increase of 2%, 3%, 6.8%, and 4.7% in exports of goods from recipient countries.

Overall, the most positive impact of AFT in improving trade performance was seen in the economic infrastructure sphere and within categories of trade policy and regulations. The least amount of evidence was found in sectors related to production (Cadot, Fernandes, Gourdon, Mattoo, 2011, p. 9). The sector studies showed considerable differences within the same AFT category. For example, the greatest gains related to infrastructure construction were recorded in mining and energy, and the smallest in tourism and food exports (Cali, Velde, 2010, p. 738). In this way one can explain, among others, the increase in AFT disbursements in the sphere of economic infrastructure.

A relatively large potential in terms of influencing the development of trade was noted in the category of trade policy and regulations, especially in the area of trade facilitation (Cali, Velde, 2010, p. 725). It is assumed that the implementation of unified and simplified regulations on trade facilitation by developing countries would
allow them to reduce transaction costs in exports and imports in a relatively short time (Agboghoroma, 2009, pp. 35–36). It mainly concerns administrative services and customs procedures related to packing, loading, storage and transportation of goods. In research, empirical evidence confirmed the possibility of achieving relatively large benefits with low expenditure in the field of trade facilitation. M. C. Helble, C. L. Mann and J. S. Wilson (2012) studied the results of trade flows within various AFT categories, i.e., related to trade policy reform and regulations, capacity building, and economic infrastructure. These authors proved that a 1% increase in trade facilitation aid could boost global trade by USD 415 million. In turn, M. Cali, D. W. Velde (2010, p. 738) showed that the increase in aid amounting to USD 390 000 is associated with a reduction of the cost of imported goods in one container at the level of USD 82. Research has shown that relatively small amounts of aid earmarked for trade policy and regulatory reforms have a greater impact on increasing trade flows (Helble et al., 2012) or reducing trade costs (Cali, Velde, 2010) than channeled aid as part of major projects for the development of production potential or infrastructure.

Examination of the role of the WTO within the AFT boils down mainly to the assessment of activities undertaken by the organization within the framework of the OECD-WTO monitoring exercise. The evaluation covers both the biennial AFT Global Review, prepared jointly with the OECD, and the OECD CRS used for the analysis of financial flows. On the one hand, the materials collected in the Global Review are a valuable source of information on the perception of the AFT, and on the other hand, they raise concerns about the preparation process and methodology of data collection (Cali, Velde, 2010, p. 726). The primary objection is that donors and recipients themselves evaluate and report on their involvement with the program, and the case stories attached to the Review are essentially uncritical and express an enthusiastic attitude towards the initiative. Although AFT beneficiaries pointed out some shortcomings, none of the parties involved was interested in disclosing negative information (WTO/OECD, 2011b, p. 7). In some countries, the need to improve the hitherto activities under the AFT has only been signaled (Lammersen, Roberts, 2015, p. 15).

On the other hand, the use of the CRS for AFT purposes already operating within the OECD allowed for the collection of comparable data in a relatively short time and saved resources. The joint decision of the WTO and the Task Force not to set up a trust fund to operate the AFT and the control mechanism was well received. The creation of additional institutions and further fragmentation of the international aid system were avoided. The WTO has become the pivotal center responsible for coordinating and monitoring the conduct of the AFT.
4.7. Summary

The AFT is an aid framework program that emphasizes the development of trade potential to accelerate economic growth and reduce poverty in developing countries. It is part of ODA and its share is estimated at around 30%. On the donor side, participants in the program are multilateral institutions as well as individual donors. The AFT is a structure covering a wide range of activities, which is divided into three basic categories: trade policy and regulations, productive capacity building, economic development and infrastructure, as well as two complementary ones: trade-related adjustment and other trade-related needs. Overall, the program combines both traditional trade-related technical assistance measures as well as those related to the development of economic infrastructure, building productive capacity, and the adaptation of businesses and households to changes brought about by trade liberalization.

The WTO is the leading institution supervising the performance of AFT tasks and promoting its development, however in terms of contribution to AFT spending, the organization’s role is marginal. Financial support mainly falls into the category of “trade policy and regulations” through the Doha Development Agenda Global Trust Fund. This is due to the strictly defined role of the WTO in the international trading system, which boils down to creating the rules of international trade. The organization has no mandate to provide development aid in the form of loans and grants qualified as ODA, as is the case with other multilateral institutions (IMF, WB, EU).

The role that the WTO plays in the AFT comes to three types of activity:

- first, it is the role of the advocate and catalyst for action; the organization disseminates knowledge about the program, conducts a debate, as well as plans and forecasts activities; the work is coordinated by the Committee on Trade and Development;
- second, the WTO is responsible for implementing the Aid for Trade Work Program; the work is carried out through Trade-Related Technical Assistance, but also through joint programs with other multilateral organizations; these include the Standards and Trade Development Facility, the Joint Integrated Technical Assistance Program and the Enhanced and Integrated Framework;
- third, the WTO monitors and evaluates AFT activities; for this purpose, the AFT Global Review prepared by the WTO and OECD is used, which includes an analysis of financial flows, as well as an assessment and forecasts of AFT development; the basic source of data on financial flows is the CRS. Each publication of the results of the Aid for Trade at a Glance report is an opportunity to start an international
discussion on the AFT operation with the participation of representatives of donors and recipients of aid, both on the side of state governments, NGOs, the private sector, and local activists.

The assessment of the AFT in terms of its main goals is ambiguous. From a political point of view, the launch of the program to accelerate negotiations and complete the Doha Round was unsuccessful. Developing countries were reluctant to accept liberalization commitments and give up their trade preferences. The economic aspects of the AFT implementation were assessed much better. Most of the authors stated that thanks to the initiative it was possible to mobilize additional financial resources and direct them to goals related to the development of trade capability. However, the effects were not the same even within one category. It depended on the type of the AFT project, sector, industry, or region. The best results were obtained in the category related to the construction of economic infrastructure. Relatively high potential to influence the development of trade was noticed under the category of “trade policy and regulations,” especially in the area of trade facilitation. In connection with the adoption in 2017 of the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement, greater involvement on the part of aid recipients is expected, i.e., the implementation of the TFA rules and the mobilization of additional financial resources by aid donors.
A set of rules called special and differential treatment for developing countries (SDT) is an enduring component of the multilateral trading system. It was built and developed under the GATT and then taken over by the WTO. The SDT system is based on the assumption of preferential treatment of less developed countries in their adoption and implementation of WTO agreements. It is therefore a certain form of assistance aimed at integrating developing countries into the international trading system.

The adoption of SDT under the GATT meant that developing countries were granted the right to be treated differently in trade relations than other parties to the GATT. It was the introduction of the GSP to the GATT agenda, which in practice meant exempting developing countries from application of Art. I of the GATT, i.e., the most-favored-nation clause (MFN). Contrary to the original assumptions, this kind of aid mechanism for less developed countries did not bring them significant benefits. Preferences in SDT contributed to the limited involvement of developing countries within the multilateral trading system, as it gave them the opportunity to take advantage of many exceptions and exemptions from adopted principles and rules. Accordingly, the maintenance of SDT in their current form or attempts to introduce

---

39 The distinction between commercial principles and rules results from the adopted theoretical formula, which was explained in the Introduction to the study. The international trading system under the auspices of the WTO is treated as an international regime where principles, norms, and rules as well as decision-making procedures are justified. For example, the WTO rules assume that global welfare will be maximized through free trade in line with the principle of non-discrimination in international economic transactions. The principle of world trade liberalization underlies the establishment of the organization. The rules, on the other hand, operate at a lower level of generality than rules and norms. They are established to mitigate conflicts that may arise between principles and norms. Rules are strictly defined and related to specific activities. In practice, it is difficult to make a clear distinction between rules and standards. Rules are more detailed, they emphasize
changes constitute a major challenge for the WTO. The main source of disagreement is the access to the SDT system of a group of countries differing in terms of economic development, goals, and interests. While the use of SDT by LDCs does not raise any major objections, controversies arise with regard to emerging economies, i.e., China, India, and Brazil.

SDT regulations are not an effective tool to pursue commercial interests of developing countries. With the establishment of the WTO, new possibilities for integrating these countries with the international trading system appeared, which was associated not only with more active involvement in multilateral negotiations and the willingness to benefit, but also with obtaining tangible aid to overcome development difficulties. This chapter examines the effects of SDT and its impact on the participation of developing countries in the GATT/WTO and on the organization itself. The analysis is dominated by two threads: the problem of marginalization of developing countries in the multilateral trade negotiations and the attempt to modify SDT undertaken as a part of the Doha Round. The first part presents the stages of development of the provisions. The second part is devoted to the analysis of their main assumptions and purposes. The third one explains the effects of the application of these regulations in the context of implementing multilateral trade liberalization commitments. The last one presents the evaluation of the operation of SDT and the reasons for introducing changes to the WTO system of preferences.


Developing countries viewed the GATT as an institution that led the process of trade liberalization discriminatory against them. (Srinivasan, Park Jr., 1999, pp. 9, 25; South Center..., 2017, p. 5). For nearly 47 years, the GATT was treated as a “club” of rich countries where the developing countries’ possibilities to influence were limited, and the initiatives undertaken for their development were symbolic. The creation of the WTO was supposed to change this situation. Developing countries expected the new institution to change its policy towards greater involvement in development and poverty reduction. Activities in this area progressed slowly but gradually, which was a result of the increasing activity of developing countries in the multilateral trading system and their growing role in the global economy.
The SDT was not created as a uniform and finite set of rules. The process of its formation began with the establishment of the GATT and was continued over the years of the institution’s operation. At the WTO, efforts were made to limit the application of SDT provisions to LDCs. This evolution reflected the degree of involvement and participation of developing countries in the GATT/WTO multilateral trading system. The application of SDT during the operation of the GATT led to the practical exclusion of developing countries from multilateral negotiations and trade liberalization. This was particularly detrimental to economic sectors, such as agriculture and textiles, which are important to the commercial interests of developing countries. Liberalization was very slow and limited. Under SDT regulations, developing countries were not obliged to grant tariff concessions or undertake binding tariff commitments. In addition, they were exempted from the obligation to apply the reciprocity principle, which meant they were not involved in reducing trade barriers, while rich countries did not expect them to take action in this direction.

The following stages of development of the provisions on the preferential treatment for developing countries in the GATT/WTO are distinguished (cf. Keck, Low, 2006, p. 148):

- Phase I: from the establishment of the GATT in 1947 to the start of the Tokyo Round in 1973;
- Phase II: concerns the negotiations and decisions made during the Tokyo Round in 1973–1979;
- Phase III: from the end of the Tokyo Round in 1979 to the adoption of the final provisions of the Uruguay Round in 1994;
- Phase IV: from the end of the Uruguay Round to the current activities of the WTO.

A similar classification, consisting of four stages, was created by B. Hoekman and M.M. Kostecki (2011). It was based on an analysis of the activity of developing countries within the GATT and WTO, and the distinguishing element was the number and willingness of countries to participate in multilateral negotiations. Therefore, due to the subject of the analysis, a more appropriate division is the one relating...
to the evolution of the provisions leading to the establishment of SDT. Moreover, this approach clearly shows the shaping of the position of developing countries towards the liberalization of trade within the GATT/WTO.

The first stage (Phase I) was dominated by problems related to the access of export goods from developing countries to the markets of highly developed countries. It was about addressing issues such as low export revenues in developing countries and thus the inability to meet development needs, protectionism in the agricultural sector in developed countries, and fluctuations in commodity prices in world markets. The main unit within the GATT, set up to deal with issues important to trade in developing countries, was Committee III, which was tasked with creating an action program for the expansion of international trade. The Committee’s work focused on trade barriers that hinder access of goods from developing countries to industrialized markets. The final result of its activity was the adoption in 1963 of the Action Plan consisting of eight points. The proposals, however, were quite radical and had no chance of being accepted by the contracting parties to the GATT. Nevertheless, they became part of multilateral negotiations under the Kennedy Round (1964-1967), as well as an element of subsequent trade negotiations under the GATT. The most important proposals included in the Plan were to freeze all trade barriers to products important to commercial interests of developing countries, and to remove tariffs on tropical and primary products (Keck, Low, 2006, p. 149).

The following events had a direct impact on development of regulations concerning the preferential treatment for developing countries. In March 1955, the parties of GATT adopted a resolution on international investment and economic development, and the following year – a resolution on problems related to trade in primary commodities. In 1957, at the 12th session of the GATT, a decision was adopted to appoint a panel of experts to prepare a report on trends in international trade, with particular emphasis on threats to trade in developing countries. Consequently, in 1958 a report was prepared under the direction of Gottfried Haberler, which focused on trade barriers created by developed countries. It concluded that high barriers and unfavorable price fluctuations significantly deteriorate terms of trade in developing countries (Wilkinson, 2006, p. 13).

The basic regulations of the SDT are included in Part IV of the GATT under the title of Trade and Development. The decision preceding its establishment was the resolution of 1963 calling for a program of action to improve trade situation of developing countries (Srinivasan, 2001, p. 1051). The provisions of Part IV concerned

- Phase IV (1998 – present) is a period of increasing differences between the countries of the South and the North; this was due to the unfulfilled commitments of the Uruguay Round and the pressure to start new multilateral negotiations.
the commitment of highly developed countries to eliminate or gradually reduce trade barriers to goods that were of interest to developing countries and to refrain from or not to increase customs tariffs and other non-tariff barriers on these goods.

One of the essential features distinguishing Part IV of the GATT was the adoption of the principle of non-reciprocity (Art. XXXVI: 8). The issue of reciprocity of commitments raised controversies already at the initial stage of the GATT development, when the principle of parity of commitments was introduced, i.e., no distinction between developing and highly industrialized countries. However, through practice, it has been adopted to depart from the principle of reciprocity in the case of less developed countries, which has been common since the mid-1960s. This meant that developing countries were not expected to make commitments that they might consider incompatible with their development, financial, or trade needs. The effect was to exclude developing countries from participating in the multilateral trading system and deprive them of any influence on the course of the negotiations.

Phase II of the development of provisions on preferential treatment for developing countries falls on the GATT Tokyo Round (1973-1979). In 1979, a framework agreement was adopted containing an Enabling Clause, which became the legal basis for the operation of the SDT. The official name is the Decision of Differential and More Favorable Treatment, Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of Developing Countries (GATT, 1979). On the basis of the clause, a permanent legal basis was adopted for the application of the GSP, which was established under the UNCTAD. Under the GSP, developed countries have been obliged to give preferential treatment to developing countries by applying zero or low tariffs to products from developing countries. Countries granting preferences could unilaterally determine which developing countries and which products could be covered by their programs (WTO Development...).

On the basis of the Enabling Clause, a set of rules was incorporated into the GATT system which sanctioned the principle of non-involvement and non-reciprocity in market access for developing countries. In this way, they could deviate from the application of MFN and other GATT rules. A permanent legal basis has been introduced for the use of GSP under the GATT agreements, as well as for certain aspects of regional and global agreements between developing countries and for special treatment for LDCs.41 The clause also applied to the Global System of Trade Preferences (GSTP), under which developing countries grant trade concessions to each other.

---

41 Developing countries creating a free trade area or other regional agreement with each other were obliged to meet requirements much less restrictive than in the case of the necessity to notify such an agreement under Art. XXIV of the GATT. The Enabling Clause allowed them to do so.
The achievement of the Tokyo Round was the adoption of regulatory codes. They influenced not only the continued functioning of the GATT, but also the participation of developing countries in the trade system. This marked the beginning of gradual reduction of non-tariff barriers in the GATT. On the one hand, they were codified, and on the other, the possibilities of using some barriers were reduced. Those that were allowed could not inhibit or distort trade. The new regulations covered six areas: technical barriers to trade (TBT), customs valuation (CV), import licensing (AIL), subsidies and countervailing measures (SCM), as well as anti-dumping (the Agreement on the interpretation of Article VI of the GATT) and government procurement (GPA).

Developing countries’ participation in the Tokyo Round was limited, although there were significant improvements compared to previous negotiations. Mostly developing nations were not interested in adopting regulatory codes. Their activities focused primarily on ensuring that the new solutions had a minimal impact on their trade policy. The idea was to avoid additional administrative and financial burdens resulting from the implementation of new regulations. Therefore, a general rule was adopted concerning the obligation to apply provisions in codes only to the signatory states of the agreements.

In Phase III, the developing countries’ approach to SDT gradually changed. Simultaneously with the increased activity in trade relations, it turned out that the rules of the SDT limited the possibilities for developing countries to operate in international trade. Therefore, they were used selectively and temporarily. With the start of the Uruguay Round, an increasing number of developing countries were more interested in joining the negotiations than in blocking them (Whalley, 1999, part B).

Several factors were at the root of the new approach. Firstly, it was the economic success of some Asian and Latin American countries, which caused them to be more involved in international trade and openly express their trade interests, manifesting greater openness to external competition and trade liberalization, often even unilateral. Secondly, within the GATT, demands were made more and more often regarding the necessity to introduce changes within the international trading system. The idea was to extend trade rules to areas such as agriculture, textiles, or to introduce completely new regulations related to investments, trade in services and trade aspects of intellectual property rights. Thirdly, greater activity of developing countries in world trade required the necessity to increase their commitments, and thus to modify SDT provisions based on concessions and exemptions.

The change of the SDT system turned out to be controversial and difficult to implement. The declaration opening the Uruguay Round contained a clear and unequivocal confirmation that SDT was a permanent set of rules under the international trading system (WTO, 1986, part B). This meant keeping Part IV of
the GATT and the Enabling Clause within the newly created organization. Developing countries agreed only to such a change, which meant strengthening preferences by granting them legal force. Under the GATT, the obligation to apply SDT provisions to developing countries was not legally binding. The Graduation Clause (Art. XVIII: B GATT), which was introduced as a counterweight to the Enabling Clause, was not respected. It assumed that with the improvement of economic indicators and a decrease in poverty, developing countries to which SDT regulations were applied should voluntarily give up such preferences. Moreover, during the Uruguay Round, the division among developing countries deepened. This was caused by different and often competing interests (e.g., group of countries exporting manufactured goods, group of countries exporting and importing agricultural products and LDCs). It was mainly developed countries that wanted to change the SDT regulations.

Phase IV of the development of GATT/WTO preferential treatment provisions for developing countries covers the period from the end of the Uruguay Round to the Doha Round negotiations. The major change is the acceptance by all WTO members of the provisions negotiated during the Uruguay Round on the basis of single undertaking. Developing countries departed from the practice adopted during the Tokyo Round, where acceptance of the codes then proposed was voluntary and selective. As a consequence, developing countries, becoming WTO members, were obliged to accept agreements negotiated during the Uruguay Round. Although special regulations of SDT were maintained, allowing for the extension of the deadline for adoption of the agreements, they did not exempt developing countries from the obligation of their final implementation after the end of the transition period. Attempts to give legal force to the provisions of SDT were unsuccessful (Marceau, 2015, p. 175).

The main challenge faced by the WTO was the implementation by developing countries of agreements adopted during the Uruguay Round. The obstacle was the high adjustment costs that developing countries had to bear in order to comply with WTO regulations and to initiate appropriate reforms. Therefore, the aim was to amend WTO rules that were not in line with commercial interests of developing countries. Therefore, on the one hand, efforts were made to modify the WTO rules and, on the other, to work out a solution consisting in less restrictive compliance by developing countries with WTO obligations.

During the Doha Round negotiations, an attempt was made to change the SDT system. According to the provisions of the WTO Ministerial Declaration in Doha, SDT regulations were to be “strengthened [...] more precise, effective and operational” (WTO 2001b, par. 44). Increasing the efficiency of the SDT meant starting negotiations in two areas. First, the idea was that SDT’s obligations, which had no binding force,
could be converted into mandatory regulations that had legal effects. Second, the aim was to limit the application of the SDT provisions to LDCs and WTO member states that are currently at an economic disadvantage. The most controversial was the issue of covering selected groups of countries with SDT.

5.2. Fundamentals of the SDT System

The source of establishing the SDT system were the views on the development of states, presented in the 1950s by R. Prebisch (1950) and H. Singer (1950). The researchers formulated, independently of each other, a hypothesis about the causes of the growing development disproportions between developing and highly industrialized countries, which became the basis of the dependency theory. The authors advocated increasing productive capacity by developing countries in order to reduce their dependence on imports and move away from exports, based mainly on traditional primary commodities and raw materials. They saw the deteriorating terms of trade in the commodity production of developing countries in low diversification and cyclical price fluctuations (Srinivasan, Park Jr., 2000, p. 3).

Recognizing that resource-dependent developing countries are always faced with unfavorable terms of trade, and thus a decline in the prices of their exports relative to the prices of imported goods, Prebisch and Singer suggested introducing regulatory tools that would reduce harmful effects of such actions. The proposal was based on the assumption of preferential access to the markets of developed countries in order to counterbalance the unfavorable conditions for their exchange. Most developing countries were considered unable to accept trade liberalization commitments due to the imminent increase in trade deficits (Whalley, 1999, p. 5). The introduction of protection of newly established industries was considered a beneficial solution, which in fact led to increasing barriers to trade. At the same time, developing countries demanded preferential access to the markets of highly developed countries. In practice, this resulted in a better treatment of goods exported from developing countries than on the basis of MFN, while maintaining the protection of their markets.

During the GATT Uruguay Round, it was agreed that SDT regulations should be maintained within the newly created organization. In return for confirming the right of developing countries to benefit from special preferences, their consent was obtained to accept agreements negotiated during the Uruguay Round, including GATS, TRIPS, and TRIMs. The provisions of the GATT 1947 were incorporated into the WTO, becoming part of the GATT 1994 under Annex 1A to the Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization. This means that, apart from minor
amendments, SDT regulations in force in the GATT were maintained within the WTO (see Table 14). Based on the principle of single undertaking it was agreed that the inclusion of SDT into the WTO would be accompanied, firstly, by the extension of commitments to developing countries in the areas negotiated in the GATT, i.e., anti-dumping, subsidies and countervailing measures, technical barriers to trade, and secondly, the implementation by developing countries of regulations in new areas, such as GATS, TRIPS, TRIMs, and thirdly, by improving the operation of the dispute settlement mechanism.

Table 14. Key Elements of Special and Differential Treatment in GATT and WTO

| Art. XVIII of GATT (1994) | Art. XVIII: A – allowed developing countries to renegotiate bound tariff rates to create new industries; Art. XVIII: B – allowed for the application of quantitative restrictions due to balance of payments problems; Art. XVIII: C – allowed developing countries to apply quantitative restrictions in newly established industries, and as with Articles XVIII: A it provided for compensation and retaliation in the absence of a negotiated agreement. |
| Art XXVIII bis (iii) of GATT 1994 | It required developed countries to take into account in trade negotiations the use tariffs by developing countries as a means for fiscal and economic development purposes. |
| Part IV of GATT “Trade and Development” | Article XXXVI – obliges developed countries to recognize the special development needs of developing countries, i.e. market access, stabilizing prices; Recognizes non-reciprocity on the part of developing countries in trade negotiations, meaning that developing countries need not reciprocate trade concessions given to them by developed countries in multilateral negotiations; Article XXXVII – requires developed countries to give priority to products of interest to developing countries in any trade liberalization. Article XXXVIII – provides for joint action by developed and developing countries in commodity matters, cooperation between institutions, or studies on the export potential of developing countries. |
| Enabling Clause | • Provides a permanent legal basis for the application of GSP under the GATT; • Provides special treatment for developing countries with respect to the Tokyo Round Codes; • Addresses certain situations in connection with the establishment of global and regional trade agreements among developing countries. |
| Graduation Principle | A general recommendation based on which it was assumed that with economic development and reduction in poverty rates, developing countries should give up their right to apply SDT regulations and successively assume the rights and obligations of membership in the organization (commitment to negotiations and reciprocity of obligations). |

* The original balance of payments provision was in Article XII of the GATT 1947. After the 1954–1955 revision of the Agreement, this provision was supplemented by adding an explicit reference to developing countries and creating Article XVIII. This article also allowed for quantitative restrictions on newly established industries in developing countries (Josling, 2006, p. 63). Source: own study based on Whalley, 1999.

The SDT system, within the newly created organization, included 145 provisions scattered in multilateral WTO agreements. Of these, 107 were adopted as a result of decisions taken during the Uruguay Round, of which 22 were directed exclusively to the LDCs group (WTO, 2000, p. 3). The provisions of SDT can be divided into two
categories: the first concerns obligations of a general nature that were performed in good faith, and the second is related to specific regulations. As part of this division, general declarations in favor of preferential treatment for developing countries are included in the preamble of the Agreement Establishing the WTO and other multilateral agreements, such as the Agreement on Agriculture (AA). The preamble states that “there is need for positive efforts designed to ensure that developing countries, and especially the least developed among them, secure a share in the growth in international trade commensurate with the needs of their economic development.” On the other hand, detailed provisions on SDT are contained in individual WTO agreements and decisions, which are divided into six objectives (see Table 15):

1) increasing trade opportunities of developing countries – occurs in 12 cases under four agreements and one decision: the GATT 1994 (Articles XXXVI–XXXVIII); AA, Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC), GATS, and the Enabling Clause;

2) protection of the interests of developing countries – the total number of rules relating to the protection of interests of developing countries is 49 and this is the most common category of SDT; relevant regulations are found in 13 WTO agreements and two decisions, they are: Part IV of GATT 1994, SPS, ATC, TBT, SCM, Agreement on the implementation of the anti-dumping article (GATT 1994 – Art. VI), CV (Implementation of Article VII of the GATT), AIL, GATS, TRIPS, DSU, Decision on Measures on Possible Negative Effects Reform Program for LDCs and Developing Countries and Net Food-Importing Developing Countries (NFIDC), and Decision on Texts Relating to Minimum Values and Imports by Sole Agents, Sole Distributors and Sole Concessionaires; these provisions concern actions to be taken by WTO members or those members should avoid in order to protect the interests of developing countries (WTO, 2000, p. 5);

3) flexibility of commitments and relevant trade policy instruments with respect to developing countries – include 30 provisions appearing in nine different WTO agreements, these are: the GATT 1994 (Art. XVIII and Art. XXXVI), AA, TBT, TRIMs, SCM, GATS, DSU; GATT 1994 – Art. XVIII, Safeguards Agreement (SG) and the Enabling Clause; these provisions concern activities related to the exemption of developing countries with liabilities or with a lower level of contributions;

4) transition periods for the adoption of agreements by developing countries – 18 provisions are contained in eight WTO agreements: AA, SPS; TBT, TRIMs, AIL, GATT 1994 – Art. VII, SCM, SG; these provisions concern temporary exemptions from the obligations of all WTO members; most developing countries took advantage of transitional periods under the GATT 1994 – Art. VII, TRIMs and TRIPS (Hoekman, Michalopoulos, Winter, 2004, p. 483); it should be noted that
some transition periods in various contracts have expired. In many cases, the relevant provision, in addition to specifying a period, includes ways in which an extension can be requested; for instance, this is the case with the TRIPS Agreement;

5) technical assistance – its provisions are contained in six WTO agreements and one ministerial decision; they are: SPS, TBT, GATT 1994 – Art. VII, GATS, TRIPS, DSU, and the NFIDC Decision;

6) provisions on LDCs\(^{42}\) – there are 22 of them and they are included in seven WTO agreements and three decisions; these are: AA, ATC, TBT, TRIMs, GATS, TRIPS, DSU, the facilitation clause, the decision on measures for LDCs and the decision to exempt LDCs from strictly defined provisions contained in the WTO agreement (waiver);\(^ {43}\) these exemptions are time-limited, and their extensions must be justified.

Table 15. SDT Provisions Included in the WTO Agreements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreement</th>
<th>(1) Provisions aimed at increasing trade opportunities of developing country members</th>
<th>(2) Provisions that require WTO members to safeguard the interests of developing countries</th>
<th>(3) Flexibility of commitments, use of policy instruments</th>
<th>(4) Transitional time periods</th>
<th>(5) Technical assistance</th>
<th>(6) Provisions relating to measures to assist LDCs</th>
<th>Total number of provisions in the agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA and the decision of the NFIDCs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIMs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of Article VI of GATT 1994</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{42}\) The WTO Secretariat has established a separate category for LDCs, although in each of the other five, LDCs may also benefit from preferential treatment.

\(^{43}\) With regard to LDCs, there is a solution that allows developing countries to be exempted from strictly defined regulations under multilateral or bilateral agreements (waiver). Such exemptions are granted by the WTO General Council in accordance with Art. IX: 3 of the Agreement establishing the WTO. Examples include trade agreements between the European Community and Morocco, Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA), the system of tariff preferences granted by Canada to the countries of the Caribbean Community, the Act on the granting of trade preferences by the United States to the Andean group, or the Partnership Agreement between the European Community and the countries of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific (ACP-EC Partnership Agreement).
Taking into account the above classification, developing countries can benefit from the SDT regulations in two ways. First, they have the option of applying commercial policy measures that restrict access to their markets or provide support to domestic producers or exporters in a manner not permitted by other WTO members. In practice, this means obtaining special exemptions from the application of WTO regulations. Second, developing countries have more time to fulfill their obligations under the WTO agreements. In the case of transitional periods, their application has been ensured.
in virtually all WTO agreements, except for the Anti-Dumping Agreement (GATT 1994 – Art. VI) and the Agreement on Pre-Shipment Inspection. The introduction of longer transition periods, especially for LDCs, is underway mainly under TBT, SPS, TRIPS, SCM, and AA. However, numerous examples of developing countries show that despite the lapse of transition periods (8 years for SCM, 5 years for TRIPS, 10 years for AA), it was not possible to implement the relevant agreements (*WTO Annual Report*, 2014).

5.3. Effects of Using SDT

As a result of the Uruguay Round, the scope of SDT was extended to new areas (GATS, TRIPS, TRIMs). This gave rise to the conviction that developing countries could act more flexibly and adapt to new conditions (Petersmann, 2005, pp. 347, 351). On the other hand, it became clear that the SDT system was not a sufficient tool to integrate developing countries into the international trading system (Kleen, Page, 2005, p. 23). Examples of successful integration of some developing countries from Asia or South America showed that greater benefits could be achieved by joining trade liberalization (full or partial) and increasing its competitiveness (Anderson, 2004, pp. 24, 52–53). Therefore, the most effective form of assistance to developing countries is to remove barriers to market access (Inama, 2002). How gains from liberalization can be achieved in practice, especially in the case of less developed countries, depends on complementary policies undertaken to improve the investment climate, trade capacity, or reduce adjustment costs (Prowse, 2006, pp. 237–238). Although the greatest benefits are likely to be obtained by larger and more developed economies, also for LDCs, profits supplemented by aid measures and additional trade preferences are expected.

The increasing marginalization of developing countries in trade negotiations under the GATT led to a gap between the level of tariff concessions granted to each other by developed countries and those relating to developing countries. As a result, the level of tariffs and other trade barriers for exports of highly developed countries was declining (see Table 16). In the case of developing countries, the benefits of liberalization were much smaller, which discouraged them from taking more active steps. Areas such as clothing and textiles, where developing countries had a comparative advantage, were completely excluded from GATT’s remit. Similarly to agricultural products, which, subject to numerous exemptions and exceptions, practically remained outside the regulatory system of the GATT, and later the WTO.
Table 16. Average Tariffs for Industrial Products Before the Uruguay Round and After, by Group of Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developed economies</th>
<th>Developing economies</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before the Round</td>
<td>After the Round</td>
<td>Reduction level (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United states</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before the Round</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After the Round</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before the Round</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After the Round</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before the Round</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After the Round</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other industrialized economies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before the Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other industrialized economies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial economies together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South American developing countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries from Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries from Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries from Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries from Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All economies together</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Francois, McDonald, Nordstrom, 1996.

The harmful effects of SDT, which resulted, inter alia, from non-participation in the process of reducing trade barriers and non-reciprocity of concessions by developing countries, have led to the following effects:

- products that have given developing countries a comparative advantage have had limited preferences;
- the use of preferences was conditioned by many regulations of an administrative nature, e.g., restrictive rules of origin. As a result, a small part of exports from developing countries was covered by special regulations.

44 In the case of EU and US preferential programs, the SDT regulations covered a small part of exports from developing countries. In the case of the EU and the Everything but Arms (EBA) and GSP + programs, their total value accounted for little, more than 1% of EU imports. In the case of American programs, eligible imports, i.e., those covered by the United States’ preference under the GSP, as well as African Growth and Opportunity
developed countries could apply barriers to product imports that were inconsistent with the GATT rules (e.g., the Multifilament Agreement of 1974 and the quota system for textile goods and clothing from developing countries);

- developed countries maintained tariff peaks on products of particular interest to developing countries.45

According to researchers, SDT provisions were ineffective and did not bring the expected benefits to a wider group of recipients from developing countries. Some even claimed that they had negative consequences for their development (McCulloch, Winters, & Gaviera, 2001, p. 168; Finger, Winters, 1998, p. 383; Michalopoulos, 2000, pp. 25–26; Srinivasan, 1998, pp. 27–28; Finger, 2008, pp. 887–904). Therefore, it is considered more beneficial to liberalize trade in goods and services on the basis of MFN than to extend SDT or GSP (Prowse, 2006, p. 237; Hoekman, Michalopoulos, Winter, 2004, p. 485; Dugiel, 2008, p. 13). This is confirmed by the conclusions of empirical studies on the impact of GATT and WTO membership on economic growth and trade in developing countries. For example, A. Subramanian and S-J. Wei (2007, p. 152), who focused on the development asymmetry between developing and developed countries, concluded that the influence of GATT and WTO membership was significant. Due to the asymmetry of development, the effects of membership were unequal. More positive effects were recorded in the case of highly developed countries. This meant that countries actively participating in multilateral negotiations, which were ready to make mutual concessions in certain sectors, benefited. In turn, developing countries, despite their formal membership, did not participate in the GATT/WTO negotiations, hence their impact on trade was smaller.

A critical opinion on the SDT was presented in their study by M.K. Tang and S.J. Wei (2008, pp. 26–27). They found that developing countries that acceded to the WTO after the end of the Uruguay Round achieved much better economic development results than the GATT contracting parties. These countries had to meet more stringent requirements, which was possible thanks to the accompanying countries. The benefits of faster growth and investment inflows have translated into improved trade performance and a better investment climate (Maggie, Rodriguez-Clare, 1998, 2007). Furthermore X. Liu and E. Ornelas (2014, pp. 33, 62) reached similar conclusions. Researchers found that stricter requirements for WTO membership or free trade agreements lead to better growth rates in developing countries. These

---

45 Due to various types of regulations, including administrative regulations, the SDT system covers a small part of the exports of developing countries. This volume constituted a small part of the imports of the EU and the United States approx. 0.9–0.4% (Dugiel, 2008, pp. 12–13; Srinivasan, 2002, p. 29; Hertel, Martin, 1999, pp. 8, 39).
countries also showed a greater propensity to liberalize trade. The smaller scale of preferences in the case of WTO accession countries as compared to those belonging to the GATT made it necessary for them to undertake domestic reforms leading to economic growth and improvement in trade. When comparing FTAs created by developing and developed countries, the researchers found that the lack of greater commitments in the case of agreements established exclusively by developing countries, did not lead to their benefits. It should be noted that there is an obligation to notify the newly established agreement to the WTO pursuant to Art. XXIV of the GATT 1994. Where a developing country is a member of the FTA, notification shall be made under the Enabling Clause. Due to the fact that the provisions of the Clause do not impose on FTA participants the conditions under which they should conduct the exchange, their implementation is relatively low compared to the agreements notified in the standard formula, i.e., under Art. XXIV of the GATT 1994.

For those countries that joined the organization after the end of the Uruguay Round, the positive effect was greater than for the old members. This leads to two main conclusions regarding SDT. First, the Uruguay Round was aimed at reducing the gap in the level of commitments and mutual concessions between developing and developed member states. Indeed, new WTO member states had to take on higher commitments than were required of the original members. This has contributed to the narrowing of the commitment gap. Second, the provisions of the SDT are the key to increasing the effectiveness of the WTO in the area of trade liberalization (Subramanian, Wei, 2007, p. 172; Tang, Wei, 2009).

5.4. Evaluation of the Operation of SDT

It is difficult to clearly assess the effects of applying the SDT regulations. The prevailing view among researchers is that SDT preferences did not contribute to promoting economic development in developing countries but made it difficult to participate in the multilateral trading system (Chang, 2008, p. 124; Hoekman, Mihalopoulos, Winter, 2004, p. 503; Michalopoulos, 2000, p. 9; Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 566–567; Ornelas, 2016a; Dugiel, 2009, pp. 11–12). On the other hand, the SDT made it possible for less developed countries to join international trade on preferential terms. Although the principle of reciprocity of obligations, which characterized the GATT, was ineffective in the case of developing countries, thanks to special treatment they could at least partially participate in this system. Perhaps the absence of SDT would force developing countries to participate more fully in trade liberalization?
The sources of the limited participation of developing countries in trading system can be found in the deepening development disparities between the GATT parties. Therefore, support for the growth of domestic protectionism in developing countries meant rejecting trade liberalization and striving to increase trade preferences of SDT (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 566). The low effectiveness of SDT could be due to the following factors:

- first, the SDT provisions were not legally binding;
- second, the content of their provisions was vague, leading to different interpretations;
- third, the groups of developing countries and LDCs covered by the preferences were diverse and divided.

Ad. 1. Most of the provisions of SDT are non-binding, therefore there is no legal obligation to apply them to developing countries. Although the Enabling Clause strengthened the legal basis of SDT and formalized the concept, it did not oblige developed countries to apply SDT in trade relations with less developed countries. Taking into account practical considerations, the adoption of a coherent system of SDT regulations and its introduction to the GATT was a kind of declaration of preferential treatment for developing countries without the legally binding obligation to apply these rules. Therefore, in the literature on the subject, the terms “commitment to effort” or “best endeavors” are used in relation to this type of situation (Michalopoulos, 2000, pp. 6–8; Josling, 2005, p. 64; Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 565). A developing country could not bring a GATT dispute settlement complaint against a party that failed to deliver on its Part IV of the GATT promises. A similar situation currently exists within the WTO. Since the end of the Uruguay Round, efforts were made to strengthen SDT regulations and give them legal force, but the majority of WTO members did not support such a change.

Ad. 2. The use of SDT was selective and often conditioned by political considerations. Moreover, the regulations were imprecise, which led to a diversified interpretation (UN ESCAP, 2005, p. 75). For instance, with the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing some regulations relating to preferential treatment for LDCs were not applied at all (ATC: Art. 6.6, Art. 12). On the other hand, on the basis of the Agreement on the application of Art. VI of the GATT (Art. 15) developed countries took advantage of the possibility of initiating anti-dumping proceedings against developing countries. This was due to the lack of guidelines for the implementation of this article, but on the other hand, it contradicted the principle of special treatment for less developed countries. Another example are the provisions contained in the GATS, which were

---

46 Anti-dumping procedures were predominantly directed against developing countries with higher rates of development, which in turn recorded a sharp increase in anti-dumping activities against both their own group and
practically not respected by WTO members. It is about regulations concerning such actions that would enable greater access to markets of well-developed service providers from developing countries and LDCs. In Art. VI: 2 GATS recommended creating the so-called “contact points” to provide information and support to interested parties. In fact, this has actually been used by 34 member states both highly developed and developing (GATS, Art. IV: 2) (WTO, 2016b).

Ad. 3. The need to introduce changes to SDT resulted from the growing diversity among WTO member states included in the group of developing countries. There was no uniform definition of a developing country (Deszczysiński, 2011). In the GATT, the practice was that each country determined its own status, usually at the time of accession to the agreement. A similar approach was used in the WTO. Therefore, there has been a lot of controversy about the status of countries such as Singapore, South Korea, and Israel, which defined themselves as developing countries (Michalopoulos, 2000, p. 566). A much better solution was adopted for LDCs. Their affiliation was based on the UN classification. By the end of 2017, out of the 47 LDCs on the UN list, 36 had become WTO members, and another 8 were negotiating to join the organization.

The application of similar preferences to a diverse group of developing countries raised many questions. The differences kept growing, and the criteria for access to SDT remained unchanged. Therefore, already during the Uruguay Round, the concept of formal differentiation of this group appeared, so that the aid mechanism, based on the system of exemptions and concessions, would be directed primarily to the LDCs. Under the provisions of SDT, developing countries were not expected to grant tariff concessions or bind their tariffs at a certain level. However, the exemptions did not apply to all developing countries, and the differences resulted from the way a given country acceded to the GATT (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 564). In the case of the former colonies, commitments negotiated by the former metropolis were accepted and the new candidate did not have to submit any letters of concession. This was true for most of the developing countries. In contrast, the second category of states, non-colonies, had to negotiate terms and conditions before joining the GATT, thus presenting its list of tariff concessions. This type of accession usually entailed increased tariff and non-tariff requirements that the candidate country had to meet, which in turn forced them to undertake economic reforms, and these, thanks to the prospect of GATT membership, could proceed at a faster pace.

OECD countries since the late 1980s. The share of developed countries in anti-dumping investigations fell by more than half between 1994 and 1997. During the same period, developing countries initiated most of these activities. The average annual number of anti-dumping investigations initiated by developed countries decreased from 160 in 1989–1993 to 95 in 1994–1997. After this period, the number increased slightly again, especially in the United States (Michalopoulos, 1999, pp. 55–56).
Preferences in SDT formula are inherently discriminatory because they bring benefits to a specific group of entities (Gowa, Hicks, 2012, p. 252). Moreover, the use of SDT has negative consequences in the form of various exemptions and exceptions, which take the form of protection of one’s own market. The measures most often used by developed countries to protect their markets are export subsidies, import quotas on textiles, as well as customs escalation on products with a higher degree of processing and tariff peaks (Michalopoulos, 2000, p. 9). Maintaining the SDT led to an extensive system of tariff and non-tariff instruments, which effectively protected developed countries. As a result, access to exports from less developed countries was limited. This means that SDT provisions were counterproductive as they led to protectionism in developing countries as well as in highly developed countries.

By using the SDT system, developing countries in this seemingly privileged way deprived themselves of the possibility to act and influence the development of the international trading system. The literature on the subject indicates at least a few factors that adversely affected the development of these countries in the long run. Firstly, the application of SDT allowed for the continuation of the policy of import substitution by developing countries, which was additionally supported by high protection of developing countries’ markets. Although the protection of infant industries was justified, however, developing countries used this type of preferences extensively (Dugiel, 2009, pp. 10–11). Secondly, developed countries did not abandon the use of barriers inconsistent with GATT regulations, which violated trade interests of developing countries, e.g., in the import of textile products from developing countries. Such a practice of quantitative restrictions continued long after the decision to progressively integrate trade in textile goods into the GATT 1994 and to abolish the Multifiber Agreement, which was in breach of GATT rules. Third, the SDT provisions allowed developed countries to maintain tariffs higher than the average MFN rate on goods of particular importance to developing countries’ exports in textile and clothing and agriculture sectors (Srinivasan, 2001, p. 1052).

The SDT system has become a barrier to the integration of developing countries into the international trading system. The solutions adopted in Part IV of the GATT and under the Enabling Clause discouraged developing countries from engaging in multilateral negotiations on the elimination of trade barriers. Therefore, with the new approach of developing countries to economic integration, the importance of SDT within the WTO has diminished. There were at least two reasons for this. Firstly, as agreed in the Uruguay Round, the margin of preference decreased due to the MFN tariff reduction. Preferences were eroded, and thus the state lost its competitive advantage in trade due to the use of preferential market access. The source of the erosion of preferences may be not only the reduction of tariffs, but
also the granting of preferences to a larger group of countries or their complete elimination (Kopiński, 2009, p. 36). Second, the limited impact of SDT regulations resulted from the growing importance of non-tariff barriers, especially in areas of interest to developing countries. Examples are textile products that have had limited special preferences or have been excluded from the SDT system.

Various studies show that the preferential system was mostly used by a limited number of developing countries (including Brazil, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan), while LDCs were not the main beneficiaries of preferential treatment under the GATT (Karsenty, Laird, 1987, after: Whalley, 1989, p. 39). Given the declining importance of trade preferences, liberalization efforts seem necessary for both developing countries and LDCs. Deepening and expanding the system of preferences – a goal pursued by evolving countries – may in the future lead to its erosion, which would have negative consequences, especially for LDCs. The reason for this is the gradual reduction of barriers to trade in goods and services on the basis of MFN. This means that preferential access to the market under SDT will not be of great importance, especially in a situation where the level of MFN tariffs is either low or equal to zero. Therefore, other types of support are needed, such as simplification and harmonization of rules of origin.

The rules of origin play an important role in determining the tariffs on imported goods. Choosing the right rate depends on the origin of goods. The differentiation of the duty rates of a state or economic group results from various international agreements with other countries or groups. Due to the fact that more than one country may be involved in the production and distribution of a good, the rules of origin are helpful in determining which country is considered to be the place of origin of the product and which ultimately enjoys the preferential, i.e., lower or zero duty rate. At the Sixth WTO Ministerial Conference, held in December 2005 in Hong Kong, it was agreed to undertake a commitment by developed and developing countries to grant duty-free and quota-free access to their markets for all products derived from LDCs. Currently, highly developed countries provide access to their markets under national GSP. The range of products covered by the preferences ranges from 90 to nearly 100%. The joint commitment under the WTO has not yet been formally accepted, although work in this direction is underway, mainly with regard to the common formula of rules of origin (UNCTAD, 2017).

Assuming that LDCs did not benefit much from the SDT preferences, it should be presumed that their propensity to undertake a liberalization effort will be quite low in their case. Therefore, it is important that in the process of modifying SDT provisions, efforts should focus on strengthening development assistance to LDCs and other small and vulnerable economies.
5.5. Attempts to Change SDT Provisions

Under the Doha Round all WTO members agreed on the necessity to deal with the SDT issue but perceived the nature and direction of changes differently. Developed countries saw the need to differentiate the status of developing countries, while the parties concerned opposed such a change and called for the extension of the scale and scope of preferences. There was an opinion among developing countries that since the rules and rules applicable within the WTO were not co-created by them, they required changes and adaptation to new conditions.

Most developing countries agreed that SDT regulations should be modified, but there was no agreement on the form and scope, as well as how to implement the changes (ICTSD/IISD, 2003). From 2002, the discussion has taken place mainly in a specially appointed group operating within the WTO Committee on Trade and Development Special Session (CTD-SS). The negotiations were divided into two parts. The first includes cross-cutting regulations (the SDT principles and objectives, issues related to the right to use regulations, issues related to technical assistance, trade capacity, transitional periods, monitoring mechanism), and the second – regulations relating to specific WTO agreements, 88 of which were distinguished in total (WTO, 2002). In May 2003, the section devoted to the WTO agreements was divided into three categories. The first included 38 proposals that were relatively easy to agree on, the second – more complex issues, and the third – those that were the source of the greatest controversy. Developing countries only managed to present a jointly agreed draft reform of SDT in 2015. It consisted of 25 different proposals. Until then, they were negotiating between 88 different variants of changes (South Center..., 2017, p. 8). The management of the debate was taken over by the African Group, which together with the G-90 Group (African Group, LDCs, and ACP) submitted the final draft for deliberation. At the WTO Ministerial Conference in Nairobi in 2015, a decision was announced on this matter, but it was not finally taken (WTO, 2015b).

The main obstacle in introducing changes to the SDT system was the differences in positions between developing and developed countries. Developing countries were in favor of major amendments to the WTO agreements, which could lead to changes in the rights and obligations of members of the organization. They believed that the agreements adopted under the GATT/WTO were created only in the interests of developed countries.47 Therefore, they treated the SDT as a kind of compensation

---

47 The argument concerning the exclusion of a developing country from multilateral negotiations for reasons beyond its control, such as joining negotiations too late, was raised many times (WTO, 1999, pp. 15–16).
for the lost profits that resulted from the lack of involvement in multilateral trade negotiations. Their goal was not only to maintain the SDT provisions, but even to expand their scope of application. Therefore, they demanded confirmation that SDT is a permanent and legally binding element of the WTO system, as contained in Part IV of the GATT.

Developed countries did not agree to such far-reaching changes, especially as in their opinion the negotiating mandate under the Doha Round did not permit it (WTO, 2003a). They wanted to renegotiate the SDT preference system in such a way that access to it would depend on the status and economic development of a member state. Moreover, they refused to accept legally binding commitments to provide technical assistance insisted on by developing countries (South Center..., 2017, p. 14). On the other hand, they were in favor of limiting the regulation of SDT to LDCs only. They treated the SDT system as a temporary tool to integrate the less developed countries with the international trading system (Chang, 2008, p. 123).

A helpful, albeit ineffective, mechanism for departing from SDT was the Graduation Clause. As a counterweight to the provisions contained in the Enabling Clause, it provided a formal basis for the gradual phasing out of the use of SDT by developing countries that have made some progress in development (Michalopoulos, 2001, pp. 29, 207–208). This principle was not respected by states, which complicated the application of preferences mainly towards richer developing countries.

The issue of formal differentiation of developing countries in access to SDT rules is the key to solving the problem. Any debate on SDT makes no sense without making such changes and adopting criteria to distinguish between less developed countries (Hoekman, Michalopoulos, Winter, 2004, pp. 483, 492). The difficulties are evidenced by the fact that even the expansion of the LDCs group to include new members raised concerns. These countries benefit from a special system of preferences, largely based on duty-free and quota-free market access (DFQF). As part of the SDT debate, it is proposed to extend this type of preferences to all products, as well as to disseminate and systematize the rules of origin. The lack of uniform and simplified rules in this area is a source of increasing transaction costs and smaller benefits to LCDs from preferential market access (Inama, 2002; Brenton, 2003). A desirable solution is to adopt an approach which, on the one hand, would strengthen the importance of the WTO in the sphere of development, and, on the other, minimize deviations from the application of fundamental principles and rules of the WTO. In the first case, it is about increasing support for development of trade capacities of less developed countries, and in the second, about abandoning the application of such provisions that have led to distortions in the international trading system. This means that aid should be directed to LDCs, and other developing countries should join multilateral
liberalization based on MFN. In turn, progress in liberalization depends on the degree of economic advancement and reforms undertaken by a given country.

Despite a robust debate, it was not possible to accept any binding arrangements for the revision of SDT. The divisions were too large and attempts to introduce differentiating criteria for developing countries met with resistance from the countries concerned. At the same time, however, multilateral negotiations were underway for an academic debate on the future of SDT. The aim of the discussion was to increase the effectiveness of the WTO’s operation and raise the importance of the organization in the sphere of development (Hoekman, 2005, pp. 405, 412–413). Two approaches emerged. The first concerned the adoption of new criteria for access to SDT depending on the type of WTO agreement (agreement-specific approach) or the development needs of a given member state (country-specific approach). The second was related to the renegotiation of SDT measures and the adoption of new solutions, consisting in the possibility of withdrawing from the application of extended preferences.

The supporters of the first option (Ch. Stevens and S. Prowse) postulated the introduction of criteria that would indicate which countries are entitled to take advantage of special concessions and transitional periods in the implementation of WTO agreements. Ch. Stevens was an advocate of the agreement-specific approach, for example in the agricultural sector (Stevens, 2002, pp. 25–29). S. Prowse, on the other hand, represented the approach of modifying SDT provisions in accordance with the needs of a given country (country-specific approach). In this case, the main criterion was whether the member state, that was obliged to implement the WTO agreement, pursued development goals accordingly (Prowse, 2002).

K. Wang and L.A. Winters came up with a proposal to make SDT regulations more flexible (2000). The researchers concluded that as implementation costs increase, the possibilities of flexible adoption of WTO agreements by developing countries should also increase (Wang, Winters, 2000, as cited in Chang, 2008, p. 126). They proposed the adoption of certain criteria under a given WTO agreement (agreement-specific approach). On this basis, each WTO member could be assessed in terms of the possibility of using the SDT. The point was therefore to create the status of a country on the basis of an assessment of the possibilities and potential costs resulting from the adoption of the WTO agreement. In practice, the idea was that a given state could use, to a different extent and scope, certain preferences (transition periods, more flexible trade rules, the amount of technical assistance and assistance in building trade capacity) in accordance with the criteria established for a given WTO agreement (Chang, 2008, p. 127).
A different concept, based on the creation of a special subgroup of developing countries eligible for SDT, was presented by B. Hoekman, C. Michalopoulos, L.A. Winters (2004 pp. 493–494). The purpose of such a change was to depart from the practice of determining the status of a WTO member state by the party concerned and access to SDT on the basis of transparent criteria. The authors supported the introduction of formal differentiation among developing countries and criticized the approach based on criteria adapted to a given agreement or individual needs of a developing country. In their opinion, LDCs and other small and sensitive economies would qualify for the new subgroup, which would significantly reduce the number of countries benefiting from SDT preferences and exemptions (Hoekman, Michalopoulos, Winters, 2004, pp. 493–494). They therefore allowed the possibility of adopting different thresholds and criteria for certain SDT provisions, but all were to be clearly articulated and broadly applicable. The possibility of adopting criteria on the basis of a case-by-case analysis was ruled out, considering it too costly and unfair. For example, a group of the poorest countries could benefit from more extensive preferences, e.g., those relating to transition periods and waivers of certain commitments. For all developing countries, on the other hand, the proposal was based on a softer application of instruments such as anti-dumping or safeguard proceedings, as well as the provision of technical assistance.

Although the concepts presented above were not implemented, some of them influenced further work carried out within the WTO Committee on Trade and Development (WTO, 2002). They mainly concerned demands to increase technical and financial assistance under the Aid for Trade to improve trade capacities and the investment climate in low-income countries. The need to increase such an assistance became even more apparent in the context of lower MFN-based trade barriers and the resulting lower preferential access gains for developing countries. The problem of the erosion of trade preferences has arisen, in particular for LDCs. Therefore, it was postulated to separate development policy from trade policy. It is a move away from the current strategy of allowing a limited number of countries to benefit from preferences that disrupt the international trading system. According to B. Hoekman, C. Michalopoulos, L.A. Winter, this kind of aid system, based on SDT preferences and created by developed countries, should be gradually abolished and replaced by a system based on direct aid, serving the development of trade capacity and economic efficiency (Hoekman, Michalopoulos, Winter, 2003, p. 23–24). An exception are LDCs, for which it is necessary to maintain the system of preferences combined with an increase in development aid.
5.6. Summary

The SDT regulations were established to enable developing countries to participate in international trade on preferential terms. This meant, on the one hand, granting developing countries the right to protect their own market, and, on the other hand, more favorable access to the markets of developed countries than was required by the MFN. In line with the rules and practice of SDT, during the GATT period, developing countries were not obliged to grant tariff concessions or accept binding tariff commitments. Moreover, they were exempted from the obligation to apply the principle of reciprocity, and thus from not engaging in the reduction of trade barriers. It was a kind of assistance mechanism which, contrary to the intentions, did not bring the intended benefits to the recipients.

There has been a slight change with regard to SDT within the WTO. While the provisions were maintained, the approach to adopting and applying WTO rules under the single undertaking principle changed. The main difference from the GATT was that WTO member states were obliged to accept all multilateral agreements, but at the same time presented schedules of concessions and commitments. In addition, various transition periods for certain WTO agreements were adopted, and developing countries were required to reduce tariff rates much less.

Since the GATT Uruguay Round, attempts have been made to change SDT regulations in order to adapt them to new circumstances. The need to modify the SDT system resulted from several reasons. First, developing countries wanted to be more involved in multilateral negotiations and to benefit from trade. Second, their approach to trade liberalization has changed, which meant the gradual acceptance of commitments and the principle of reciprocity in trade negotiations. Third, there was a need to differentiate in the status of developing countries. The protection of developing countries’ markets and special preferences in access to highly developed countries could not be practiced on such a scale and towards such a diverse group of developing countries. As a result, the effectiveness of SDT provisions decreased. Consequently, the preferential regime did not play the same role as it did during the GATT period and largely hindered integration into the multilateral trading system. The exception were LDCs. In their case, the SDT system and development assistance were the conditions for participating in the international trading system.

Attempts to negotiate changes in SDT focused on three issues. First, the legitimacy of SDT provisions, which were considered a central element of the WTO, was confirmed. Second, although the set of SDT regulations was extended to new areas (agriculture, services, TRIPS), the relevant provisions were not given legal force,
which meant that they were still non-binding rules in developed countries. Third, the position of developing countries has changed, moving away from a strategy of blocking negotiations towards greater engagement and integration into the multilateral trading system. Instead of applying the principle of non-reciprocity on the part of developing countries (which was maintained for LDCs), an approach based on the obligation of acceptance by all members of multilateral WTO agreements was adopted.

The diversity of developing countries within the framework of the WTO was one of the reasons for the lack of agreement on the change of SDT in the framework of the Doha Round negotiations. This topic concerns the potential change in the rights and obligations of members of the organization, and therefore touches upon a fundamental issue relating to the functioning of the WTO. The aim of the SDT reform is to create a system of preferences more effective than the present one, based on specific and legally binding rules, and to increase the role of the WTO in the sphere of development, which would mean a deeper commitment of the organizations to help the adoption of binding trade rules by developing countries. The disagreement with the formal differentiation of developing countries makes SDT commitments vague, based on political rather than economic criteria. Exceptions are LDCs for which the system of preferences is better designed, but it also requires clearer rules, for example as regards rules of origin.

Preferences are not given once and for all and constitute a temporary measure, allowing states to adjust to adopted rules and implement multilateral agreements. It therefore seems necessary to separate development aid from trade policy. It is a move away from the current strategy of allowing one group of countries to reap benefits of preference, to one that emphasizes direct support to increase trade opportunities and improve economic growth. Increased development aid, in the case of the WTO – technical assistance, should be provided for specific purposes, taking into account the specific needs of the recipients. Maintaining SDT is justified only in the case of LDCs.
Launched in 2001, the Doha Development Round was the longest-running series of trade negotiation in the history of the GATT and the WTO. On the one hand, it reflected the growing role of developing countries within the organization, and on the other, due to the suspension of official negotiations, it showed a crisis and a decline of importance of the WTO. According to the agenda, developing countries were to play a key role in the round because of their vital economic interests and the will to actively engage in negotiations. This was a new situation, because during the previous rounds of GATT negotiations, the vast majority of developing countries were passive observers of the decisions taken. They were satisfied with the status of countries under the SDT regulations, where the principle of reciprocity of obligations was burdened with numerous exceptions and exemptions. In practice, their participation in the GATT system was selective, and the benefits were limited. The turning point was the Uruguay Round (1986-1994) and the establishment of the WTO.

The Doha Round, regardless of the final result, symbolizes the mainstreaming of development issues into the international trading system. While development problems and support to developing countries were present in the GATT multilateral trade negotiations, the range of issues under negotiation was selective and limited. Broader integration of development issues into the WTO was associated with the adoption of a new approach. It was about reconciling two seemingly contradictory commitments – the liberalization of trade and the preferential treatment for less developed countries. Given the experience of the Doha Round negotiations, this course of action could mean limited and selective liberalization. The question is whether liberalization and SDT can be aligned with each other. To agree to this kind of approach means, first of all, adoption regulations adjusted to the level of
development and potential of developing countries, secondly, flexible application of
SDT regulations to all developing countries and, thirdly, a selective approach to sectors
subject to liberalization, thus identifying the least controversial areas of trade. The
failure of the Doha Round negotiations resulted from the lack of agreement on the
methods of reaching solutions. This has direct implications for the subject and scope
of the WTO's activities, as well as the role that the organization has to play in the
multilateral trading system.

The chapter is divided into three parts. The first concerns the arrangements
made during the Uruguay Round and reasons for the negative attitude of developing
countries to adopting commitments to trade liberalization. An example is the failure
to launch the WTO round in Seattle in 1999 and the difficulties that developing
countries faced in order to implement the WTO agreements. The second part focuses
on those areas of the Doha Round negotiations that were most likely to contribute
to enhancing the benefits of trade for less developed countries. This largely applies
to market access for agricultural and textile products, as well as those areas that
determine the growth of state capacity, i.e., intellectual property (TRIPS) and services
(GATS and TiSA). The final section is devoted to the multilateral Trade Facilitation
Agreement, which aims to reduce costs by streamlining and simplifying customs
and administrative procedures for trade in goods. The solutions applied in the TFA,
including those concerning assistance to developing countries, set a new course of
action in trade negotiations.

6.1. The Uruguay Round

One of the most important achievements of the Uruguay Round is greater
predictability of member countries' trade policies. This is the result of binding tariffs
in trade in goods and the acceptance of commitments on tariffication, that is, the
conversion of non-tariff barriers into tariff equivalents. This, in turn, contributed
to reduce arbitrary market protection measures, and also gave some credibility
to reforms undertaken by developing countries. Negotiations in the area of agriculture
and textiles and clothing, which were of particular interest to developing countries,
did not mean that these sectors were immediately subject to liberalization. Indeed,
a number of trade instruments and measures were introduced that delayed the
process of removing barriers, however, solid foundations for a fuller and deeper
liberalization were prepared.

As a result of the decision made during the Uruguay Round, there was a sharp
increase in the binding of tariffs on agricultural and industrial products. Before the
Uruguay Round, only one-third of tariff lines for agricultural products were bound. For developing countries, it meant an increase from 17 to 100%, and for highly developed countries and economies in transition – from 58 and 57 to 100%, respectively (Table 17). As a result, the level of predictability in agricultural trade improved. Tariff line bindings for industrial products were slightly lower at 83% for all countries combined. Before the Uruguay Round, this level was 43%. Furthermore, non-tariff barriers have become increasingly important in agriculture trade. A particularly large increase was recorded in the case of sensitive goods. For instance, the introduction of import quotas effectively limited the access of this goods to foreign markets.

Table 17. Bound Tariffs on Industrial and Agricultural Products by Group of Countries and Regions After the Uruguay Round (in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Industrial products</th>
<th></th>
<th>Agricultural products</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of tariff lines bound</td>
<td>% of imports under bound rates</td>
<td>% of tariff lines bound</td>
<td>% of imports under bound rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre Post</td>
<td>Pre Post</td>
<td>Pre Post</td>
<td>Pre Post</td>
<td>Pre Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>43 83</td>
<td>68 87</td>
<td>35 100</td>
<td>63 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By group of countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed countries</td>
<td>78 99</td>
<td>94 99</td>
<td>58 100</td>
<td>81 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries</td>
<td>21 73</td>
<td>13 61</td>
<td>17 100</td>
<td>22 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economies in transition</td>
<td>73 98</td>
<td>74 96</td>
<td>57 100</td>
<td>59 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By regions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>99 100</td>
<td>99 100</td>
<td>92 100</td>
<td>94 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>38 100</td>
<td>57 100</td>
<td>36 100</td>
<td>74 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>79 82</td>
<td>98 98</td>
<td>45 100</td>
<td>87 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Europe</td>
<td>63 98</td>
<td>68 97</td>
<td>49 100</td>
<td>54 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>13 69</td>
<td>26 90</td>
<td>12 100</td>
<td>8 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>16 68</td>
<td>32 70</td>
<td>15 100</td>
<td>36 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The principle of non-reciprocity, which was commonly used during the GATT period, was not officially excluded from the WTO rules. On this basis, some developing countries did not bind their tariffs on industrial goods, or if they did, then at a much higher level than in the case of developed countries (Martin, Winters, 1995, p. 30). For instance, most Latin American countries decided to bind all their tariff lines. For over two-thirds of the tariff lines that were bound by developing countries, the liberalization commitments were still quite weak because the bound tariff rate was set at a much higher level than the applied rate – around 10–15% (GATT, 1994, p. 26). Developing countries also enjoyed greater freedom not only in applying tariff
barriers, but also non-tariff barriers (e.g., frequent recourse to Article XVIII: B of the GATT, problems with the balance of payments) (Michalopoulos, 2000, p. 14).

During the Uruguay Round negotiations, two areas were the most important for the interests of developing countries: market access for agricultural products and increased exports of textiles and clothing. In the rest of the areas of intellectual property rights, trade related investment and services, the impact was low and commitments for developing countries were postponed or suspended due to the application of SDT. The most tangible decisions made during the Round concerned:

- the abolition of quantitative restrictions on trade in textiles and clothing;
- binding customs tariffs on agricultural products and applying tariffs in the agricultural sector;
- lowering the tariff escalation for agricultural products of various degrees of processing;
- announcements of the elimination of subsidies in agriculture.

The level of tariffs on industrial products imported from developing countries was lowered, however, it remained at a relatively high level compared to rates in highly developed countries. The average level of tariffs on goods imported from developing countries was 3.4% in developed countries, but in the case of other developing countries it was four times higher and amounted to about 12.8% (Table 18). This means that developing countries protected each other’s markets, which specialized in the production of labor-intensive goods (clothing, textiles, footwear).

In the textile and clothing sector, the decision to lift trade restrictions was linked to the expiry of the Multifibre Agreement, which had been in force since 1974. The agreement sanctioned the introduction of quantitative restrictions on the export of textiles and clothing from developing countries. The MFA imposed restrictions on exporters from developing countries in the form of voluntary export restraints (VER) (Hudec, Finger, 2010, p. 54). Formally, they were treated as voluntary measures, imposed and enforced by developing countries. The voluntary nature of export restraints was however a fiction because importing countries wanted to limit the exports of cheap and competitive goods from developing countries. Along with increasing their comparative advantage and increasing international competitiveness in the textile and clothing sector, developing countries sought to change these rules. An additional, disadvantageous element of the MFA was a special protection mechanism. It could be activated by the importer against textiles and clothing products not subject to quantitative restrictions in a situation where their import caused market disturbances (Synowiec, 2002).
The MFA regulations were inconsistent with basic GATT principles and selectively restricted the access of textile goods to foreign markets. Formally, they were contrary to Art. 1 of the GATT on the principle of non-discrimination, Art. XI of the GATT banning import or export quotas and Art. XVI of the GATT prohibiting export subsidies (Finger, 1995, p. 289). The first step to eliminate the MFA was to replace it with the interim Agreement on Textile and Clothing (ATC), which set a timetable for the phasing out of quantitative restrictions, including VER. The ATC was to be in force for 10 years, until the rules of trade in textile goods were fully incorporated into the GATT 1994. There were four integration stages for which the amount of successive tranches of exemption from restrictions was determined, measured as a share of total imports in 1990.48

Although developing countries sought to remove barriers to trade in textiles and clothing, the liberalization process that had already begun did not fully meet their interests. They criticized the excessively slow process of lifting quantitative restrictions by importers and called for improved market access to developed countries. The obstacles were the persisting quantitative restrictions and the slow process of liberalizing market access, which could be explained by the desire to restructure less competitive textile and clothing sectors in importing countries, i.e., in highly developed countries.

In the field of agricultural trade, the arrangements adopted during the Uruguay Round were an important step towards deeper reform of the sector. The most frequently used barriers in agriculture included: tariffs, import quotas, voluntary export restrictions, minimum price of imported products, other variable fees, as well as export subsidies and domestic support for agriculture (McCulloch, Winters, Gaviera, 2001, p. 178). An essential step in the process of making changes was

---

48 The first phase, which began in 1995, covered 16% of each member’s total import volume measured for the 1990 base period, the second, which was scheduled to start in 1998, was to cover another 17%, and the third could begin started in 2002 and concerned 18% of imports. For the fourth and last phase, the largest exemption from restrictions was provided for, which amounted to 49% (Synowiec, 2002, p. 220).
the Agreement on Agriculture, which contained four basic elements. First of all, tariffication, i.e., the replacement of non-tariff barriers with the equivalent of tariff rates. Secondly, a reduction of the then existing tariffs, which were not bound, as well as those introduced after the tariffication. Third, binding all customs tariffs over a specified period of time. Fourth, the adoption of a minimum market access commitment, thus keeping imports as low as possible.49

On the basis of AA, the groundwork was laid for the proper changes. However, despite the commitments made, the level of protection in agricultural trade in all member states remained at a relatively high level, which means that, in fact, proper liberalization did not take place (Hathaway, Ingco, 1995, p. 7; Francois, McDonald, Nordstrom, 1996, p. 128). In terms of market access, tariff reduction by an average of 36% and 24% for developed and developing countries, respectively, and a minimum reduction of 15% (10%) for each tariff line were adopted. LDCs were virtually excluded from making commitments. Due to the changes, the level of tariffs for developing countries exporting agricultural products amounted to 15.6% in highly developed countries and 20.1% in developing countries (Table 19) (Hertel, Martin, 1999, p. 464; Hertel, Hoekman, Martin, 2002).

**Table 19. Tariff Protection of Agricultural Products, 1995 (in %)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exporting region</th>
<th>Importing region</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Import-weighted average tariffs</td>
<td>High-income countries</td>
<td>Developing countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-income countries</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study based on Hertel, Martin, 2000.

The limited impact of decisions taken during the Uruguay Round on the liberalization of agricultural sector resulted from several factors. Firstly, in highly developed countries the level of bound tariffs was set at a much higher level than previously used non-tariff barriers (Anderson, 2000, pp. 40–41). Secondly, the adoption of a ceiling on bound tariffs, for which reductions were to be carried out, was set at a higher level than the level of applied tariffs, which provided opportunities for developing countries to raise and lower tariff levels freely (Hathaway, Ingco, 1995, pp. 42–43; Hertel, Hoekman, 2002, p. 115; Srinivasan, 2002, p. 8). This means that achieving

---

49 The minimum market access undertaking was to be implemented through tariff quotas, which meant setting lower import duties up to the minimum level of obligations. The minimum commitment was to correspond to the MFN rate level (AA: Annex 3, section C, par. 14).
any degree of liberalization in applied tariff rates required a significant reduction in the level of bound rates (Francois, 1999, after: Hertel, Hoekman, 2002, p. 92). The changes introduced during the Uruguay Round even contributed in some cases to an increase in the level of protection of agricultural sector. This was because the largest reductions (36%) were made for products with low tariffs, and the minimum reductions, at the level of 15%, were for products that were subject to non-tariff barriers and to which high tariffs were applied (sensitive products). Moreover, the base period for the tariffication of agricultural trade was set to 1986–1988, when world agricultural commodity prices were at very low levels compared to previous decades. Consequently, when comparing the base period prices with the domestic prices of barrier-protected goods, the difference between them was exceptionally high. The difference became the basis for determining the amount of the tariff equivalent.

Due to the exceptional case of the base period for many agricultural products, the tariff equivalent reported in member states’ schedules was significantly higher than the same base period tariff equivalent (Hathaway & Ingco, 1995, p. 11). This mechanism was described as dirty tariffication and occurred both in developing countries as well in the EU and the United States. As a result of the conducted tariffication and uneven distribution of tariff cuts, the net effect of tariff reduction led to increased disturbances in customs protection on the market of agricultural products. This means that for heavily protected items (i.e., wheat, corn, dairy products, meat), the level of protection was either maintained or increased, and for relatively low tariff products such as soybeans, it was reduced.

Another decision made during the Uruguay Round concerned high tariff rates and tariff escalation. The problem of high tariffs, i.e., those exceeding 15%, concerned the following sectors: agri-food, fruit, vegetables and fish, food and processing industry, textiles and clothing, footwear and leather, automotive and high-tech industries. In many cases where there were tariff peaks, preferences towards developing countries were limited. For example, sensitive products have been excluded from preference regimes or subject to quantitative restrictions, both in terms of the amount under the preferential tariff rate (tariff quota) and in terms of eligible countries (Michalopoulos, 1999). Thus, even after the implementation of the Uruguay Round decisions and the inclusion of GSP preferential rates, the average level of ad valorem tariffs above 15% in the EU, the US, Japan and Canada (i.e. Quad members) exceeded 10% of total tariffs (UNCTAD, 2000). The highest tariff rates in Quad countries were between 350 and 900% for goods exported from developing countries, which mainly included food and footwear (Table 20) (Aksoy, 2005, p. 48).

The tariff structure of highly developed countries shows a significant escalation, which means that market access for more processed products (with higher value-
added) is more restricted. Tariffs increase with the degree of processing. This was detrimental to developing countries, which faced major difficulties in terms of exporting more processed goods. As a result of the Uruguay Round decisions, there has been some improvement in this area. Among the Quad, the average level of tariff escalation was highest in Japan and lowest in Canada. Taking into account the Uruguay Round decisions, this level averaged 15–16% on the EU market (down from 23%), 27% on the Japanese market (down from 35%) and 9% on the US market (down from 12%). Nevertheless, the level of tariffs for selected products remained relatively high. For instance, in the EU and Japan, fully processed food products have double the customs duties of products in the first stage of processing. They amount to 24% and 65%, respectively (Table 21). This means that for heavily protected items (i.e., wheat, corn, dairy products, meat), the level of protection was either maintained or increased, and for relatively low tariff products such as soybeans, it was reduced.

### Table 20. Tariff Peaks in Selected Countries (in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country or group</th>
<th>Average applied tariffs</th>
<th>Maximum tariff</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Share of lines covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>506.3</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>85.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>107.9</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>376.5</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Aksoy, 2005.

### Table 21. Tariff Escalation for Food Manufacturing in Selected Countries (in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>Japan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First stage of processing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-processed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully processed</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest rates are applied to fully processed products, which discourages developing countries from independently processing agricultural raw materials and exporting them to highly developed countries (Diakantoni, Escaith, 2009, p. 10). The reason is protection of processing industry and fear of competition from developing countries. This in turn leads to protectionist measures and undermines the effects of trade liberalization.

Consequences of the Uruguay Round

Developing countries were disappointed with the results of the Uruguay Round. The asymmetry related to their negotiating power with developed countries was particularly evident in areas where they had special interests, i.e., the agricultural and textile sectors. Developing countries agreed to adopt new agreements in return for lifting the MFA, VER, and some barriers to agriculture. They accepted regulations which were burdened with high implementation costs. It was a kind of compensation for the elimination of practices incompatible with the GATT agreement, but serving commercial interests of developed countries (Hertel, Hoekman, 2002, pp. 128–129). Decisions on the agricultural sector were of particular importance. The effects of the applied tariffication, as well as the liberalization of agricultural sector, turned out to be of little benefit to developing countries. Although tariffication has contributed to increasing transparency in agricultural trade and the elimination of some hidden forms of protection, there has been an increase in the level of protection for some products (defined as sensitive). Maintaining high barriers to some agricultural commodities was the result of applying the tariff peaks, exceeding the level of 15% and reaching even 300%, as well as tariff escalation (UNCTAD, 1999, p. 49).

Estimates of the benefits to be achieved by developing countries under the Uruguay Round focused mainly on two areas: trade in textiles and agricultural products. Although developing countries’ exports were assumed to increase in these areas, greater benefits were expected to come from increased consumption as a result of falling prices in textile and clothing sectors. This meant that greater benefits associated with increased income and trade dynamics were to accrue to developed countries than to developing countries (Francois, McDonald, and Nordstrom, 1995, p. 123). Moreover, in the agricultural trade it was possible to carry out more liberalization than resulted from the final decisions of the Round. However, countries belonging to the CAIRNS\textsuperscript{50} group,

\textsuperscript{50} CAIRNS – the group was established during the Uruguay Round. It consists of representatives of agricultural exporting countries. The aim of the group was to liberalize the agricultural sector, therefore it applied for the elimination of export subsidies, improved market access, and a significant reduction in internal support for agricultural production.
exporting agricultural products, benefited from the increase in prices for agricultural products. In the textile sector, on the other hand, the market share of some exporters may have changed after the elimination of the MFA quota system in favor of new, less competitive manufacturers and exporters from developing countries and LDCs. The elimination of quantitative export restrictions has substantially boosted the exports of developing countries (Evolution of Trade..., Hayasi, 2007, pp. 4–5).

In a situation where many of the provisions of the Uruguay Round were not implemented, developing countries were against starting a new series of negotiations. Therefore, the attempt to establish the first WTO round in Seattle in 1999 failed. There were several reasons. First, the failure to prepare a mutually agreed agenda for negotiations. Developing countries were opposed to accepting new commitments and the related high implementation costs. Second, suspicions were raised by the way in which the Seattle conference negotiations were conducted, which consisted in agreeing decisions in the subgroups of countries (the Green Room’s procedure), and then presenting the results in the plenary forum (Srinivasan, 2002, pp. 2–4, 14). In such an arrangement, most of the developing countries, except for large economies, had no influence on negotiations. Third, the manner of conducting negotiations and the selection of topics by the hosts of the meeting – the US delegation – who pledged to include environmental and labor standards in the WTO regulatory system, were also not appreciated.\(^{51}\)

The benefits of trade liberalization are always accompanied by adjustment costs, usually automatic and direct. They are borne by WTO member states due to the need to make regulatory changes as a result of adopting new multilateral agreements. According to a study by J.M. Finger and P. Schiler (2000), in 2000, regulatory changes resulted in costs that in developing countries could be much higher than the benefits of access to new markets. In the case of LDCs, these costs often exceeded the budget expenditures for development purposes (Finger, 2000, p. 425; Hertel, Hoekman, Martin, 2002, p. 129). Three agreements adopted during the Uruguay Round that led to high adjustment costs in developing countries were analyzed: CV (GATT 1994 – Art. VII), SPS and TRIPS.

In all cases, it was not possible for a developing country to implement regulations without external assistance. The high adjustment costs accompanying the reforms exceeded the capacities of a developing country faced with a shortage of administrative infrastructure, institutional and legislative facilities. Therefore, provisions on special

---

\(^{51}\) The issue of incorporating regulations related to environmental protection and labor law standards into the WTO divided the states participating in the WTO Ministerial Conference in Seattle. On this issue, the President of the United States, Bill Clinton, declared the introduction of sanctions for non-compliance with basic employee rights (Hertel, Hoekman, Martin, 2000, p. 2; Odell, 2002, pp. 24,27).
treatment for developing countries and the provision of technical assistance have been incorporated into each contract. The problem, however, was that the obligation to provide assistance was not legally binding for donor countries. The adopted formula for technical cooperation was not very precise, so the scale and scope of support depended on the decisions of aid donors (Kostecki, 2001, pp. 11–12; Henson, Loader, 2001).

In line with the approach adopted during the Uruguay Round (one-size-fits-all), developing countries were obliged to adopt all the regulations that were optional prior to the Round. This included TBT, SPS, customs valuation, anti-dumping, and the subsidy agreement. The regulations that were in force in most developed countries had to be implemented by the less developed countries, and the process was not based on the principle of mutual exchange of concessions. While they were given a longer time to implement commitments (on average 5 years and longer extendable periods for LDCs), most developing countries failed to do so within the foreseen period. By 2000, approximately 80–90 developing countries out of 109 did not comply with the requirements of TRIPS, SPS, and the CV (Finger, 2000, p. 435). There is consensus that the approach taken during the Uruguay Round to ensure and support the implementation of WTO agreements by developing countries proved to be ineffective (Srinivasan, 1998; Finger, Schuler, 2000; Ostry, 2000). Above all, there was no flexibility in making decisions about specific countries. While most researchers admit that a uniform approach to the reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers is justified all regions have generally gained as a result of tariff barrier reduction (Martin, Winters, 1996) – the same approach, applied to other WTO agreements, was not beneficial for most developing countries. The main point is that at least minimal institutional capacity is needed to adopt some WTO agreements, as in the case of TRIPS, CV or SPS. It was therefore necessary to mobilize additional development assistance from highly developed WTO members.

6.2. The Doha Round

The main goal of the Doha Round was to work out principles and rules of international trade which, to a greater extent than the existing WTO agreements, would support interests of developing countries and allow them to integrate more into the multilateral trading system. Divergent interests and objectives among WTO member states led to suspension of negotiations which dragged on, with varying degrees of frequency, until the 2015 Ministerial Conference in Nairobi. Despite the stalemate, that first emerged in 2003 at the Ministerial Conference in Cancún, consultations in selected areas were conducted even after 2016.
The main objective of the round was the reduction or elimination of tariffs, including the highest tariffs, and the escalation of tariffs, as well as non-tariff barriers, especially regarding the export of products in which developing countries were interested (WTO, 2001b). The agenda covered the following areas: agriculture, industrial products or manufactured goods (NAMA), services, intellectual property rights (geographical indications, health protection rules), Singapore issues (investments, competition policy, the principle of transparency in government procurement, trade facilitation), WTO rules relating to anti-dumping, subsidies, regional trade agreements, and the problems of relationship between trade and environmental protection (WTO, 2005a).

In the context of the adoption of the Trade Facilitation Agreement, it should be noted that three of the four Singapore issues were withdrawn from the negotiations in 2004. Only trade facilitation issues were the subject of negotiations, which were incorporated in the TFA in a slightly reduced version. As part of the Doha Round, a commitment was made to provide support to poorer countries by strengthening their export capacities, diversifying production capabilities and accessing goods to new markets, while introducing further solutions to liberalize international trade. Trade-related technical assistance and the continued application of SDT became an integral part of efforts to integrate LDCs into the global economy. It is assumed that the adoption of a new assistance package accompanying the liberalization arrangements should be complementary to ongoing efforts to remove trade barriers.

Several negotiating areas of the Doha Round that are important for developing countries’ trade interests are the subject of further analysis. First, there are market access issues for agricultural and industrial goods, second, liberalization of services and, third, protection of intellectual property rights. A separate issue is the Trade Facilitation Agreement and the accompanying Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility. Their selection was based on the following assumptions:

- negotiations in agricultural sector and NAMA were the key to breaking the deadlock and adopting a comprehensive agreement in the Doha Round;
- TRIPS and services issues, although not in the mainstream of the negotiations, have a major impact on the development of the economic capacity of developing countries;
- the TFA is so far the only multilateral agreement adopted under the Doha Round;
- solutions applied in the TFA, including those related to assistance to developing countries, set a new direction of action in trade negotiations.

---

52 NAMA refers to the following categories: manufactured goods, industrial goods, textiles, fuel and mining products, footwear, jewelry, forestry products, fish and fishing, and chemicals.
Agricultural and Manufactured Goods

The proposals to increase market access in agricultural sector and NAMA are the subject of this section. The basis for the final agreement among WTO members was the July 2008 package. Based on postulates-offers presented by the parties, it was possible to prepare a document containing preliminary findings and differences in the positions of the participants. A set of various proposals was distributed for consultation on December 6, 2008 (WTO, 2008). It was the fourth revised version of the draft agreement in agricultural sector (the previous ones were from 2006 and July and September 2008), which included formulas for tariff reductions, domestic support and export subsidies (Table 22).

Table 22. Preliminary Arrangements for Agricultural Sector under the July 2008 Package

| Export support | • Complete elimination of export subsidies by 2013, longer transition period for developing countries  
• Revision of the rules on export credits, guarantees and insurance, and international food aid |
| Domestic support | • Commitment to reduce (as part of the Amber Box + Blue Box and the De Minimis Rule): EU – by 80%, the United States and Japan – by 70%, developing countries by 55%. Immediate cuts will affect the EU, US, and Japan (by 33%), the rest by 25%. Implementation period: for developed countries – 5 years, for developing countries – 8 years, arrangements for reducing support under the Amber Box (AMS): EU by 70%, the United States and Japan by 60%, developing countries by 45%  
• De Minimis Rule: production cut for developed countries by 25%, for developing countries by two thirds for 3 years to 6.7% of production  
• The Blue Box: 2.5% production reduction for developed countries and 5% for developing countries  
• The Green Box: maintaining the formula for decoupling income from production, and in the case of developing countries – from food stocks |
| Market access | • Using the tiered formula for tariff cuts: the biggest cuts for the highest tariffs: for developed countries – a 50% reduction for tariffs below 20% and by 70% for tariffs above 75%; two-thirds cut for developing countries in each tariff band compared to the developed country band  
• Sensitive products (available to all members) subject to a smaller reduction, as are special products (for developing countries)  
• Changes to the application of special agricultural safeguard clauses for developing countries  
• LDCs were excluded from the obligation to tariff cuts |

Source: own study based on WTO, 2008c.

According to the July 2008 package, parties managed to initially agree on modalities to achieve tariff reduction. It covered agricultural and non-agricultural tariff rates for goods from four groups of countries – low and middle income, high income, and LDCs. The proposals concerned applied and bound tariff rates (all offers are included in Table 23). The modalities of reduction were specified in the tiered formula for agricultural sector and the Swiss formula for NAMA. The aim was to lower the average bound rate on agricultural commodities from 40 to nearly
30%, and on industrial goods – from 9.9 to 5.3%. In both cases, the proposed rate reductions meant higher cuts for higher tariffs. Assuming that the tiered formula was adopted and applied in the agricultural sector, the average bound rate could be reduced even by half, from the baseline of 40.3% to 20.7% (Table 23).

Table 23. Weighted-Average Applied and Bound Tariff Rates (in %): The Doha Round Proposals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Applied rates</th>
<th>Bond rates</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base*</td>
<td>Formula**</td>
<td>Formula plus flex***</td>
<td>Base*</td>
<td>Formula**</td>
<td>Formula plus flex***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All countries</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low- and middle-income countries</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>45.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-income countries</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDCs</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NAMA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All countries</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low- and middle-income countries</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-income countries</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDCs</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>40.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Base refers to the base rate in the absence of an agreement during the round.
** Formula – a rate negotiated and implemented without exceptions.
*** Formula plus flex – a rate that includes special preferences for LDCs and special and sensitive products within the agricultural sector.

Source: Laborde and Martin 2011a, 2011b.

However, this option does not take into account exceptions for special and sensitive products, the share of which in developing countries’ exports is of particular importance. The share of sensitive products in total tariff lines is strictly defined: for developed countries it reaches 4% of tariff lines, and for developing countries – 5.33%. The identification of products as sensitive is often associated with the existence of tariff quotas. In contrast, the category of special products is reserved only for developing countries and is based on criteria related to food security, human health, and rural development. Their share may be up to 12% of the country’s tariff

53 The Swiss formula for NAMA is a non-linear formula for cutting tariffs. It is applied for base rates equal to the binding rates or the average applicable MFN rates for the period 1999–2001 and 25% for the current unbound tariff lines. The Swiss formula, like the tiered formula, requires ad valorem tariffs. The tiered formula for agricultural produce also implies larger cuts for higher tariffs. The condition is that the tariffs are available as a percentage of the value of the imported goods.
lines (Brink, 2014, pp. 10–11). Both highly developed and developing countries have the right to mark some of their products as sensitive, and only developing countries as special products.

Under the Swiss formula, separate reduction coefficients were established for developed and developing countries. For the first group of countries, it was decided to maintain one coefficient, while for the poorer countries, several options were adopted, depending on the possibility of adjustment. A higher ratio for poorer countries means a lower reduction of tariffs. A higher coefficient for poorer countries means a lower tariff reduction. The arrangements adopted in December 2008 included the following formulas: a coefficient of 8% for highly developed countries and 20%, 22%, and 25% for developing countries and LDCs (WTO: Non-agriculture...; Decreux, Fontagné, 2011, p. 25). Applying the proposal in practice would mean that maximum tariffs in rich countries would not exceed 8% in total, and bound tariffs would remain on an average level below 3%. In addition, the highest tariffs on sensitive products would be below 8%. In the case of developing countries, each of them would have a choice, depending on their status from three possible coefficients. Most tariff lines correspond to a formula where tariff rates are below 12–14%. This would mean that bound rates for developing countries would remain, after agreeing the coefficient, at an average level of 11–12%, and for the group of least developed countries – above 15%. As a consequence, the gap between bound and applied rates would be significantly reduced. The draft also contained provisions prohibiting the concentration, i.e., preventing states from excluding entire sectors from tariff cuts, e.g., cars or clothing.

Exceptions and preferential treatment rules for goods from developing countries limit the impact of the Swiss formula on tariff reduction in manufactured sector and the tiered formula in agriculture. In line with the tiered formula for agricultural commodities, deeper reductions are projected for the level of bound tariffs. This type of approach, with larger cuts in higher tariffs (usually generating greatest costs), is economically desirable, but may result in considerable political resistance and pressure to apply exceptions (Laborde, Martin, 2011a, 2011b). Similar effects may occur in non-agricultural sector. The scale of reductions may therefore be smaller due to the application of the flexibility rule within SDT. In addition, the effect of tariff reduction can be reduced by the existence of large differences between the bound and the applied rates. The effect may be to reduce the impact of the cuts on the level of applied rates, and thus to increase market access. Flexibility provisions for specific groups of countries or products where members may apply cuts smaller than those resulting from the formula adopted, may lead to a smaller reduction in applied rates. This means that the depth and scope of actual liberalization depends
on an agreement on the manner and amount of reductions for developing countries benefiting from a range of flexible solutions.

LDCs are in a special situation. While they are not subject to the obligation to reduce their tariffs, their margin of preference may decrease due to liberalization of the agricultural sector. Firstly, because numerous preferences are already applied to them, which will erode as a result of progressive reduction of tariffs (erosion of preferences). Their only commitment is to increase the level of tariff bindings. Secondly, these countries are mostly net food importers, which means that because of liberalization in agricultural sector, prices of their goods may increase slightly. Thirdly, they are not committed to reform their own trade policy, therefore, as a result of the changes, they cannot count on increasing efficiency in production and reducing costs, for example by choosing cheaper sources of product supply (Bouët, Laborde, 2011, p. 171).

Due to trade liberalization, LDCs are exposed to lower preferences and a decrease in benefits resulting from the use of lower tariffs in agricultural sector. This is because many agricultural products from LDCs are not competitive on world markets. In turn, in textile and apparel trade, competition between developing country producers may be intensified and the share of products from LDCs may be reduced in favor of other countries (Bhagwati, Sutherland, 2011, p. 11). Without protecting the exports of LDCs, i.e., the establishment of full duty-free and quota-free market access (DFQF), the negative process for these countries may worsen. The MFN tariff reduction will lead to lowering barriers for other developing countries, and thus reducing the margin of preference for LDCs. The benefits for LDCs for participating in DFQF programs are twofold. This includes participation in initiatives such as the EU Everything but Arms (EBA) program, the EU Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) with ACP countries, and the U.S. African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA). Firstly, it is preferential market access with relatively high prices for agricultural products. Secondly, it applies high protective tariffs to other developing countries, not covered by special preferences. Liberalization of agricultural sector, which would lead to a reduction in trade preferences and lower prices for goods exported from developing countries, is therefore not in the interest of LDCs. Moreover, there are significant differences between higher and lower income developing countries. For the latter, liberalization of trade in agricultural goods would expose them to competition from larger and richer developing countries such as Brazil, China, and India. For this purpose, the change in rules of origin is needed.

Rules of origin are an integral part of preferential market access for developing countries. The aim pursued by the interested states is to reduce restrictions and costs associated with their application. While not directly negotiated in the Doha
Round, they were recommended for liberalization and simplification. The scope and application of the rules are left to the importing countries, which – depending on international trade agreements – may apply various preferential tariffs, including zero rate. Empirical evidence shows that liberal rules of origin allow for cumulation and substantial use of imported goods from third countries, which is a significant indicator of export growth in LDCs (Martin, Mattoo, 2011, p. 12).

It is estimated that gains from the implementation of the Doha Round provisions will be lowest for LDCs. In turn, more developed and developing countries, such as China, India, Vietnam, Brazil, Indonesia, can benefit the most, especially as a result of liberalization in NAMA (Polaski, 2006, pp. 24–25). Forecasts of benefits to countries and regions from the completion of the Doha Round are presented in Table 24. The long-term effect of the projected liberalization of trade in goods is 0.09% of global GDP annually, equivalent to USD 70 billion by 2025. In the case of services, it is an increase in global GDP by 0.11%, and in terms of trade facilitation by 0.20% (Decreux, Fontagné, 2011, p. 27). The greatest benefits are expected in the area of trade facilitation through improved customs procedures and administrative requirements. In the regional breakdown, the largest gains from liberalization of agricultural goods and services may accrue to the EU and China. The share of both entities in the benefits of global GDP growth may amount to 22% for everyone. In the case of the United States, it is 7%, and in the case of ASEAN countries – 9%. Japan should expect very good results, especially thanks to liberalization in goods (15%). On the other hand, the losses – from the countries of the Caribbean, Mexico, and Sub-Saharan Africa. However, taking into account trade facilitation issues, these regions, apart from Mexico, may record gains (see Table 24).

**Table 24. Long-Term GDP Growth Projections for Doha Round Participants at Regional or Country Level (USD million, 2004 Constant Prices)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Goods</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Trade facilitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>6.492</td>
<td>7.319</td>
<td>12.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td>1.401</td>
<td>1.545</td>
<td>1.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>2.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>1.197</td>
<td>1.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>-718</td>
<td>-696</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>15,981</td>
<td>18,443</td>
<td>36,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFTA</td>
<td>7,289</td>
<td>7,669</td>
<td>7,669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>11,847</td>
<td>18,571</td>
<td>30,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>3,821</td>
<td>4,328</td>
<td>6,932</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong in December 2005, a proposal was made to extend the possibility of applying the duty-free and quota-free market access to LDCs by all WTO member states, including developing countries (WTO, 2005). Decisions on modalities to implement DFQF were initially made in 2008. The proposal for free access for LDCs exports to developed and developing markets concerned the allocation of a minimum of 97% of LDCs’ tariff lines. In this arrangement, this meant excluding the remaining 3% from the preferences (WTO, 2008b). Depending on a country and structure of its exports, 3% of tariff lines removed from the DFQF system may constitute a significant part of exports of all LDCs to a given market. However, the matter was not easy to agree between WTO members. In 2008, developing countries withdrew from the DFQF proposal for LDCs (Bouët, Laborde, 2011, pp. 165–166). The extension of the DFQF to 100% is mainly advocated by highly developed countries. An example is cotton export from LDCs. Negotiations concern the complete elimination of tariffs and quantitative restrictions. However, the increase in LDCs exports does not depend only on the reduction of tariffs but is conditioned by the reduction of internal support programs in developed countries, which lead to distortions in cotton trade market (Hoekman, Martin, Mattoo, 2010).

### Services

The importance of liberalization in trade in services for the development of the WTO member states is incomparably greater than in the case of liberalization of trade in goods. Nevertheless, this area was not a priority in the Doha Round negotiations. In recent years, the share of developing countries in the global export

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Goods</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Trade facilitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>10.194</td>
<td>10.703</td>
<td>13.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>4.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>-473</td>
<td>-353</td>
<td>-296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>1.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa (exc. South Africa)</td>
<td>-549</td>
<td>-394</td>
<td>6.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Mercosur countries</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other South American countries</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>2.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other South Asian countries</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>1412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countries</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>1.809</td>
<td>7.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2.498</td>
<td>2.622</td>
<td>4.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>5.344</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>9.480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Decreuse, Fontagné, 2011.
of commercial services has been systematically growing. In 2016, over 30% of global exports of services came from developing countries. In the case of highly developed countries, this share amounted to over 67% (Table 25). The value of commercial services exports in developing countries reached USD 1.466 billion in 2016 but was lower by 1% compared to the previous year. Imports of services reached USD 1.796 billion and its share in the global import of services decreased to 38.3%. The main reason was the decline in activity in traditional services, primarily transport, and construction (WTO, 2017e, pp. 62–63).

Table 25. Developing Economies’ Trade in Services by Region, 2015–2016 (USD billion, Annual change, in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Export Value</th>
<th>Share in world trade</th>
<th>Annual % change</th>
<th>Import Value</th>
<th>Share in world trade</th>
<th>Annual % change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>–3</td>
<td>–1</td>
<td>1796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>–2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries from Europe</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>–9</td>
<td>–14</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>–3</td>
<td>–6</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries from Asia</td>
<td>979</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>–3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>4808</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>–6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly developed countries</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>–7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A community of independent states</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>–16</td>
<td>–2</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WTO, 2017e.

An upward trend was recorded in export and import of other commercial services (as opposed to traditional transport, tourism, and construction industries), i.e., in the flow of financial, telecommunications, and IT services and in broadly defined business services. In 2016, nearly a quarter of global exports (24.1%) of this type of services came from developing economies (Figure 29). For comparison, in 2005 it was 17%. The largest increase was in services related to intellectual property (IP) revenues from the use of licenses and fees increased in 2016 by 5% (WTO, 2017e, p. 63). Developing countries in Asia such as China, India, and Singapore play a leading role in the export of high-tech services. They are responsible for two-
thirds of exports of this type of service. Together, they export twice as many services (business, financial) as other developing countries from Latin America, the Middle East, Africa, and developing economies from Europe. On the other hand, the share of LDCs in global exports of commercial services amounted to 0.7% in 2016, and in imports – 1.4% (WTO, 2017e, p. 68).

Figure 29. Developing Economies’ Participation in Global Exports of Commercial Services by region, 2016 (in %)

* Other commercial services include financial, telecommunications, IT, and broadly defined business services
Source: WTO, 2017e.

The Doha Round negotiations did not envisage progress in multilateral liberalization, but only increasing security of access to markets based on GATS regulations (Borchert, Gootiiz, Mattoo, 2011, pp. 121–122). It is assumed that the greatest benefits of liberalization of services for developing countries would come from greater openness to FDI inflows (Mode 3), especially in the case of infrastructure services, as well as the introduction of regulations on the movement of people providing services under Mode 4 of the GATS. Due to the comparative advantage in the supply of labor and human capital, developing countries are interested in liberalization of labor market in highly developed countries, with strong opposition from the latter (Srinivasan, 2002, p. 16; Srinivasan 1999, p. 11; Hoekman, 2000, p. 130). T. Walmsley and L.A. Winters (2002, pp. 28–29) indicated great benefits from the implementation of postulates of less developed countries. They concluded that opening of labor markets in developed countries to external workers at the level of 3% of the labor force in these countries would generate a real income greater than could be achieved with full liberalization of trade in goods. However, in practice,
all WTO members maintain formal restrictions on access to their services market (Hertel, Hoekman, Martin, 2002, p. 124).

According to the GATS rules, the provision of services between member states takes place in four manners. Mode 1 occurs when services are provided at a distance (by post, telephone or the Internet). It is a way of supplying services that is very similar to trade in tangible goods and has the character of cross-border trade. In case of Mode 2, the consumer goes abroad and uses the services there (e.g. tourism). This means that a consumer from one country buys and consumes a service in the territory of another country. The service does not cross the border, only the consumer does so (consumption abroad). Mode 3 refers to a situation where a commercial presence is established in the territory of another member state and thus an investment is made. This presence is understood as the provision of a service by a service company (commercial presence). Mode 4 is one of the most controversial ones, because it involves a need to move individuals to a country where the services are provided. In this case, the presence of natural persons and direct contact with the client are necessary, as the service must be provided on-site (presence of natural persons providing services). The stay of such people on the territory of another country is subject to formalities, most often in the form of, for instance, visas or work permits (Grącik-Zajączkowski, 2011).

For most developing countries, liberalization of services on the basis of reciprocity is not beneficial due to limited possibilities of negotiating concessions (Singh, 2006, pp. 42, 51). In order to change the current state, national reforms are necessary to increase the efficiency of domestic service providers and the ability to compete on foreign markets (Hoekman, 2006, p. 16). So far, liberalization of services has been undertaken unilaterally or within regional groupings. While the adoption of the GATS was a significant step towards establishing universal rules in international trade, countries did not agree to significant progress in this area. The negotiations led to a slight opening of the markets. From the point of view of richer developing countries (China, India, Brazil), it was the preservation of possibility of establishing their own regulations, e.g., in financial services and data trading. On the other hand, less developed countries were not prepared to adopt regulations or compete on international services market. A common obstacle regarding liberalization under the GATS was the lack of mechanism to allow for regulatory cooperation among financial regulators, competition authorities and immigration offices (Martin, Mattoo, & Winkler, 2011, p. 23). Consequently, the impact of the GATS on the degree of liberalization in developing countries was small.

As decided during the Uruguay Round, developing countries were allowed to accede and implement GATS provisions under less restrictive conditions than other WTO
members. This was due to preferential treatment of developing countries (SDT rules). In addition, the GATS adopted solutions that hampered multilateral liberalization. First of all, these were market access criteria, which were determined by the type of sector, as well as provisions allowing for exclusion from the application of national treatment. This was due to two reasons: first, the limited number of regulated service sectors and second, the possibility of circumventing the principle of non-discrimination, i.e., national treatment.

Developed countries have regulated about 45% of their service sectors by the GATS, while developing countries have regulated 12–15%. As part of this, only 25% of all service activities declared by developed countries were not subject to any barriers to market access, as well as to application of the national treatment. In the case of developing countries, this figure was about 7% (Hoekman, 1995, 327–328; 2000, p. 21). Under the GATS (Art. XIX: 2) it was accepted for developing countries that “there shall be appropriate flexibility for individual developing country Members for opening fewer sectors, liberalizing fewer types of transactions, progressively extending market access in line with their development situation and, when making access to their markets available to foreign service suppliers.”

The rules of access to services market were based on a criterion depending on the type of individual sector. This means that the principle of non-discrimination could be applied to all types of services, except for those expressly indicated by member states. As a consequence, national treatment provision was justified in the case of only those sectors that were listed in the schedules (the so-called positive list) and that were not covered by exceptions. For developing countries, it was more important to present a negative list, i.e., one consisting of those service sectors that have not been subject to GATS regulations. This meant that commitments to market access and liberalization referred to the positive list, containing only sectors that were admitted to the market.

Since 2013, talks on further liberalization of trade in services have been held under the Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA). Formally, they are conducted outside the WTO, but the GATS Council for Trade in Services is regularly informed of any progress. It is possible that the final agreement may be incorporated into the WTO and replace the existing agreement (Adlung, 2015). This is made possible by the provisions of the GATS. WTO member states may, in accordance with Art. V of the GATS, create or join liberalization agreements, the progress of which is much greater than in the case of a multilateral agreement. However, participation in integration groupings must not lead to an increase in overall level of barriers to trade in services, compared to situation before the conclusion of a trade liberalization agreement. With regard to movement of persons, this provision has been extended to the integration of labor
markets (Art. V bis GATS). It was assumed that the agreement “shall not prevent any of its Members from being a party to an agreement establishing full integration of the labor markets between or among the parties to such an agreement.”

Most developing countries are not interested in liberalizing services under the TiSA formula. Negotiations were initiated by the United States and the EU, and most of the participants were OECD members and a few developing countries. So far, the following participants have taken part in the negotiations: Australia, Canada, Chile, Taiwan, Colombia, Costa Rica, the EU, Hong Kong-China, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Korea, Liechtenstein, Mauritius, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Switzerland, Turkey, and the United States. Participants tentatively agreed that TiSA should go beyond the margin of preference already established in existing regional and bilateral trade agreements, which would block the current levels of unilateral liberalization. This would make it possible to expect an increase in the level of liberalization. Achieving this goal depends on several factors:

- the possibility of expanding existing GATS schedules to include new service sectors;
- the inclusion in negotiations of a broad range of WTO members;
- the setting of a deadline for conclusion of negotiations, which is important in view of discussions under way on this issue in the framework of other regional agreements.

The most important of these factors is the absence of the BRICS group (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa). Therefore, one of the discharges against TiSA is negative impact on countries that do not participate in negotiations (Stephenson, Ragoussis, Sotelo, 2016). However, due to the impasse, the chances of adopting TiSA are so far slim.

**Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights**

The Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), to which developing countries acceded in 1995, was a far-reaching compromise. In return for concessions in agricultural, textiles and clothing sectors, developing countries agreed to accept a new package of commitments. The main proponents of setting global standards for protection of intellectual property rights (IPRs) were the United States, the EU, Japan, and Switzerland.

For developing countries, minimum standards were adopted regarding the availability, scope and use of IPRs, which included copyright and related rights, trademarks, geographical indications, industrial designs, patents, topographies of integrated circuits, protection of classified information, control of anti-competitive practices in contractual licenses. While developing countries were left with the choice
of how to implement TRIPS, its adoption was obligatory. A complete and permanent exemption from the implementation of the agreement was not possible, but only an extension of transition period, which could be shortened when, as a result of improving macroeconomic indicators, a country ceased to belong to the group of LDCs (Bossche, Zdouc, 2017, p. 1052).

The controversy around TRIPS stemmed from high implementation and transaction costs associated with the obligation to adopt and apply rules on IPRs. In most cases, a developing country did not have national regulations in a given field or the level of protection of IPRs was insufficient in comparison to rules contained in TRIPS (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, pp. 404–405). Thus, it was a matter of creating a system of national regulations and then adjust them to international rules. For instance, in the field of patents for 90 developing countries listed in Annex 1 to the TRIPS Agreement, 25 had no patent protection for pharmaceutical products, and 13 – for chemical products (Braga, 1995, p. 396). The need for thorough changes also concerned the right to copy or the adoption of compulsory licensing with regard to production of pharmaceutical drugs.

The potential gains for developing countries from the introduction of TRIPS remain the subject of lively debate. Those who supported the introduction of changes argued that benefits of so-called dynamic factors could be significant not only as a compensation for costs incurred. These factors included FDI inflow, technology transfer, licensing and deployment of innovative solutions, stimulated by higher research and development spending at national and international levels. In contrast, opponents of changes argued that profits were uncertain, and negative elements included additional costs due to the introduction of regulations. Among the most important were costs resulting from increased domestic prices, reduced domestic production, and increased imports, which could lead to lower incomes and the transfer of financial resources from developing to highly developed countries (Braga, 1995, pp. 399–402).

One of the most controversial issues in TRIPS was public health provisions. Developing countries saw TRIPS as an obstacle in fighting infectious disease epidemics. They recognized that these regulations limited their access to patented pharmaceuticals and allowed the transfer of resources to patent holders and manufacturers in highly developed countries (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, p. 417). As agreed by the Uruguay Round, TRIPS regulations referred to the situation related to the shortage of pharmaceuticals and the need to meet the demand for patent-protected drugs in a country threatened by an epidemic (Art. 31: TRIPS). Under the compulsory licensing rule, a government facing a public health emergency could require a drug manufacturer to grant an additional license to meet its needs. At the
same time, however, the regulations required that additional drug production under the compulsory license procedure be primarily directed to the domestic market. However, this posed a major problem for those developing countries, especially LDCs, which did not have sufficient productive capacity and were forced to import pharmaceuticals. The TRIPS provisions thus perpetuated the imbalance between the countries with production capacity and those without it.

The issue of amending TRIPS provisions on compulsory licensing was a kind of test for the WTO’s commitment to development. The organization tackled the problem in 2001. At the inaugural meeting of the Doha Round, *Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health* was adopted, committing to expanding access to medicines for countries without pharmaceutical manufacturing capacity (WTO, 2001a, par. 6). So far, the only amendment to TRIPS that has been introduced was the procedure of compulsory licensing. Negotiations on this matter concerned the scope and possibility of invoking the enabling clause under SDT regulations. Ultimately, the WTO General Council authorized WTO members to grant compulsory licenses allowing pharmaceutical exports to countries without capacity to produce them (WTO, 2003b). The only condition for applying the waiver was insufficient or no manufacturing capacity.

The provision was finally accepted at the WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong in December 2005 and entered the regulatory order as Art. 31 bis of the TRIPS. Against pressure from developed countries (primarily the United States), the WTO did not agree to limit the number of countries eligible for compulsory licensing and the list of diseases for which the importing country could invoke the public health clause. As in *the Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health*, the list of diseases was not closed and concerned all epidemiological diseases (WTO, 2003b, par. 5c). As a consequence, developing countries were able to export pharmaceutical products under compulsory licensing to other countries which, in the face of an epidemic or other emergency, invoked the public health clause. It was an important arrangement that was mutually agreed in favor of developing countries and LDCs.

In practice, the compulsory licensing under the more flexible amendment to the TRIPS had rather little effect on the availability of medicines in the poorest countries (Art. 31 bis of the TRIPS). Benefits of the amendment was modest due to the unprofitable distribution of generic pharmaceutical in LDCs. A large number of pharmaceutical products were off-patent and existed in market as generics. In addition, importing countries have been obliged to introduce appropriate mechanisms to prevent re-export of pharmaceuticals or their improper distribution through specially labeled packaging (Hoekman, Kostecki, 2011, 418–419).

It is estimated that the highest costs associated with the implementation of TRIPS provisions in developing countries are associated with training of official apparatus and
a creation of an administrative system. Simply copying the IPRs mechanism in force in OECD countries is not enough. The types of rights that are protected under TRIPS vary from country to country, as do institutional capabilities, especially in LDCs. Although steps have been taken in this direction through the offer of a training and internship system under the WTO Trade-Related Technical Assistance, the scale of the problem is much larger. Certainly, the WTO alone cannot meet the needs of developing countries in this area without broad and comprehensive action by both various multilateral institutions and bilateral donors. Support programs such as AFT or EIF are a helpful tool here.

6.3. Trade Facilitation Agreement

The WTO Multilateral Trade Facilitation Agreement is the first and so far, the only agreement adopted under the Doha Round. It was approved at the Ninth WTO Ministerial Conference held in Bali (Indonesia) in December 2013 and entered into force on February 22, 2017, after it was ratified by two thirds of the WTO members. TFA is included in Annex IA of the Agreement on the Establishment of the WTO.

The trade facilitation regulations were part of negotiating package at the start of the Doha Round and were known as “Singapore issues.” In addition to trade facilitation provisions, it also covered issues related to investment, competition policy, and government procurement. The decision to keep trade facilitation (in a limited version) and remove the remaining Singapore issues from the Doha Round negotiation agenda was made in 2004. Developing countries were afraid of additional costs associated with adopting new agreements, and furthermore argued the need to meet commitments made back during the Uruguay Round (Zajaczkowski, 2014).

The TFA was based on two assumptions: the possibility of flexible application of SDT regulations and the guarantee of receiving technical assistance and other support. In order to streamline the process of adopting the agreement, an approach was taken based on flexible implementation of regulations, which consists in the possibility of individually setting transition periods and stages of implementation of rules by developing countries. As a result, a country was able to set its own conditions of support together with aid donor (individual or institutional). The purpose of such arrangements was to protect developing countries and LDCs from high and unexpected implementation costs associated with the agreement.

The TFA is founded upon three articles of the GATT 1994 which relate to freedom of transit (Article V), import and export fees and formalities (Article VIII), and publication and management of trade regulations (Article X) (WTO, 2004). This
The WTO as a Development Institution means that the TFA is nothing more than a new approach to the already existing regulations within the GATT/WTO, based on a revised implementation formula. Moreover, in addition to the WTO, the issues of trade facilitation were actively addressed by institutions such as UNCTAD, the World Bank, the IMF, the OECD, as well as the World Customs Organization (WCO), the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). The work on adopting unified regulations also involved regional integration groups, especially APEC, as well as the private sector, whose interests were represented by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) (Wilson, Mann, Woo, Assanie, & Choi, 2002, p. 85). Despite the involvement of many institutions, the effects of their actions were limited. The biggest obstacle to implementing the rules was dispersion, fragmentation and a lack of coordination in action. Therefore, the WTO was chosen as the most effective forum to adopt coherent and unified TFA rules.

The choice of the WTO as a coordinator and administrator of the TFA was based on several premises. First, the rules and regulations contained in WTO multilateral agreements are legally binding, which means that obligations can be effectively enforced through dispute settlement mechanism. Second, trade facilitation regulations are an integral part of the GATT 1994. Third, the adoption of the TFA by developing countries was made conditional on their obtaining development assistance. WTO members who were unable to accept the agreement within regular timeframe had two options: the possibility of using SDT or obtaining technical, financial, and other support provided for by the TFAF.

Under the TFA, an aid delivery mechanism was developed. For this purpose, the roles and responsibilities of the parties were defined, i.e., aid recipients on the one hand and bilateral donors, and international organizations on the other (TFA, 2014, art. 21). Institutions and procedures supporting the delivery of assistance were established, in particular the TFA Committee and the TFA Instrument. Developing countries and LDCs were obliged to prepare individual timetables for implementing TFA commitments, which were incorporated into national development strategies. A special program (WTO Program for National Self-Assessments of Trade Facilitation Needs and Priorities) was established for this purpose, according to which states were to identify their own trade facilitation needs and classify TFA implementation commitments into one of three categories – A, B, or C. Category A is a set of provisions to be implemented by developing countries by February 22, 2017, and LDCs by February 22, 2018. Category B are provisions that developing countries and LDCs committed to implement after the end of transition period and the entry into force of the agreement. This means that they could apply the SDT regulations concerning, inter alia, an additional transitional period. Category C consists of
provisions that developing countries and LDCs can implement after the transition period and the entry into force of the agreement, and which require the acquisition of implementation capacity by providing them with technical assistance or other support in building trade capacity (TFA, 2014).

In order to receive technical assistance or other support, a developing country or LDC was required to place a specific TFA provision under category C. The remaining categories, A and B, include those types of TFA regulations that countries committed to implement without technical and financial assistance, but with the possibility of using SDT. Detailed obligations, and thus provisions covering the TFA, are grouped according to the following types of activities (TFA, 2014, Section I: Art. 1–12):

1. Publication and availability of information,
2. Comments and consultations,
3. Regulations,
4. Appeal procedures or review,
5. Measures to increase impartiality, non-discrimination and transparency,
6. Fees and commissions,
7. Release and clearance of goods,
8. Cooperation with border agencies,
9. Customs control,
10. Formalities related to import, export and transit,
11. Freedom of transit,
12. Customs cooperation.

In their TFA implementation schedules, WTO members were asked to indicate what support they needed and how they would use it. In turn, additional formalities were imposed on aid donors. They concerned mainly the principles of transparency and openness of procedures related to aid financing. These include requirements to provide information on their assistance programs, as well as information on application process and annual submission of technical assistance projects.

The actions of all parties to the TFA were based on the concept of flexibility. This means that potential donors were not obliged to provide assistance, but the formula of acting in good faith and making every effort to meet this obligation was adopted. Under the TFA, there are regulations that are both legally binding and based on a “good faith” commitment. The emphasis is on building international cooperation and good practices. This means a shift from the application of WTO enforcement mechanism in favor of domestic legal systems (Hoekman, 2016, pp. 177–178). In turn, the recipients of aid were obliged to implement provisions of the agreement, but at the same time it was made dependent on their ability to receive support. This kind of flexibility formula allows each country to implement provisions in the way it deems appropriate, according to its regulatory, technical and institutional capacities. Due to their special status, LDCs obtained additional preferences, including in the form of longer transitional periods than other developing countries, as well as exemption from the WTO dispute settlement procedure (the grace period) (TFA, 2014, Art. 20: 4, 20: 5).
Effects of the Implementation of the TFA

The main objective of the TFA is to increase benefits of international trade for developing countries by lowering transaction costs and improving their trade capacity. The agreement requires signatories to carry out reforms in the field of legal regulations, administrative apparatus, and institutions, which are expected to lead to greater efficiency in terms of trade and lowering costs of its servicing. It is estimated that the high transaction costs are largely the result of differing customs procedures and administrative requirements as well as complex provisions on fees and charges. Burdensome inspections and a lack of information on fixed fees charged at borders, as well as the large number and variety of customs agencies and other checkpoints, were identified by respondents to Aid for Trade Global Review 2015 as being among the most important obstacles to trade in developing countries (WTO/OECD, 2015).

The economic benefits that countries could achieve by eliminating such barriers are the subject of a variety of studies (Dee, Geisler, & Watts, 1997; Hertel, Walmsley & Itakura, 2001; Wilson, Mann, Woo, Assanie, Choi, 2002; Wilson, Mann, Otsuki, 2003; Wilson, Mann, Otsuki, 2004; Francois, van Meijl, van Tongeren, 2003; OECD, 2003b; Haralambides, London-Kent, 2002). According to the OECD estimates from 2013 and 2014, the scale of costs reduction depends on a country’s level of development, as well as whether the provisions of the TFA are implemented in full or in part. Assuming the most realistic scenario, i.e., based on a partial implementation, the reduction of trade-related costs for the lowest income countries would reach 12.6% (3.9% less than with the implementation of all the provisions), for lower middle-income countries – 13.7% (less by 3.7% than with full implementation) and for upper middle-income countries – 12.8% (1.8% less) (OECD, 2018a). For OECD countries, gains from full implementation of regulations and cost reductions would increase by 11.8%, and a partial increase by 10.4% (Figure 30).

Potential benefits to developing countries from implementing the TFA may be greater than in other areas negotiated at the WTO. This is shown by the aforementioned research by Decreux and Fontagné (2011, pp. 27–29), who stated that the only gains that LDCs can obtain come from the implementation of TFA rules. This is also confirmed by the research of G.C. Hufbauer, J.J. Schott, M. Adler, C. Brunel, and W.F. Wonga (2010), who announced that the benefits of implementing TFA rules would be higher for developing countries than for developed countries, both in terms of exports and imports. If the regulations are implemented, it will be of particular importance for inland developing countries, as their trade expenditures depend primarily on transit costs and efficiency of customs clearance (Hufbauer et al., 2010, p. 15). According to the researchers, developing countries may gain USD 47.3 billion
in exports and USD 84 billion in imports (for developed countries, trade benefits are estimated at USD 39.5 billion and USD 54.5 billion, respectively). In terms of GDP growth, it may amount to 0.6% (USD 60,4 billion) and 0.1% (USD 43,2 billion) for developing and developed countries, respectively (Hufbauer et al., 2010, p. 15).

Figure 30. Forecasts for Trade Costs Reductions Due to the Implementation of the TFA by Income Group (in %)

Gains from FTA implementation will not be the same for all developing countries. Such conclusions were reached in their research by S. Wilson, C.L. Mann, T. Otsuki (2005), who presented forecasts of an increase in trade flows. These indicators were 40.3% for South Asia, 30% for the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, 24% for East Asia, 20% for the Caribbean and Latin America, and only 4% for OECD. Developing countries, in which trading procedures are particularly burdensome and outdated, should benefit much more from TFA implementation than highly developed economies as J. Francois, H. van Meijl, and F. van Tongeren also wrote in their studies (2005).

Aid directed at trade development objectives is more effective and brings greater benefits in the form of export growth than in other areas, such as investment in infrastructure or manufacturing. Such conclusions were reached in their empirical studies by M. Helble, C.L. Mann, J.S. Wilson. They showed the relationship between various categories of assistance under the Aid for Trade program and trade performance. They found that the most beneficial effect on increasing trade was those financial expenditures that were provided in the form of assistance for narrowly defined trade facilitation issues, i.e. border management, administration of customs procedures, and creation of regulations and institutions needed for this purpose (Helble, Mann,
According to their estimates, a 1% increase in AFT funds for trade facilitation purposes, worth USD 117 million, translates into an increase in exports of recipient countries by USD 347 million. On the other hand, a 1% increase in the volume of aid for productive capacity and infrastructure building (worth USD 219 million) may increase exports of recipient countries by approximately USD 291 million. This regularity was presented as follows: USD 1 in broadly understood aid (development policy, infrastructure) leads to an increase in exports of USD 1.33, and in the case of investments related to regulatory reforms and trade policy, leads to an additional USD 71 in recipient country exports (Helble, Mann, Wilson, 2012; Taylor, Wilson, 2011, p. 219).

Assuming that resources directed to regulatory development and trade policy contribute to stimulating trade flows in the most effective way, it is arguable that the ongoing trend should be reversed. The current trend is characterized by the fact that the least amount of resources of all Aid for Trade categories are allocated to trade facilitation purposes. TFA issues fall under trade policy and regulation, which is one of the four core categories of the AFT program. While it is much more difficult and costly to implement infrastructure and productive capacity-building projects (Taylor, Wilson, 2011, pp. 214, 219–220), much better performance in terms of results is taking place in the area related to TFA. This is confirmed by the study commissioned by the World Bank, in which regulatory reform projects showed higher efficiency (rated 85%) compared to large investments in new infrastructure and technology. Also projects that required recipients to develop institutional capacity achieved much weaker results, amounting to about 56% (World Bank, 2006).

Support for Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility

Assistance related to the implementation of TFA is provided through a specially established for this purpose TFAF instrument. Assistance is provided in three forms:

- advice to identify development needs, and then to appropriately classify regulations into one of three categories (A, B, or C);
- support in trade capacity building, which in practice means access to training materials, participation in courses and internships;
- financial aid in the form of two types of grants – project preparation grants of up to USD 30 000 and project implementation grants of up to USD 200 000 (TFAF grants...).
Assistance for the implementation of TFA rules is provided only to developing countries that have declared their commitments under category C. In 2014–2017, member states’ contributions to the TFA trust fund totaled around CHF 7.5 million (Table 26). Access to this type of support is limited as only those countries that have not received support from other sources of funding are eligible for TFAF grants.

**Table 26. Donations to the TFAF, 2014–2017 (CHF million)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor country</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 780 663</td>
<td>2 000 000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 780 663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>831 398</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>831 398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>104 900</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>104 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>369 004</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>369 004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>174 400</td>
<td>660 000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>834 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35 599</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35 599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13 098</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>130 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48 763</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44 530</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44 530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>176 840</td>
<td>230 000</td>
<td>405 840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35 000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 402 355</td>
<td>2 865 840</td>
<td>230 000</td>
<td>7 498 195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study based on WTO TFA.

Tasks related to the implementation of trade facilitation regulations are carried out under the Aid for Trade, in the category of “AFT Facilitation”. Since the inception of AFT, the main donors of TFA assistance have been the United States, the European Union, and the World Bank, which together account for 78% of all TFA funding. In 2016, donors’ contributions totaled over USD 363 million, which is a fivefold increase in relation to the base average AFT for 2002–2005 (Figure 31). The decrease in the amount of funds transferred since 2013 may have resulted from an unclear situation related to the procedure of adopting and implementing the agreement. In total, from 2005 to 2016, over USD 3.9 billion was transferred under the AFT for purposes related to trade facilitation (OECD–DAC, 2018) (see Table 32). Moreover, since 2014, a special TFAF trust fund has been operating for the implementation of provisions of the TFA, which is an additional source of financing activities. Assistance is most often directed at building cooperation networks between customs agencies and border units, implementation of information and communication technologies (equipment purchases), training of the administrative apparatus and simplification of procedures (OECD, 2018b, p. 117). The regional
distribution of funds transferred to recipient countries is uneven. Beneficiaries from Africa and Asia received the most funds. In 2013, Asian countries obtained more trade facilitation finance than Africa for the first time. In 2013, the regions received USD 277 million for Asia and USD 263 million for Africa, respectively (Figure 32) (WTO/OECD, 2015, p. 24).

**Figure 31.** Trade Facilitation Commitments under the Aid For Trade, 2002–2016 (USD million, 2015 Constant Prices)
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Source: OECD, 2018d.

**Figure 32.** Trade Facilitation Commitments by Region (USD million, 2012 Constant Prices)
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Most of the provisions in the TFA concern the implementation of simple measures aimed at increasing the transparency of regulations and reducing costs related to customs and administrative procedures. A major part of the TFA commitments does not require signatories to incur high implementation costs (Taylor, Wilson,
This means that the implementation of trade reforms that were considered beyond the capabilities of some developing countries can actually be carried out without SDT and financial assistance. Most developing countries had begun implementing technical measures under the TFA before the agreement was adopted at the WTO, often with donor support within the AFT program. These efforts were part of the countries’ modernization program. However, taking into account the fact that developing countries themselves assess the needs and the amount and types of assistance, in many cases they have applied for assistance, even if it was not necessary. The reason for this is, for example, the desire to extend or improve existing programs (Trade Facilitation Agreement Database…). In such a situation, assistance is also anticipated and may be provided from different sources.

It is estimated that the adoption of the TFA will help developing countries attract FDI, enhance their ability to compete in foreign markets and gain greater access to markets in developed countries. The introduction of standardized and simplified TFA procedures is necessary for those developing countries that want to participate in global supply chain as well as in international intra-industry trade. Dynamics of changes, associated with structural transformations in the sphere of production and consumption, and technological progress, give developing countries more and more opportunities to compete effectively with entities from developed countries. The basis is not only lower costs of trade operations, but also appropriate regulations and supervisory institutions.

### 6.4. Summary

The evolution of the WTO towards an institution more concerned with development issues is due to several factors. Firstly, the source of the changing role and importance of the WTO is the pursuit of meeting development needs of member states, which is a consequence of growing position of developing countries in the world economy and the need for their greater integration into the multilateral trading system. The second factor is the desire to reconcile the achievement of development goals (i.e., economic growth and poverty reduction) with the obligation to liberalize trade. In practice, this means limited and selective liberalization, but on conditions favorable to the realization of interests of developing countries. This type of approach, currently presented by the WTO, was shaped during the last multilateral negotiations, which in practice blocks the work of the organization. A long-term disagreement among bargaining participants has various consequences. First of all, it raises concerns about the effectiveness of the organization and the fulfillment of its basic functions.
Moreover, it leads to the emergence of proposals for reform of the organization and its search for new areas of activity.

At the current stage of development of the international trading system, activities of the WTO come down to the role of coordinator and administrator of multilateral agreements. It is significant that without the involvement of other multilateral organizations, the adoption of the TFA would have been even more difficult. This means that in the face of failure of the Doha Round, the organization has largely become the executor of jointly agreed decisions with other economic organizations, such as the WB, IMF, OECD, EU, UN, and the UNDP. It can therefore be concluded that the role of the WTO as the main forum for making decisions on international trade has diminished. In other words, the position of the WTO as a center of global governance, which was the GATT institution in the previous period, has declined. On the other hand, the choice of the WTO as a coordinator of activities related to support for trade (e.g., under the Aid for Trade) proves the potential and possibilities of effective operation as part of development cooperation.

The importance and role of the WTO within the international trading system is due to several factors. First of all, from the mechanism of enforcing obligations, and thus the legally binding nature of adopted regulations, as well as the large representation of developing countries and institutional cooperation with other international organizations. First, providing WTO trade obligations with legal force means that, in the event of their violation or exceeding, it is possible to activate a dispute resolution mechanism and impose retaliation measures. Second, among the distinguishing features of the WTO is its large membership (by 2018, the WTO had 164 members), as well as its extensive network of cooperation with multilateral organizations. Third, this makes it easy to undertake joint initiatives in the sphere of development and assistance with organizations such as UNCTAD, WB, OECD, IMF, OECD. This results in the ability to raise more funds for technical cooperation and capacity building, although the organization itself has a relatively small budget for these purposes.

The difference in positions among developing countries has as much impact on further negotiations as traditionally divergent trade interests between developing and highly developed countries. For instance, reaching an agreement in agricultural sector depends on the reconciliation of interests between developing countries, i.e., net food exporters (CAIRNS group), and importers of agricultural products, to which LDCs belong. Moreover, in sectors that have already been liberalized, progress in removing trade barriers for developing countries has been rather limited. An example is trade in agricultural commodities and NAMA as well as services. The adoption of specific arrangements in agricultural sector is conditional on reaching
a compromise on liberalization in NAMA. Moreover, unfinished business of the Uruguay Round, such as liberalization of services and the implementation of TRIPS provisions, is holding back developing countries from making further commitments. Because of developing countries’ lack of interest in deeper liberalization in services sector, the chance for a multilateral agreement under the TiSA formula is slim. This may lead countries to engage in bilateral agreements and regional groupings.

In the context of development cooperation, it may result in the adoption of differentiated criteria enabling the adjustment of assistance to individual country needs. An example of choosing such a course of action is the Trade Facilitation Agreement. A key element of the TFA is the concept of conditionality of commitments and the related capacity building assistance. The receiving of aid by a developing country in exchange for acceptance of an agreement creates a new kind of approach to negotiations, and a new area of activity for the WTO. In the first case, it is the need to build into new agreements mechanisms for support to developing countries, and in the second – to expand the role of the WTO in the sphere of development. WTO involvement is expected to increase in these areas. It is therefore likely that such a solution will become a model for other WTO multilateral agreements.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to define the role of the WTO in development cooperation and to examine the importance of the organization in international aid system. The analysis of the WTO’s involvement in development and assistance for less developed countries allowed for the formulation of responses and final conclusions which prove that the role of the organization in the area of development cooperation is increasing. This is related to the growing activity of the organization in this field, as well as to its changing position in international trading system due to the impasse in Doha Round negotiations.

Increasing the role of the WTO in development cooperation results from an evolving approach to the issue of providing aid and striving to increase its effectiveness in terms of achieving development goals. Therefore, activities that the WTO undertakes to build trade capacity and integrate developing countries into the international trading system fall within the framework of development cooperation, covering the following areas (Figure 34):

- technical assistance, which is part of ODA. The WTO is on the OECD–DAC’s list of multilateral donors and is therefore entitled to provide assistance in the form of ODA;
- global Aid for Trade program, in which the WTO acts as a concept promoter, administrator, and coordinator of activities;
- rules of preferential treatment for developing countries, i.e., special trade benefits for less developed WTO members;
- multilateral negotiations under the Doha Round, in which attempts were made to adopt new regulations that would take more account of development needs of less developed WTO members. An example is the Trade Facilitation Agreement and the accompanying Trade Facilitation Agreement Facility.

These claims support the main thesis adopted in the study that activities carried out by the WTO as part of its statutory functions (regulatory, operational, and control) – understood narrowly (i.e. technical assistance) or broadly (i.e. SDT regulations, coordination and supervision of joint initiatives and cooperation with other international institutions) can be treated as an activity within development
cooperation. The WTO’s involvement reflects an aim to improve the efficiency of development assistance provision and to increase the achievement of development goals, particularly in the area of trade. The main thesis was proved by additional research hypotheses, which were positively or partially positively verified. On their basis, the following conclusions were made.

**Figure 33. Areas of WTO’s Involvement in Development Cooperation**

Hypothesis 1 (positively verified): Changes that are taking place within international aid system indicate the need for a new approach to development assistance and greater involvement of the WTO.

The evolution of the WTO into an institution more concerned with development issues and support for developing countries is a result of changes within multilateral aid system. This is evidenced by the following factors. Firstly, the distinction between certain types and forms of aid has blurred. An example is the aid defined as multi-bi, that is bilateral aid directed through multilateral institutions and the accompanying financial resources, known as earmarked or mixed (multi-bi). Secondly, the circle of donors willing to allocate their resources to development aid has widened. These include countries outside the OECD–DAC, included in the group of developing countries, as well as private sector – NGOs. Third, trust funds have become one of the primary instruments for financing development goals. In connection with the above premises, there have been fundamental changes within multilateral aid system and the emergence of a phenomenon known as bilateralization of multilateral development aid. Its basic source is the growing share of multi-bi funds in financing development programs. In practice, this means increasing the control of individual donors over resources sent to organizations. Implications of this are twofold: it may
limit the autonomy of an institution and the performance of its statutory tasks, but on the other hand, it may extend the scope of organization’s activities into new areas that could not be financed from core budget and make the procedures for mobilizing resources faster and more flexible. The analysis of WTO activities indicates that the organization is more subject to changes contained in the second scenario.

Within the WTO, the tendency to bilateralization of technical assistance has not progressed as much as in other multilateral institutions, such as the UN or the World Bank. Therefore, the problem of substitution of core budget resources by multi-bi contributions is so far relatively small. On the other hand, there has been a significant decrease in the inflows from the DDAGTF – the main source of financing for WTO technical assistance. Contributions to trust funds operating multilateral programs such as TFAF and STDF and EIF, which the WTO benefits from jointly with other multilateral organizations, are increasing instead. Such a situation may result, first, from difficulties in concluding the Doha Round and, second, from the emergence of new multilateral initiatives (TFAF and STDF) and a need to provide them with additional funds.

There is a need for greater involvement of the WTO in aid initiatives, carried out jointly with other multilateral organizations, such as the World Bank, United Nations, and the OECD. Assuming that the international aid system is a kind of a regime complex, the cooperation carried out within it results from the existence of common interests, in this case – increasing the effectiveness of providing aid and achieving development goals. Improving the adoption and implementation of WTO regulations by developing countries depends not only on the organization itself, but on support provided jointly with other multilateral institutions and bilateral donors. It is for this reason that initiatives and programs co-created by consortia of multilateral institutions can improve the harmonization of development cooperation activities and increase its effectiveness. For trade-related initiatives (AFT, EIF, STDF), the WTO plays the role of coordinating, supervising, and administering joint initiatives.

Hypothesis 2 (positively verified): The WTO’s technical cooperation activities are complementary to those carried out under the overall ODA. While the WTO provides little support in context of funding, it is essential in terms of institutional and technical support.

The transfer of knowledge and know-how in the field of international trade rules creates an opportunity for greater integration of developing countries in the international trading system. WTO technical assistance is the primary, but not the only, instrument for providing support to developing countries. It reflects the performance of the WTO’s regulatory and operational functions. The regulatory function is to enable member states to create and implement regulations relating
to international trade, and the operational one to provide support based on their own decisions and using human resources and materials at the disposal of the organization.

The basic forms of technical assistance provided by the WTO are courses and training on WTO rules, trade policy and functioning of the organization. Their purpose is to improve trade capacity of developing countries in the process of negotiating and adopting WTO regulations. This also applies to participation in accession negotiations. Due to the growing interest of representatives from developing countries in participation in WTO courses and training, a need arose to expand their scale and scope. On the other hand, with the reduction of WTO financial resources for technical assistance, the system of training and courses was reorganized – their topics and types were adjusted to the financial and staffing capabilities of the WTO. The number of face-to-face courses was reduced, and the e-learning offer was expanded.

The best results in terms of technical assistance were achieved in the area of participation of candidate countries in accession negotiations. Moreover, compared to the GATT period, the involvement of representatives of developing countries in WTO multilateral negotiations on trade liberalization has improved significantly. This is evidenced by increased number of coalitions and interest groups. Their activity has strengthened bargaining power and the ability of developing countries to influence other participants in trade negotiations. On the other hand, however, the excessive number and diversity of such coalitions can make it difficult to build a coherent position in the talks, as the Doha Round showed.

Hypothesis 3 (partially positively verified): Modification of special and different treatment offers an opportunity to increase the effectiveness of the WTO, which is currently in crisis.

One of the sources of the crisis is the SDT. The lack of solution regarding the use of these regulations by developing countries leads to conflicts between highly developed countries and developing members of the organization. Under the SDT provisions, developing countries may be temporarily exempted from applying certain WTO rules, and may be granted a longer period to implement the WTO agreement. While the use of SDT by LDCs does not raise major concerns, the controversy is related to their application by emerging economies such as China, India, and Brazil. This is due to the status of a developing country within the organization. In the WTO, as in the GATT, it was assumed that each state determined its own status, most often at the time of accession to the organization. As regards LDCs, a solution based on the UN classification has been implemented.

The maintenance of SDT regulations within the WTO, as well as proposals to extend their scope to new trade-related areas, pose a serious challenge to the organization.
Their application in GATT has led to a practical exclusion of developing countries from multilateral negotiations and trade liberalization. This has been detrimental in the case of economic sectors important to their trade interests, i.e. agriculture and textiles. Under the SDT provisions, developing countries were exempted from reciprocity during the GATT period, which meant not engaging in trade barrier reductions and not taking on tariff obligations.

The situation related to the application of SDT changed with the establishment of the WTO. It has turned out that the SDT provisions serve to a small extent to fulfill the rights and obligations of WTO members by developing countries. Moreover, they may also lead to limiting their activity in the organization. There has been a change in the approach of developing countries to participating in multilateral negotiations. Limited liberalization, with the possibility of using SDT regulations seemed to be the most beneficial. This approach has been criticized by highly developed countries. While the protection of less competitive sectors of the economy or industries was fully justified, the problem was the abuse or misapplication of SDT. Therefore, the aim of the negotiations under the Doha Round was to change the regulations. The most radical proposal was put forward by academics. It assumed abolition of SDT for a wide range of developing countries. Instead, they were to be integrated into the international trading system according to the rule of the MFN. SDT regulations were to be applied only to LDCs, and their effect was strengthened by additional development assistance. Due to the deadlock in the Doha Round negotiations, the chance to modify SDT regulations is so far very small. This leads to tensions between WTO members, exacerbating the organization’s crisis.

Hypothesis 4 (positively verified): The WTO requires reforms, and thus adaptation to new international circumstances and related challenges, which means that the organization is more inclined to increase its role in the area of development cooperation.

In the face of the failure of the Doha Round, the role of the WTO as the main forum for making decisions on international trade diminished. This means that the position of the WTO as a center for managing the international trading system, which GATT performed, has decreased. Taking into account the perspective of development cooperation, the WTO has become, to a large extent, the executor of jointly agreed decisions with other multilateral organizations, i.e., the WB, IMF, OECD, UN, UNDP. On the other hand, the organization made an attempt to break the deadlock and look for a new place in the international trading system. In this regard, the following activities were initiated:

- commitment to improve coherence and harmonization of activities within multilateral aid system; the election of the WTO as the administrator of the Aid for Trade and the Enhanced Integrated Framework, as well as its role as the
institution that oversees and enforces the implementation of the TFA, is a move in this direction;

- improving the implementation of WTO agreements by developing countries, which in practice means adopting rules that would promote the pursuit of trade interests by developing countries; examples include administration of the STDF or oversight of the implementation of trade facilitation regulations (TFA);
- strengthening the role of the WTO as an intermediary institution for the provision of aid from various funding sources; the WTO’s task is to facilitate contacts with relevant international actors providing such assistance (Lamy, 2006); an example is institutional cooperation with other economic organizations involved in development and aid.

The WTO’s role as coordinator and administrator of international development aid initiatives and trust funds stems from several factors:

- broad representation of countries; by 2018, the WTO had 164 members, and a further 22 states and autonomous territories continued accession negotiations;
- legally binding nature of adopted rules; in the WTO, regulations can be made legally binding and enforced through the Dispute Settlement Understanding; the organization has relatively the most effective enforcement mechanism among existing multilateral international institutions; although it does not apply in the context of preferential treatment of developing countries (Chapter IV of the GATT 1994) and provision of technical assistance, the areas belong to the practice of the organization and are implemented by member states; the main donors are WTO member states belonging to the OECD–DAC;
- cooperation with other organizations; the WTO has extensive networking with multilateral organizations involved in aid and development, including, in particular, the World Bank, United Nations, and the OECD; since the organization has a relatively small budget for technical assistance, support for trade-related development objectives is drawn from other available sources at the disposal of multilateral organizations (i.e., AFT, EIF, STDF).

Hypothesis 5 (partially positively verified): Greater WTO support for developing member states should entail their active involvement in trade liberalization on conditions adjusted to individual economic needs of recipients.

The WTO Doha Round was an attempt to mainstream development issues into world trade. The basis of this process is reconciling the needs of developing countries with the obligation to liberalize trade. In practice, this means limited and selective liberalization on conditions favorable to interests of developing countries. The course of the Doha Round shows that only such agreements that will not lead to high implementation costs and that may bring benefits to less developed member
states are acceptable. Empirical studies indicate that the potential benefits for developing countries from implementing the TFA may be greater than for other areas of multilateral negotiation. The way to reach a compromise, then, is to narrow the negotiation agenda down to the easiest and least controversial issues. This is evidenced by the TFA, in which the provisions on trade facilitation were limited to three articles contained in Art. V, VIII, and X of the GATT 1994.

The approach related to selective trade liberalization indicates a departure from the applied one-size-fits-all model. A major change, compared to previous multilateral negotiations, is the individual and developing country-specific approach to adopting new WTO commitments. The pace and manner of adoption of regulations depended on the individual decisions of developing countries, their economic, political, and institutional capacity to introduce changes, especially LDCs’. In context of the TFA, provisions on special and differential treatment were made more flexible, but the obligation to adopt multilateral agreements under the single undertaking formula has been maintained. This means that developing countries have not so far been exempted from the obligation to implement multilateral WTO agreements.

Hypothesis 6 (partially positively verified): Adopting a new formula for implementing WTO rules – as used in the Trade Facilitation Agreement and based on a flexible approach – will increase the application of WTO rules by developing countries.

The cornerstone of the WTO is a commitment to trade liberalization, which is based on a system of mutual concessions in market access. In such a situation, it is difficult to find a place for assistance. On the other hand, reciprocity of concessions or commitments is not the only formula underpinning trade liberalization. It can also be a system of non-reciprocity of concessions, based on SDT regulations. Such a direction of change was initiated in the Doha Round and the adoption of the multilateral TFA in 2017. A key element of the TFA is the conditionality of commitments and the related trade capacity building assistance. Perhaps such a solution will become a model for other agreements negotiated within the WTO? But what can highly developed countries count on in such a situation?

The answer to this question may be the proposal based on a flexible negotiation formula, put forward by the EU in 2018. In view of the increasing number of voices on the reform of the WTO, which appeared both on the side of highly developed and developing countries, a concept was created to distinguish WTO negotiations on the basis of a criterion of greater willingness of WTO members to liberalize trade (EC, 2018). On this basis, members could take part in trade liberalization on terms suited to their own potential. In practice, this would mean a choice between two types of negotiation. First, these would be multilateral negotiations, ending with a final agreement and binding only to the parties to the agreement. The second type would
be plurilateral negotiations, conducted in those areas where the chance of accepting a multilateral agreement would be low. The latter would be open to all WTO members, and the agreed rules would be applied on the basis of the MFN clause. The procedure for their acceptance would be simplified compared to multilateral negotiations.

A solution of this kind would formally distinguish WTO member states into at least two groups. The first one would include countries willing to tighten trade relations and further reduce barriers, while the second one – countries not prepared to exchange concessions. As a consequence, it would risk a limited participation of the second group of states in the international trading system and exclusion from advanced negotiations. The dividing line would run essentially between highly developed and developing countries, with some exceptions on both sides. This direction of changes would have two kinds of effects. First, it would mean a rejection of the single undertaking principle and further erosion of the multilateral trading system under the auspices of the WTO. Secondly, in the face of a paralysis of the organization, this proposal may, however, lead to overcoming the deadlock and tightening regulatory cooperation between WTO members willing to deepen trade relations.

This study confirms the main claim, taken at the outset, about the expanding role of the WTO in the sphere of development cooperation. The scope of these activities is relatively broad and dispersed, which is due to the WTO’s relatively short period of operation in this area. Nevertheless, this activity, directly or indirectly, serves to support developing countries within the multilateral trading system. There are three basic forms of such an engagement:

- assistance in building institutions, administrative apparatus, legal solutions and training of public officials in the field of international trade regulations; technical assistance, transfer of knowledge and know-how on WTO regulations and rules of the organization’s operation play a major role here;

- creation of rules and regulations conducive to interests of developing countries and support for the implementation of provisions contained in WTO agreements; the main manifestation of this type of activity are the provisions of SDT and the proposal to extend their scope to new areas; should new trade-related regulations be incorporated into the WTO, for example those relating to environmental protection or labor law standards, it is expected that the SDT provisions will also apply there;

- cooperation with other multilateral organizations in order to increase the effectiveness in achieving development goals; the aim is to reduce fragmentation of development aid system and to achieve greater harmonization of programs; the role of the WTO is to coordinate and administer joint initiatives and mobilize additional financial resources for development assistance.
The assessment of the WTO’s activities in development cooperation is ambiguous. This is due to several factors. First, the evolving formula of development cooperation, treated in the book as an international regime or a set of interrelated regimes in the sphere of international development assistance. Second, the declining importance of the WTO within the international trading system, the main reason for which lies in the failure of the Doha Round negotiations. Third, the organization’s search for a new area to operation related to development and support for developing countries. Given the above circumstances, it can be concluded that the WTO is in a period of transition. In this context, greater involvement in development cooperation seems a legitimate option of choice. This is in line with expectations of WTO members. Developing countries count on greater support for the implementation of their development goals related to trade, while it is in the interest of highly developed countries to increase the efficiency of the organization. This means changing the rules and regulations of trade in order to adapt to new international conditions, including those related to assistance for developing countries.
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